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OVERVIEW

Play can be characterized as behavior in which the partici-
pant is freedas far as pOesible from any imposed4consttaints or .

expectation to ellicit specific responses. Play allows for opti-
mum explortion of the unknown and'is predictable to the extent
that each participant is free to respond in his or her own way.
Play encourages creativity and tevelops the capacity to generate
new and unexpected respOnses to new situations.o. To gain the most
from play, howeyerj.ividual Areedom and self-regulation must
be present.

1

Materials an selected physical activi-qes applicable I()
and appropriate for participants with a variety of handicapping
conditions pTovide information for physical ,educators, recreation
personnel, volunteers, parents, and other interested persons
'planning and/Or conducting individualized or group activity-pro,L
grams for impaired, disabled, Ad handicapped participants.
Descriptions of,sPecific activities inclade tOdifications for
karticipants with varying degrees and types of conditions. Meth-
ods, equipment needs, adaptations, and physical lay-outs comprise
a major portion of the guide. Rehabilitative, developmental,
and competitive aspects of activity for impaired, aisabled,-and
handicpped persons are discussed.

An extensive annotated bibliography describes periodical
materials compiled. Many reference have been extraqted from
easily obtainable journals Those which are less accessible
are available, as are all listed materials through the Infor-
mation Research and Utilization Cente'r for Physical

anIcal

Education
and Ronrept4n-,9,0,- Yp*-direpp minima:eri for min-reorinting d
postage. fees. The article, its description, and the number of
pages are listed in the bibliography.

ExaMples in the' adaptation of activities for a variety of
handicapping conditions is also included: Activity programs
for the impaired, disabled, and handicapped have been initiated
throughout the nation; however, there is limited litarature
available to provide guidance., The materials compiled in this
information guide are Meant to provide an instructional basis
fdr effective implementation in activity design.

.01



INTRODU TIAN

4 ,

The Information Research and Utilization Center for Physi-
cal Ethication and Recreation for the Handicapped (IRUC) hils -.

just completed three years of operation as a dem2mstratiA projm
.

ect supported by the Bureau of..Educasdpn for tae Handicipped,
U. S. Office ofEducation, Department of Health, Education and
aelfare. A major purpose of this project was to collect,,re-
view, pacicage, develop, and distribute 4.nformatiogoand materials
abou't physical education, recreation and relate& areas for im -"
pared, disabled, and handiCappvl perpons.

/ . i i

1.
Individuals working wifh the dis.01ed are alerted to the

new direct information service.p rovided'by,IRUC. E2panSion
from, a referral service to a direct information service estab-
lishes IRUC as the Most comprehensive'resource for groups and
individuals seeking information on..physical education and rec-
reation for.thethandicapped. .

\ 1

;, This Activities Information Guide is the first of a series
of monthly packetscontaining the latest infermation'concerning
physical education, .recreation, sports, and related activity
oppo4itunities for impaired; disabled, and handicapped individuals.

This activities guide is designed to include an update of
information and materials regarding a variety of activities
tailored to a-variety of disabilities. Bibliographic infor-
14ation consisting of recent ,articles, films, and fugitive
'materials_has.been compiled. The bibliographic materials have
been ctagorized into activity strata. Charts depicting the
disability, a certain activity is best suited for, and those
-4-,-cen-mmst-re-a-d-ilbe adapted to have been devel ped. Psy-
chologiqal, social, and physical skills and aonce ts best
developed by a certain activity are also depicted graphically.

Relevant articles; selected for theii practicality and
. uniqueness, have ,been reprinted. Bibliographie_information is
listed to enable the resource contact to obtain.. information on
his own.

AudioviSual items such as -films, loop films, film strips,
slide prograMs and video tapes are listqd and available to.
rent' through, IRUC. Teaching techniques have been included,
as have several sample activity adaptations..

The value of this guide. lies in the application of infor-
mation towards activity programs'.for the handicapped.

PUT IT TO.GOOD USE!
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4* SELECTED TEACHINNTECHNI9UES

(

C

The follewing fist of `selected teaching techniques is not
complete. Sound ihstruciion of phySical education employs'the
same sound teaching methods generally accepted in all afeaa of
education. This' fsting includes ,those techrliqUes which; in
inopt cases, are varticiaarly.relevant to effectil/e instruction
of physical education with handicabped individuals. These
suggestions are concerned, with mo-E-ivational factors, effective
program planning, and gtpup organization. '

. progress SI,ewly, 'offering familiar activities
:first:. Use repetition because these students
.need ranforopment of learning-

.

. Introduce` -new activities during the early part
o period '9efore the group gets tired.

. Be clear in.directions without talkihg down
to the group,, V

Use'concretexamples.

. .

. Sell your if to your4students before attempt-
ing any forma14teaching.

Be, kind, firm, using a positive api5roach.

. Do not touch the student unless you have told'
him what yoU,plan to do-

Educational principles of ehective teaching
an learning are applicable to the retarded
and should be utilized, ,for instance,,frpm the
known' to the unknown andfrom.thlesimple.to
the complex. Both conceptual understiandings
and skills should be considered. Molor devel-
opment should proceed from gisoss to ind move-
ment and fpm"trunk movement to move ent,of the
extremities. Methods of motivation hould be
basic to any activity program; cony ntional
methods of verbal praise and dOcept ce, pr'aise
based on improved performance, and perant con-
ditioning. instrlictor enthusiasm a d p'artici-
pationiare keys -to pupil enthusiasm and.par-
ticipation-

enthusiasm

5 9



tire range of stimuli would be practicral, but .those
which can aontribute puccessfully to Understanding

. sired movement to resulpin a proper response.
Manual manipulation - -guide body parts through de- ,

This gives participants the feel of the action'

and performance on a given level should 4e used.

and can Rio much to alleviate theiinitial .fear so°

. . ,,,,
.

. 41

w ,

1

. Apaximurwftnumber of stimuli should be used in teaching
..--..,

a b.aaic.movement skill. It is deubtful that the en- -..

often shown by 'impaired, disabled, or handicapped
---

persons to anewlskill or activity. .

4 . - .0
Coact-ionfeel general or specific movement pat-

h,

mannequin, or doll. :through de-/
tes hands on parts of te body of an

1

f

.si red movement patterns. .

Tactile -use touch to relate bra- effectively V)
the child what part of the. body is to 're used.
This is an effective means 'of reinforcing other
Stimuli.

'

y

.

Visual--use of visual 'aids in combination with
other stimuli (i.e., slides, diagrams, demon,
strations, pictures, films, mirrors). Caution
should be exercised, irl, the use of mirrors involv-
ing left and right concept's because of the re-
versed reflectioA.

Verbal -oral .instrudtions. An awareness of the
language understanding.lsey'el of the. child is
necessary. Sometimes a concept is understood
but ig eclipsed by unfamiliar terminology. For
instance, a child may not comprehend the term i

"every other", but may comprehetd the synonymous
phrase "every second".

,
#

Abstract--use of signals, signs, and wordsjIhich
must be received and interpreted prior -to re-
action by the student. . .

.. Work on a ratio of one instructor (or aide) to one
, trainable student. EdLCable-students might have a

ratio of one instructor
A to'9 or 4 students.

, .

.
Games and activities should be selected for their
recreative value as well as their physical, social,

or mental value.,
. :

. Offer detivities which could be useful-_atwdrecess
time, after scho,41 hours, and later on in life.

4

6
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Seledt group games which involv-e a maximum of
. activity-for-playerd siMultaneously.

teams should have Yew members.(4-0. Children.
loseibinterest if they wait too long for a turn.

. Attempt to keeif each child actiie.

. If discipline is a probkem,jt'is"probably
that the game is too' di/ficult to'understand,
requires too much skill, has- too ,many rules,
r has to many verbal instructions.

Leant as much as possible about thestudents
before the first class period: '-

.

. thildrenaack iFlterest.in an activity, do,
not insist they play it.

Give the children goals in Which They can.
have some measure of success, and use praise
as often as possible;,

, A .

.Change the activity when interest is at its
peak. , -

1 .

Base activities upon the needs and readihess
of the various age groups.

,. .

. ..
.

Select games -which are'within the sill range
of the .'students. Take nothing for granted _
where movement is concerned. . . '

t

to'. Give .as few rules as necessary start the, _-

game. Introduce new rules in the -`'play"
. situaion.

.

. .keep the fun in fundamentals. Use a game
approach .toiteachthe.fundamentals.

,

To assure comparable team ability, the
instructor is the one best suited to select
teams in games requiring skill.

. Let children compete wit: themselves.

. Teach rules which may 'pe modified, but not
changed:. For example, hitting a player
below theviaist with -'the -ball in kickba4
.detracts from its ,value as a leacr-ap to'
softba.114
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1,

. In teaching a circle One, the instructor st-ropd,
staid' as ar.membero_t the-cirole. Always be in

0',',view to all students. '

,
. Demonstration wilibe. more of gclAve than verbal

.
.

,
, .

.
,

- , .

. explanation.
.

. .-

7

. -Children are usuallyertat idYtatO-S, Teach by s.

indirection as well.as by diredtipn.A.
.

All boundary lines Shb044e m'arkrand-equpment,
on hand Prior to teadh'ing444ctt3ity.

.The chronolog icar-age of a child muss not be
insulted.

. .4 few'comMah positive signals 'or commands
be understood' by all children (clapping hapds;
whistle, etc.).

. Realize that. problems are not always. what they
;lost obviowly seem. A child's inability to
catch a ball may be due too visual problems .rather,
than lack ofilcoordi,nation or fear of being hit'

411.

' Provide opportunities foi-. studenIIfelectiontan'd
suggestion of activities occasiort..Lly.

In programming, the instructor mustlbe cau-ous
not to plan'prograpLpased on 'his own interests,'
and abilities, or the. interest and abilities of
normal children of comparable age..

w

. Variation of aqtivitiesshould be planned to
'provide for vigorous. physical .activity daily.

: Mairitain a balance between vigorous-activities.
and' less demanding activities; pl for change=
of-pace 'activities'especially for u o;e.with
serious physical r mental defectsr,

. Be attuned to laugHter and excitemen. These.,

are gyl measurements of enjoyment.

rt impprtarit that the instructor eve .an

accurate and indelible visual image-9 the de-

sired skill. He must transmit this to the
learner through demonstration and approTrilate ,

audiovisual aids, bringing into play as many
senses as possible.

*

1.2,
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, A,

The instructor must gu'ard against worki . on
more than one aspect of a skill at a to

',By, concentrating on a single piase of the
skill, the participant can, place all of his
mental efforts into. perforinirig this act; he
is 'more- apt to experience success and is less
likbly :to become carrfused and fail.

Review skills learned during the previbus
periods before introducing new skill.s.

o

. .

.Base new activities on previously learned
experiences, 31v lenever possible; avoid
presenting too many ideas too quickly. ---

. -0
Give each student an opportunity to demon:-
strate some skill or skills to the gemaincler,
of the class. ; This will be 'a source of much ',

satisfaction ,to the student and may motivate -
others to Ifork harder. .

. . , . .

. .

Selectioh of activities should, be* based upon
the individtlal' s ,ability, level of profi:diendy;-
and personal -need. Mental. age, -backgraUnd.,-,
and previous experience in_ the activities
will help give valuable Clues in. 'sel'ecting
activities appropriate for the individual. '. ,

Activities offered should provide greater
challenge than had 'peen expected in the pre-
vious lesson. The, guides must be in success,
enjoyment, and learning experienced by the
participant,. .,

, .

Fodus .on participation, learning, and eX-,
perienob in games, :'lays, and contests --
wi-nning is not the major goal. ,,

. , °N..

Think in
,
terns of experience.and participation ..for each' indivioul; Consider the in 'ividual

... hanclicap in terms of,:rhow it affects , cuaching
. methods and approaches.

; - ,
. ,

Keep a daily record of each child' s .partici-
.pation and 'progress.

p.

Classroom, teachers, special educators, parents, and rec-
reation personnel will e interested' in these contributions
of a remedial' physicallEducation program. Sffiall and large
steps in terms of physical, emotional, and social improvement
have been noted in work concerning the multiply handicapped,
trainable mentally retarded, visually impaired, an hard of
hearirig. - ,

A
-a
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'44.11tiply, handicapped children participate- in activities -to ! II

.-%
.

.

. .

.

develop' basic movement skills. A great deal of individual help
'

is gl:Ven each.child. Rolling, and pushing balls, balancing,
,,

t
rhythms, tumbling; trampoline,-crawling,-.and,,parachute play are
reptsentative of activities that-have been successful with these
.children. Great emphasisisplaced on trying to get childreh to

play with and relate-to one.another.

51.1ccessful with multiply haydicapped

.
Hie children sit down and hold ha nds; stand / and bold
hands; walk ,and. continue to hold hands; add variations
and let children devise..their.own activities-'-eVen,
simple activities.

.': Simple exercises in which_volunteer or assistants
-demopstrate:and/or more children through various
patterns and routines. ,'

All'

v Rlace children in a circle and roll a lastic Ipil
to them as a first step in a throwing catching se-

. , ' quencel after rolling, tost Or throw ball with two-,

hands from differen't poAtions -(Sitting, stooping,K.

standing) and with underhand and overhand motions.
.

. 9
-

.

; .
. Have children lie on their stomachs in,a circle and

- hit a beach or plastic ball back and forth.
A 1

. Vse.p. large punch type heavy duty balloon in 'various

. activities'and from-different positions. .

IllfOrthopedically handicapped children engage in activities such

- as modified saftpall',.vAle5/ball, archery, basketball,, tumbling,
trampoline, parachute play, and othee'individUal and group, games.
Every effdrt is made to keep activities as nearly normal as possible:

. i ,

. Other/activities and approaches for orthopedic'ally handicapped

include--
. ,

. ./., .

.

. . .

. *Use bean bae,,balloons, or balls for Follow
.

the Leader for'
,-'youngsters to react quickly to visual stimuli; encourage

cerebral palsied children to do what Ehey can, each at his

L own speed and in his own way; let ,all children have oppor-

. tunitiesto serve-as leaders.

AP

Play catch with bean bags and bleach bottles with' b4toms
cut out as catcher; have teacher catch, if necessary with
youngster taking bean baeand throwing it back to the -41?

teactier; pair youngsters and let them work together,
.
gradually moving fathel: apart as 0411 and confidence
improve.

10
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. Use plastic .bat and ball; where necessary, allow
children to be pushe0 in.wheelchaires and hit-'
from a batting T ta modifSr.sofAall and related;
lead-up activities. ,

_Trainable mentally retarded children participate in a variety
of activities according to their developmental, functional, and
mental ages. Formal calisthenics and structured exercises hate
been popular and enjoyed by these youngsters. Whd.never possible
exercises are made into games and other types of fun activities.
Rolling, tumbling, trampoline, low organized games, obstacle
courses,*inner tube rolling, throwing, jumping, hopping, and
runhing activities are all incorporated into programs for TMR..

, Additional activities for TMR include--

Increase balance abiIity'With balance beams; balance
boards, jumping and hopping in and out of boxes, and
alternately lifting one foot and then the other from
the ground.

. Make exercises into,games.incorporating animal walks,"
appropriate moving objects such 'as flying birds,
tives,swaying, seeds growing, 'airplanes flying,
rockets blasting off, hdrses prancing.

Include relays of rollineytires or inflated r'nner
tubes or pushing medicine balls; use, bicycle tires
individually or with partners for mirror progressions;
tug, pull, jump into and out of, run inside tires
of-a1,1 sizes and descriptions.

tntroduce games such as Duck-Duck-Goose, Steal the.
Bacon, Drop the Bean Bag, Swat Tpg along with other
low organized games, specific leld-up activities,
and individual and teal sports.

, Visually handicapped youngsters take part in activities) ac-
cording 1p-their functional vision and how well each can see in
his envMnmenIl Many legally blind participate in most gross '-
motor activitidliowith physical and visual accuracy. Activities,
such as follow-the-leader (mirroring), tumbling, movement explo-
ration, balance beapit and boards, trampoline, obstacle- courses,
parachute play, running relays, and kickball' are all part of

' physical education for visually handicapped.

Typical activities and approaches for visually handicapped ,
include=-,

Use large yellow plastic balls or one that make
Qunds for tall gameg- and for teaching throwing
and catching.



r-

. Place youngsters with,gr&atest visual impairment
close to teacher to ensure that all can see what is
expected; guide them through movements or patterns °*4-

so' the get feel of Ocercisei skill, or activiy.

Hard ofheariAt Children need ti receive work on posture,
balande, and. body awareness. Balance beai and boards and jump'.

boards to improve kinesthetic awareness and balande.
lIch as relay races, softball, °volleyball, tumbling,.

trampoline, archery, parachute play exercises, and calisthenics
are adapted according to age and ability level of each child.

Sample activities and.methods for hard of hearing include--

. Use, mirror games where on erso does an activity
and the class follows; do these h exercises, b ls,

bean bags, wands, or bicycle tir s'tp develop the all
important eye contact needed so'desarately by hard
of hearing.

?4, :AZ*

Provide opportunities for.vigorous physical fitnen
-. activities through exercises,-calisthenics, running,
resistance (weight) programs, 'arici relays.

. Promote balance and kinesthetic awareness through
explbratory activitieS,-cilicuit,.tralning, and ob-
stacle/confidence courses. /

Teaching suggestions developed by a group of teachers, students,
and aides, who work* extensively in,a! ,tunnel activity project with
educable mentally retarded and educationally-handicapped children =-

. Hyperactive children need definite boundaries and
some structure ihgames an4 related activities to:
help them` develop control pf.body movements in
limited areas.

.. Skill sequences and activity progression* have to be.
broken.44to small'steps'to ensure success .and build
confidence.

.
Many EMR children--IQ 5Qr70--function as well, if
not better, in games, sports, and athletics than
non-retarded. However, many retarded have other
hang-ups such as social'adausttent problems, emo-
tional overlays, and psydholOgical problets;,,some
are easily distracted; h/peraotive, or have dif-
ficulty in remembering sequences.



C

. Many simple activities--such as the fun timnel--
canbeused as effective tools to:motivate_and',
communicate with these children. _Tunnels can
decrease. a-child's fear of closed places; many
children will go through tunnels hecause.of peer

- support(andencouragement.

. Facial expressions ana body movements are tip=
offs to what a child will do next:.

t

. ,Self-awareness Can be improved.with tunnels..
Children have better concepts of their own
heights; a greater awareness of their axtrem-
ities, where the hands and feet are while

.crawling, how the body follows the ,'head in
movements and position changes of legs and -

arms; more indication of the location -sense
and how-the body Its in and out;Ofiobjects.

AtAntion span can be deKeloped at children
ocus-attention on a single task and;block,
out all external. distractions while crawling
through tunnel's.

41110.

Instructors, teaOhersvolunteerso.parents--
all who deal with these children--must learn
when to .confront them with reality and when
to say nothing; they must learn-how much
protection to give children without fostering
unhealthy dependence.
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ACTIVITIES .BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following materials have been_tharoughly, reviewed and s
included in this activities bibliography. bebause of their useful
approaa. Each article actually describes the activity, and in,
mosCcases, provides instructions for practical use.

The:spurces are listed by the ,activity they are dealing with. ,

The title of therarticle, author, and publication it appears in
is listed for personal research. ,The exact .number of pages has .

been included should a reprin± be desiised. Some of the,,material
is Less accessible than others. Reprints can be purchased from
RUa.

k

Archery
,

. .\
. -

Hyman, -Dorothy. "Te-EnIng the Blind Student Archery Skills."
The Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 40
(April 1969): 85 (I page)

.

.

.
j

. ( . .

,Present an instructor's adaptation of archery for
a blind student at the college lOel; emphasizes
gaining self-confidence ,as well. as skill,

.FAit, Milton R.
capped Children."
Recreation, 42.

,
.

Deals with physical Ncation for orthopedically
Wandicappea children; escribes a program in archery
"offered in a special school, and an activity day in
Which orthopedically handicapped children participated

"Physical Education for -Orthopedically Handl-
Journal of Health, Physical Education, and
(Februaty 1971): 75-77 (3 pages)

'Activity. Day
%

Pettit, Milton H. "Physical Education for Orthopedically Handii
capped .Childreh." Journal,of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, 42 (February 1971),: 75-72 (3 pages)

IDesoribes structured program of competitive indoor .

and outdoor activities at Cypress Orthopedic School
Ontario, California); outlines organizational

=procedures, activities, and administrative consiche
erations for annual activity day.

Arts and Drafts

Jones; Don L. "Ten Uses of Art Activity in Treatment." Motive,
1912 (n.d.): 29. (I page)

19

25
e-



/
- ..

, .

Discusses art activity as an important tool in''..hosgital

1 treatment that is best dsed in.conjuncion with the rest,

bf the adyunctive- team. As the functional usp'of art '

'ipecomeS--betier unArstood, art activity can. be expected
\ to have Wider angreafjy enlarged therapeutic applcta-

1, ,tiOn. Explanation and definition of ten_specific values

:of painting are listed. :

, .

, ,

Merril", Dorothy. "Fkbn Stuff."=.The Exceptional Parent, 5-(March-

April 1975): 52-53 (2 pages)

r s

Depicts,printing for fun using many different mediums..
Several recipes for homemade inks and inkblodks,aare'
given and examples for implementation shown,

4

"Ideas From Our Readers.* Best of Challenge, II. (NoieMber-
Decmber 1970) : 12-13,, (2 pages)

,

.

Givesinstructions for sevpral arts and Crafts projects
'which have' been found ,to',work well, withmentally retarded
individuals,including. seyerelyretarded adults.

/*Stoller, 'Neil. "Shape-Up." Best of'Challenge, II. (September-
October 1972): 49. *(1 page)

Presents shape activities ,used successfully in New York
'City public schools with educable mentally retarded
boys and girls 7-12 wears of age .and trainable mentally
retarded children 10-16 years of e. Variation of
shape activities have been introd ed using colors,
numbers, letters', and words. An tline of the approach
utilized is given.

PuthOTf, Martilu. "NeW Dimensions in Physical Activity for Children
with Asthma and Other Respiratory Conditions." Journal of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation, 43. (September 1972): 75-77
(3 pages)

BIO17;711g games'for asthmatic children:. describes six
games used in an experimentaly study with asthmatic
children; lists resources for asthma and. activity
progrAms .for asthmatics.

Balloons

* Frederick, Joseph B.. "Balloons." Best of Challenge, I (May-June
1970): 69-70. (2 pages) .

Shows how balloons can be used as excellent dekrices

for teaching various physical-motor skills; introduces
sever]. 'activities an skills performed with balloons.

*Available only in compilations of Best,of Challenge (Volume I or II).
Washington, D.C.: AAHPER, 1971 and 19744,tespectively. Daxes shown
indicate,issue which appeared in Challenge. .

20
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k
Baseball

Bolt, Martha Lynn. "Softball for the Blind Student." Journal.
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 41 WuneY.7(57T
37., Cl Rev).

%Presbnts'a modification of softball designed for
iblin4 students; batting, pli.tching, and running were
adapted, and' certain "rules changed .so as not to
alter the game itself.

fJ ,. -
. ,

1/4

Lewis; 'Joseph. "Mock Blasebeil and Scrub." Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada: Canadian National Institute,for the Blind. Mimeographed.
.(2 pages)'

Describes' a form of baseball which would appee4 to
blind persons regaidless of age, sta$ of health,-
playing experiences,ordegree,of vis2on. This
,,amusing and exciting game is
stiMulating for a group of blind Iparticipaks.
Tile games does afford groupd o; 'blind. participants
many hours of exciting activity in outdoorprogramming.

4,

Buell, Charles. "Physical Education for Visually Handicapped.'!
Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 42 (April
1971).: 63-64. (2' pages)

Discusses adaptation of several
and recreation activities which
ticularly successful with blind
'ball games, track and field and,
Fes, relays, and contests.

Bean Bags

physical education
haVe proved par
children; includeS
fitness tests, tag

* Havard-Jones, Beti. "Fun and Games, with Bean Bags.", Best of
Challenge, II (Septethber-October 1971): 19. (1 Rage)

Presentd abtivities with bean bags that `are arranged
in order of difficulty; encourages,and challenges
students `to develop their °A bean bag movements,
patterns, and routines:

Bicycling A
.

* tiatbos, Leon. "How to Use the Bike." Bet of Challenge, II.
(Mgrdh-April 1972): 585 9. (2 pages)'

Provides suggestions to help youngsters ;wet success
through biking, impr4e their gross *motor abilities,
,and learn 411p ride a'two-wheel bcicyple.

. 4-4 a
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,Bowling

*Allan, Ralp "Expriments with Bowling." Best of Challenge, I

(Sep4mber).967Y: 45-47. (3 pages)

Includes several articles describing successful bowling .

experiments and programs in which simile and inexpensive
equipment is used. Bowling with improvised and official
rules is fun for retarded individuals and an excellent
activity for helping, them develop coordination and social
awareness.

Mason, Robert D. "Bowling for the Handicapped." Washington, D.C.:
American Alliance for Health,, Physical Education, and Recreation,
Programs for the Handicapped U201 16th_Street,'NA4., 20036). L.

Mimeographed., (4 pages) , ,

Discusses methods and means that enable handicapped in-
dividuas to bowl. The game has been made available to
individuals with most any handicapping condition, Dis-
cusses-specific suggestions for adapting bowling to
various handisapping conditions.

SchleiChkorn, Jacob S. "Tournament Bowling, an Activity for the
Handicapped." Journal of Health, Physical Education,' and Recreation,
43 (November-December 1972): . 56-57. (2 pages)

iPresents bowling as a sport that can giver the handi-
capped individual wprking with a team a ;tense of be-
longing as well,as the hope .for accomMishing some-

, thing that.others are doing and enjoying. EmphasizeS
.ingenuity in adapting 'bowling tomeet spec.ific needs
of eachhandicapped participant.

Camp 'Activities f

Oliver, James, ,"Add Challenge with Variety in,Activiti Journal

olhgealtD, 15hysical-Education, and 'Recreation, 37'(April 1966-33.
(3 pages)

,

9. Presents' material for use by counselorrend,other
staff in= summer day camps' for mentally retarded chil-
dren. Suggestions can be adapted by physical edu-
cators n instructional programs for mentalXy retarded
`boys acid girls in gymnasium or classroom. Includes.
suggestions \f'or activities involving inexpensive or no-
equipment. Several selected ,examples are categorized.

4
r.
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IFCroquet -

(*Peterson, Marshall. H. '"Indoor Croquet." Best of Challenge, II
(March-April 1972);: .16L17. (2 pages)

Introduces iriakr croquet as an excellent leisure
time activity fog- impaired, disabled, and hand' pped
individuals. Extensive experimentation has s own
that indoor croquet-,lends itself to all ch' ren with
a variety of handicapping canditips. ives when,
where, why, who, and -how of the activity.

'Games

*Capon, Jack. "Think." Beat of Challenge, II (January-February
1971): 36-37 (2 Pages)''

Utilizes perceptual motor playground markinga in a
;variety of activities to motivate chitaren,to think,
move, and learn while using the markings and playing.

Al

*Douglas, R. W. "It All Adds Up." Best of Challenge, II (Septem-
ber-October 1971): 28-33. (6 paies)

Presents specific games, relays, and other activ.ities
developed arpund classroom units. As young children
concentrated upon such things as listening activities,
identifying letters and numbers, certain act,ivities
were used to reinforce these concepts. GiVes a de-
scription of activities and, their variations.

*Ehgberg; Edna. "Games for'Winning."4Best of Challenge, II
(May-June 1971): 14-15. (2 pages)

. .

Discusses'aaaptations of games 80 that all players
who make an all-otlt effort have,a chance to, win.
Emphasizes ways o equalize competition among players
of unequal ski is du to age, physical .capabilities,
handicapping cohditions, or other relevant factors.

Gardening

Detwiler, B.; Merrill, D.;1 and Robinson, Jeri. ';Summertime Fun."
,The Exceptional Parent 5:3 (June 1975): 31-36. (6 pages) .4

'D scribes gardening activities, sand play, and summer-
dime activities,that.g .q.'an conibute to learning of
children. .Activitie4'are adaptable to interests andskill, as well as abilities an ot disabilities of any
child, regardless .of handicapping condition.

0
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"Wheelabout Gagden." The Exceptional.Pbxent, 5:3 (June 1975): 31.

(1 page) (Sponsored by the Easter Seal Society of Massachusetts v

. and carried out through its volunteers at 'Radcliffe' InstitUte.)

Discusses gardening as one of numerous recreatipnal,
aofivities that, is 'easily adapted for severely dis-

abled persons of alf'ages,. This booklet outlines
basics of suchga program, and its implementation, as
observed through ,a practicum study.

Golf
w

Adams, Ronald. "Putt-Putt Golf." Journal of Health, Physical

-Education, and Recreation,, 42 (March 1971): 48.,50. (3 pages).

Describes putt-putt (minature) golf course adapted

for individuals with a Variety of handicapping_ con-

ditions. For the sake of participant's:pride and

accomplishment,' player is taught, actual game skills;

incorpOrates a handicap, scoring system to equalize

competition.

Grosse, Susan J. "Indoor Targg Otlf." Journal of Health, Physical

Educlrion,,and Recreation; 42 (January 1971): 73. (1 page)

.Introduces indoOr target golf a:3 a part of a physical
education curriculum devised to provide physically
handicapped high school students knowledge, skflls,
:and enjoyablt activities in which they can take part

',as participants or spectators;. incorporates innovative,
creative, and original approaches to golf.

Gross Motor

Hauck, Eldon. "Successful Achievement Through the Use of Balande

Boards.-." Best of Challenge, I: (November. 1967). 55,56. (2 pageS).

.
Presents ,a series of activities on"balance boards 'for

primary level educable mentally retarded children.
Emphasizes use pf a simple instructional aid to en-

courage individual achievement and enthusiasm,

-Johansen, Gladys. "Integrating Viivally Handicapped Children into

.a` Public Elementary Sthool Physical Education Program."' Journal

of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, (April 1977771-62.
(2 pages)

Develops a program in whicVisuakly handicapped boys
and:gixls-of different agsq.can be integrated into many

physical education activities. Lists objectives of
1M M
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-. integrated p rograms and includes descriptions of
the following activities: body conditioning, rope,
jump,111g, phySicallpitness tests, pole climbing,
games an relays, tumbling and pyramids, ice skat,

g, e beam, stunts and self-test itg..

*MegerA Dennis. "Rope Skpping." Best of Challenge, II
(Matob=April 1973): 52 -53. (2 pages)

Presehts rope Skipping, as an excellent motor activ-
ity that is fun, challenging, adaptable, and develop-
mental in nature. Describes steps, patterns, and
routines for progression.

*Schmidt, Dennis. "Multi-Carpet Activities." Best of Challenge, II
(November-Deeelper 1973): 6-7. (2 pages)

Introduces carpet activities as means of developing
/body awareness, static balance, ability to follow
directions, attention span; locomotor skills, and
skill in,performing.animal walks. Emph4aizes every
child achieving at his or her'own level. Gives
'examples of activities utilizing inexpensive deyis,es.

*Hickey, Carolyn. "Cookdination Series Based on Side-Straddle-
Hop.", "Sequential d Developmental Activities Leading to the
Jump' for Ambulatory, Severely Mentally Retarded." Best of Challenge,
II

n
Ambulatory,

(?arch -April '1970)1 5-7. (3 pages) u

*Betel.; Thais, and Cragin, Wesley. "Sock It, Block It." Best of
Challenge, II (September- October 1971): 18. (1 page)

#
Describei a game whidh has been extremely poRglar'4

with children regardless of thetr abilities, 'level
of skill, or diagriostic categoried..,3 Aside from
being fun, the game aids in developing movement -

efficiency, muscular strength and endurance.

Hiking 4

*Edson, Thalas. "Walks', Rambles, and Strolls." Best of Challenge,
II (November7December 1971): 34-35. (2 pages),

-

Describes implementation of 'touch7on a nature hike
and its practical adaptation to daily' living ex-
periences. ,
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Innovative Activities

A

.

. . . ,

Davis, Ernie. "Collection of Alley Games." Best olirChallenfe, II
(November-December 1970): 11.. (1 page)

, c
'Lists improvisational type gamesand how visually im-

.
paired, youngetert play them. ..

;Ctiamberlain, James R., and' Ryan', Patrice. "Disney World in an Open'
Gym." Journal of Health, Physical-Education, and Recreation, 46
(May1975): 43. (1 purge}

.

Discusses the theme Disney World for an elementary'

_ school physical education open gymnasium program to
stimulate self-motiVation create interast and/engender,
enthudiasm. Four major learning centers were chosen
from the themes of the real Disney WOrld--Frontierland,

. Adventureland, Tomorrpwland,,and-Fantasyland. Describes
tasks designed to stimulate a child'p imagination and
creativity ,while at the.sameitime providing a challenge

_
to succeed regardless of agz or ability; can be easily
adapted' for mentally retarded children.

e

Myers, Rochelle. "Egg Beaters Corny Meal and Recreation." Best of
Challenge, I-(March l967): (3,pages)

:t . . ,
.

.

Describes activities in which children intensely engage
on their own by manipulating various- material, such.as

.. -sudsey play, food icolocripg 0:aylicorn meal play. Stimu-
v dates ,childrep to improvise then- owrr play. '

..

5,

. ,
. .

.

Merrill, Dorothy, and Robinson, Jeri. ."FUn Stugf--Dressing-Up."
The Exceptional Parent, 5 '.3 (August 197,5),: .%,5.?.' (1 page)

- .1K . .

PresentS ideaS for fantasy play with homemade costmes.
..

.

"Learning.a.t.Home." 'he Exceptional Parent , 5:3 (June 19'75): 43.

(1 page) (Media Resource ,Center of the Massachusetts Department
.df Mental Health, Division of gental Retardation.)

. _.

,
,

s. Discusses, 'various (activities which can enhance physical
ant, mental devel4qcnt in general and can be-Tun for

. parents and children. Includes statement on how qacyt
activity is valuable for'developing specific physical,

'intellectual, or Social skills.

,Oilliamson, Bob. ',New' Uses for Milk,Cartons." Best/of Challen ge, I
(September 1969),. 26-27: (2 pages).

Presents a series of stunts and games utilizing milk
cartons in.half gallon .and gallon sizes. Emphasizes
Agility, strength and endurance, as well as principles
of fair play and .teamwork.

A
sib
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. . ,

Laughlin, Sheila. "A WalkingJogging Program for*Blirid Persons."
The New Outlook for the Blind, 69:7. (September 1975): 312-313.

..,. ,(2 pages)

Deals with fact that many blind persons have a tend-
ency to limit their physical activity to necessary
movements. Motion can be increased and phYsicil
fitness promoted with a railed track or any adaptive
mechanism or technique permitting intense and pro-
longed activity: -Paints out most successful in-
structions for implementation of the program. r

Parachute Play

Jacobson, Stan. "How We Teach It." Journal of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation, 46 (January.1975): 57-58. (2 pages)

Features rythmic ideas using a parachute; includes.
a statement of purpose and objectives for specific
activitiea along with instructions for basic skills
and lead-up .activities and more advanced games.

Nelson, Pat. "Parachute Play and Ballet." Best of Challenge,
I (January 1968): 50-51. (2 pages) I

Describes a program in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in which,;tbe
parachute is..used in conjunction with ballet to help'
children achieve their full potential and stimulate
their maximum growth and development.

Play Cards

"Play Cards." Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Rpre-
ttion, 46 (February 1975): 30. (1 page)

Describes' series of play cetds and games created for
them which help young children master basic physical
Skills under the guidance of older children.

Ropes"

Frederick, Jos' ph. "Ropes for Wheelchairs.'; Journal ofHealth,
Physical Education, and Recreations,' 42 (March 1971): 50. (1 page)

Discusses use of rope in,conUnction with weights and:*
"pulleys as an Inexpensive physical learning situation
requiring little superviiion for youngsters in mheel-
chairs% ,Suggests activities to' promote independence

27 -
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and give each stude t a chance to grow and develop at

his or her own,pace.

Sandbox PlaY

*Myers, Rogene. "Elevated Sa-pdbox, Cut-Out Sandbox." Best of'

Challenge, II (March-April 1974):.5. (1 page)

Provides illustrationsoand directions for constructing
devices to use in a cooperative therapy program for pro-

foundly retarded persons. Explores :areas such as con-

tact play, water play, and tactile/texture play. In-

cludes directions for constructing and implementing
equipment to assist participants functioning at lower

levels. k 1.

/4

Swimming

Ferro; A. P. "Learning to Get Along in the Water." Journal of

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 37 (April 1966).

(2 pages)

Presents three documents used by a school prinCipal
in starting a swim program for mentally retarded chil-
'dren:, Includes an extensive list of suggestions de=
signed for instructors to help them teach mentally re-

, taxded to get along in the water.

_,/
Table Tennis

Adams, Ronald. "Adapted Table Tennis for thrMsically Handi-
capped." Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,

39 (November-December 1968): 79. (I page)

Describes ways_table.tennis,can be adapted for individ-

.--uals 'having a variety of disabling conditions. .Regard-

'. less of the condition, adapted table tennis can be played
by skilled and unskilled, ambulatory and non-am ulatory,

young and old, strong` and weak, as well as wheelchair and

'stretcher'patients.

.s
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MEETING YI DIVIDUADNEEDS

D

A
Adaptations for, Specific Disabilities

A

Physical activities may be .adapted to suit a certain ais-.

abillty.' The adaptation can lessen the degree of difficulty,
-thus tailoring the activity to a particularhandicapping condi7
tion, or it may increase the degrees of difficulty creating a
more challenging activity.

Croquet and Golf Lead-Up

Objectives: To develop direction and control in kickingo To
develop a basic understanding of golf and croquet.

Playing Areas, Outdoor playfield: wire wickets are placed, around
the circumference of a circle: dtarting'lines are
marked as shown:

2 .

.v
O

5

3n.
3

Equipment: Adjustable wire wickets (coat hangers straightened)
and six to nine inch playground balls.

Teaching Hints: Be sure that children understand the sequency of
holes they are, to play. Stard.ng lines and wick?,
ets thould be numbered or marked with the same
color. ,More high skilled players should be al-.
lowed to play through as in golf.

4
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Adaptation for heeichair handicapped or person with poor, hand -eye

coordination:

Instead. of kicking the ball through the wires, the person
would strike it through with a large (homemade) mallet.
Mallets can be made from large plastic bleach bottles and

dT1s.

Adaptation for those more highly skilled: .

Wickets and balls may be made smaller, and the distances
from the starting lines to the wickets increased. Pars

may be changed. The game may be played by-hitting a
smaller ball with a stick or club..

Pin the Tail on the Donkey

Equipment: Poster board with donkey or some other animal pic ure'
or*oiject participants will relate to. The pict re
must be missing a part., In the case of the d ey,

it is missing a tail. Each participants is blind-
folded and asked to pie the tail on the donkey.
Each participant has a number paper tail, and that

person to come- closest to binning it in the right
place is the winner. ti-

Adaptation for multiply-handicappedin wheelchairs :' '

-'

Instead of the board being stationary, someone could hold
the board and bring it to each blindfolded participant.
This would be an easier method for wheelchairs. However,

to make it more difficult, the player can have three
turns of the wheel to get within range'of the poster
and then play the game.

Adaptation for those more highly skilled:

Blindfold and spin 'around several times to make dizzy.

Oeblindfold and allow a certain number of forward
sups (three). Or. blindfold and approach the poster
backwards.

Obstacle Course

%-
Game: Using furniture in a room, set up an obstacle course. Send

three or foUr players dutside of the room and blindfold
them before they.return. When they return blindfolded,
they will go thieetigh the obitacle course on the directiOn
of the others not b])indfolded. The object is to get
through the course without having touched the furniture.

30
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Adaptation with wheelchair handicaps:

The floor can actually be clear of all- furniture to
facilitate wheelchair movement.., However, the-blind-.
folded participants do not know this. They think
there is furniture there. By having the rest of the
people yelling and screaming ,directions for 'them to
4ollOw, it can be hilarious for onlookers, challenging
and funny for participants;

4 ti
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../,.* IDEAS FOR GENERAL ADAPTATIONS AND SUBSTITUTIONS

Plastic Fun Balls with Long Cord Attached

Tie free end of .cord to wheeldheir, belt, or crutch
Practice throwing or batting; retrieve ball by- pulling
string.

Plastic Bat, Batting Tee/ and Plastic Ball

Use bat with ball tied to it. Retrieve own ball.
Use tee $o* both h s are free to bat; use'tAse
items in combinati ns according to individual's
bility and skill.

Indoor Shuffleboard

Use equipment that is smaller, lighter and easier for
youngsters to control than outdoor equipment; play on
a smaller court. Adapt shuffleboard for table-top play.

Indoor/Outdoor Rubber Horseshoes.

Use horseshoes that are light and place rubber mat
and peg at desired distance.

Volleyball

Let youngster throw for serve or serve closer to net;
have him participate in wheelchair, on crutches, or
in brace with little if any other modification or
adaptation. Let youngster .catch and throw :ball_ rather
than, hit and vollejit; use lighter, easier to control
ball such as plastic ball or balloon.

Dances
F-

-Have youngster move his/her own way in wheelchair,
on crutches, with brades instead of running, jump-
ing, skipping, or galloping; leteach devise his/her
own movements for each locomotor pattern.

Games

Allow a youngster who can not stand to take part in
games and activities by sitting or holding on to
something for support'. For ekample--Squirrel in a
Tree--allow a physically disabled youngster to be
a permanent tree.

33
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Kickball

Modify so,physically limited youngster kicks but does
not run or only runs to first base where he is,i.741Laced

by acourtesy runner.

Running Relays

Have physically limited youngster be the one

tag or get objects from at'a goal line. Let

who are not physically limited take turns in
chair or on crutches if necessary to even up

Bowling \ f

Let youngsters bowl from wheelchairs. Others not too

steady on their feet can sit in a chair or kneel. Use '

light weight balls and plastic pins. Plastic bleach
bottles or milk cartons can be substituted for pins.

If using real pins 'and balls,:an elevated ball 'ramp

will guide the ball down the alley and give it enougti

speed to knock thepins over.

runners
youngsters
a wheel-
squads.

Croquet Golf
""

Substitute sakes for wire wickets so youngster simply

hits stake. Make -wickets from various size automobile

tires or coat hangers according to ability and skill

of youngsters. ,

Exercises and Calisthenics
,

-Modify-according to movement potential of each youngster.
For examplesome exercises can be done, with little ad-

aptatioroor. change in wheelchair,, on crutches, or with
braces; other, exercises can be done on the floor rgtrer
than standing; others can be done according to the

individual's interpretation.

4.
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ADAPTATIONS FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Many activities lend themselves to progression within their
own realm. With slight adaptations, the following pages of
skills have been developed into more challenging experiences;
Variations depending on the limitations imposed by the individual's
impairment are listed to enable the person to progress from the
simplest form of an activity to the most difficult arrangement of
it.

As the individual moves through the variations of the activ-
ity, specific skills will develop as a result of each success.. A
part-whole method o.f teaching may be utilized so that a succession
of skills'will develop an activity.

Name:

e:'

Equipment':

Mat Activities

Self Awareness (Mentally Retardpd)

Tumbling mw$s,(there are many ways in which mats
can be improvised--e.g., using tires _and covering
them wit,h canvas, using old mattresses; performing
the activities in the grass out-of-doors).

Description: Have maximum partidipation,by tWentire group;
avoid having one child perform while the others
are sitting and watching. The activities listed

rare simply examples of the many difyent aps
proaches-that can be used.

Mat Activities

Crawl

Starting Position: Crawl position (on all
over edge of mat.

Action: Crawl on all 'fours to the end
of the, mat-as rapidly as
possible, touch the flobr at
the end of the mat with both
hands and crawl backward to
the starting position.

fos) with toes

Variations Deperiding
on Individual: , Crawl both ways foiled or backward.

Crawl sideward.
Crawl on knees and elbows.
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,

Idgf Moll ' .

d, Sttartng Position: .Lie across endipof mat, arms may be extended
., .. above the head.. . 1

. .
.

,

: ..
$.

Action: Roll to the end of the mat as
.' rapidly as possible, 'touch the

4floorat the en,crof the mat with
c. the .tody,, and 'r*ql 'back to start-

ing position. Prayer must stay ,

on the mat. If he rollS off, he
4 must ,,get back. on at the point he

s .- 'l'eft 'the mat and continue to roll.

t Bunny Hop'
. .

.,

Starting Position: En -'lit .on mat in squat position, hands on mat,
,toes extended over edge of mat. r

Aotion: Usi4g arms together, laees to-'..., . ...-
, ,- gether, in an alternat-ig sp-

quence, hop to the ericof the
mat as rapidly as pose bl , .tough the floot with bo
hands, and 'hop backward to ;,

.Pie end of the mat. _
4

I
Knee Walk r (

A

Starting Position: Stand do knees and lower legs, to .side,
toes over, edge, of mai%

Action: Walk_ forward on knees and ,low-s
er legs to _end of mat as' rapid
ty as possible, touch floor

. with both bands, and _wal,k baCkL-
ward to the- end of the mat.

Vatiations Dendi
on Individu,al: ft k hands behirld bdck or behind head.

:sideward with a step-7c1o4e-steptti.
e q 1.k en e f ace ) .

% ', 4 - .
4., ;

'Knee Hop a .
.- .

.!

- ,
ty,

1.
..

Starting Position Stand' On kntees and lower legs, arms to side,
. a . toes over end of mat. .

I .0

4

a
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Actions )Iop forward with knees to-
gether as 'rapidly as, pos-
sible to end mat," touch

. floor with both hands and
hop .baekward to the end of
the mat.

ROW the Bo at
.

Siorting Sit 6n m4it with legs extended
are over the -end of the mat4,
behind

Keeping_ the knees stfaight,N

and without using 'the legS,
pull. the body t the end of.
the mat with- t1-0, arms and
shoulders. Arms areuspd
together. Touch theiVloor
with both hands, swing the
feet around in the qppcsite
diteation and return in
same, manner, tt the starring

, 'end. .

Action:

so that heelsvit

Hands on that

Variation Depending A

on Ind vid,uali . Use hands in,an alternating :s6quence
(paddling: tlie canoe). .

feat Walk

Staring Position:' Sit on'the matwith.leg
. . are over the end of th

- chest. .

tions 'Keet,ing 'the knees straight,
walk on Nttocks to the end t
of the mat as. quickly as
possible. to,

. .t

0

, , e ,

. extdnded /so' that heels
att. 'Hands" folded over

ea

Worm Cr6.wl,, I ? 4*
ti ,'

.

=extended,'Stag Positions' Lie on mat on stomach, legg -extended,' hands.'
t- lorsked 4ehind 'back; and tbes foyer end of mat. ...,

sit i

,

,A0.oRI Ke'eping 14 ock,edan
A e

t place behitid , and
chest in contact, ith mar;
move across the mat, as

...Jr% quickly. as possible using' -.'
..d,

.. the legs. ,. (

4
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Forearm Walk

Starting POsition:, Lie.on mat, stomach down, legs extended with
toes over end of mat. Rest upper body on
fOrearms, with closed fist. .

Action: ,Keeping ldgs straight, pull ,,

body across mat as quickly
41as possible using area of
ar0s,from the fists to the
elbows. Use arMs in alter-
nating'sequence, drag the legs:

Variations Depending
on Individual: ' Move forward using forearms together (lock

the hanp.$)..
Push the body across the mat, feet first.

AShoulder Walk (back.-"slide)

Starting Position: Lie with back' on eat, knee-6' up, with toes over
end of mat. Hands locked. across the chest.

Action: Using feet in alternating
sequence, push the body.
across mat as rapidly as

,.oLossible. Use elbows la
Assist travel. When AIM
touches end of mat, swing ,

feetaround.to reverse
...direction and return. -

Variatipn&pepending /

on Individual: Use feet only without elbows.
Usw feet together, instead of alternating,-
(4, sequence.
Reverse d*C'Etion without turning around,
po that ho 4y is pulled by feet insteadr

1
of being pushed.

1

40' I

Walrus, Walk'

Starting Position: Lie .on mat on stomach, legs extended, with toes

over end of mat. Arms are extended along sides
of the body with palms' on mat and fingers
pointed toward feet: Head is held off mat.

38
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Action: Arms are t.led together with -

'fingers always pointed toward
feet. Keeping legsVraight,'
flexing only arms, push the
body forward to the end of the
mat-as quickly as possible.
The hands are held close to
the body and are not brought
above the shoulders.

Variatien-Depending .

on Individual: , Use hands in alternating_sequence.

Fill Swift Stroke

Starting, Position: Lie on mat on stomach, legs extended, with
toes over end of mat. Arms.are extended in

1 front of the body with palms on mat.' Head
held off mat.

Action:- Arms are used together, legs

_ are kept' straight and in-
active. Using hands and
armdpulI the body foileve!d!.
across the mat with a full
arm stroke so that the -arms
pass through the full: range
of extension:' from over the
head to along sides of,the
body. Each stroke begins, with /"-
a full :,c-tension in front .of rthe

"

VariatiOns,Depen4ing
on Individual:

Puppy Run

Starting
S,

Action:

.,,- 'v4 ,
Use alternat'ing sequence, of arm motion.
Use same position_but do a het.ff: stroke--

arms in full extension, pill body for-
wdrd until hand64-4me to .the shoulders.

O

Position: On hands and -k-he.et.

Creep in different direc't ions
and patterns (i.e.,
square, triangle). (Encouragg
proper cross pattern moyement2M

4
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Bear Walk

Starting Position:

if

Bend forward and touch the grojrnd with both
hands. Do not bend knees.

Action: Travel forward at moderate
pace moving hand and foot
on same side together.

Alligators

Startipg Position: Front lying position on floor.

Action: Pro141 self forward using arms, shoulders, thighs,
toes.

Kangaroos

Starting

.

Action:.

4

Position: Upright, ,legs together, arms _held
fashion.

Jump upland' down with
ferent directions (i.e
(Encourage children to
floor while jumping.)

and

4

in kangaroo

bOt,h feet together moving in dif-
., forward, backward--left, right).
bend knees, lifting feet high from

40
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.. .

,A 4 ,

.. Crab Walk t
, .

Starting Position: ,Facinfpfron'tward,Obend knees into squat,
position... ,,

. , - 4.
.

( Action: ,Drop hands and arms' beh
',.

.nd thes'body
.
fox support. Move

forward and backward. (Encourage children to loOk
straight up at the ceiling,- dropping head back and down
and to-keep.pe11,05.s-ya/allel with the floor, hips up.)

a

Bean Bag in Circle

Type: Throwing - Underhand

Objectives: To ,improve the underhand throwing motion.

PlayiNg Area: Any smooth hard surface; marked as, shown:

I

Equipment: A bean. bag forleabh child.

DescriptiOn: The playert stand eight feet from a double circle
target dr:awn on the play area and toss bean bags.

at the target. It is aT-foul to step over the line
.while tossing or to push or crowd other players.
A bean bag landing in liae.outencircle scores one.
point while landing infThe inner circle scores two
points. The player withithe highest score wins
the gaMe. Small groups or squads for each target
increase patticipetion for more children.

41
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Adaptation for Challenge; Increase, the distance from the throwing
lineto the double circle.

/
Target Toss

Type: Throwing - Underhand

'Objectives: To,learnto take turns. To gain in experience with
numbers and in ,keeping score. To improve the skill
of sliding bean bags for-distance, direction, and
accuracy.

Playing Area: Any smooth hard surface, marked as follows: A line 4

six feet long.in front of each teat; a circle three
feet in diameter--15 feet in fibnt of the throwing
line:

Description: The players stand in a straight line in back of the
throwing line. At redetermined signal, the,playerS
take turns stepping74% the line and slide their bean
bags toward the target circle. After each player has
had his turn, the bags,in,ea6h circle are counted.
The team with the highest number is the winner.

)eaching Hints Have players take turns counting the bags-. Put

a spot in the center of the circle- -count two fdr
any bag touching this spot.

Hit the Bucket-

Type: Throwing - Underhand

ObjectIves. To develop proper technique in throwing underhand.

Playing Area: .Any .smooth bard surface marked with a circle twelve

to twenty feet in diameter.

EquiPtqflt:' One bean bag for each child; waste can or basket;
twelve inch colored ribbon for each child.

I

Description: The class is' in a circle formation ,with the waste
.can in the center. The ribbon. is tied around left
foot_of the right handed children and the right foot

* of t1 left handers. Children are encouraged to
swing the arm back and,step forwaid with the foot
with the ribbon around it as they try to toss the
bean bag into the waste can.Aphe first child to

toss the bag into*the waste basket a predetermined.
number of times can be declared the winner.
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Teaching Hints: In order to maintain good class organization,
children should take turns tossing. If,the
class exceeds.ten children, two or more circles*
should be used. Have a plater in the middle of '

the circle to retrieve and return the object. ,

,Have several games of three or fivechildren tq
maintain_ greater interest tiqan.having one game

IP
of ten.

Adaptation for Challenge:, Have a larger circle and/or smaller
can. Include individual and/or team
competition:

Variations
Depending on Individual; ___Use a ball in placg of the bean bag.

Use iwo-Haffiti---ri,ght hand, and left hand
toss.'

.

Back Up

Type: Throwing Underhand'

Objectives: ,To improVe underhand throwing for distance and direc-
tion. To develop technique for making a ring to land
flat. To have opportunity to share and to take turns.

Playing Area: Any area marked as shown:

4' XXX
6'

8'

100

XXX XXX XXX

Equipment: A rubber ring for each child; a peg, eight inches high
for each group of three children.

Descriptioni Children are organized in groupd of three or four.
Each group has an 8" high peg at which to toss with
the court marked as shown. Children take turns, use
')the underhand throw, and attempt to ring the peg
from the line nearest the peg. If successful, the
player Backs Up to the next line. The first player
to ring the peg from the back line is the winner.

Teaching.Hints: Give the restraining lines names such as Sparrows
for the first line, Red Birds for the second line,
Hawks for the'third, and EaglesNfor the fourth,
to make this activity more interesting.
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Can Can Game
.

Type: .Throwing - Underhand
.

Objectives: To develop unTe"rhand throwing,motion; to learn to
follow.rules; to learn to use numbers; to learn to
.keep score. .

Playing Area: Sand or other soft surface.

.Equipment: Two cars or cups; six rubber washers (three green and
. three red). Sink the cups in the gro so that their

tops are slightly below aground level.

Description: The game is played the same as horseshoes except
that washers, are used fnipplace of horseshoes and
the sunken cups for pegs. The size of the washer, ('

the size of the can, and the distance between the
cans are factors that may be changed according to

' the skill bf the players. Scoring can be adjusted
according to the abilities of the players. Normal-
ly points are scored in any one of the following' -

three ways: (1) a washer in the can counts three
points unless neutralized (capped) by en opponent;
(2) a washer hanging over the edge of cup (a leaner)
counts 2 points unless an opponent's washer is hang-
ing further over the edge, in which case the oppo-
nent scdres 2 points; (3) any washer within two times
the diameter of the.washer being used, counts one
point, however if an opponent's washer is closer,
only his counts. The first player to reach 21 points
is the winner.

Around the World

Type: Throwing"- Underhand

Objectives: To improve the accuracy of the underhand throw; to
provide opportunity to keep score; to teach how to
make a ring land flat.

'Playing Area: Any area as shovin:

Home
54
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Description: The object of the game is to. traliel Around the World
with the fewest number of tosses. Pegs are arranged
around the course with the distancd between theM de-
termined by the skill'of the players. Starting from
Home, each player takes his turn. Each time A toss
is made-and the peg missed, the player retrieves his
ring and returns to try, again from the peg from which
he was last successful. If a ringer is thrown, the
player advances to try for the next peg.

Equipment: A round rubber ring for eaCh player; nixie pegs ex,-
tending about 8"-above the floor or ground. (The
rubber rings may be madeffrom old garden hose--cut the
hose into 24" lengths and fasten the ends by glueing
a 3" dowel pin into each end.)

)

Over the Net (Netball'

Type: Throwing - Catching

Objectives: To introduce volleyin
teach getting the b
proved social ability;
anent and. coordination;
body part.d'in relation
and opponents.

Playing Area: Hard surface marked as a volleyball court.

Equipment: V911eyball and net. (Height of net can be varied ac-
cording td age and ability of children.)

Description:

to more advanced players; to
over the net; to promote im-
to stimulate muscle develop-
to develop an awareness of, ,

to ,the bait, net, teammates,

This game has been used with pre-primary youngsters.
Players throw the ball over the net. The other team
catches the ball and throws it back. They .need not
even catch it before it hits the ground- -the main
objective is to throw the ball over the net--each
time it is done scores one point.

Teaching Hints: Foryery young children, the rules should be kept
at a minimum -just getting the ball is a thrill
for them. If one-student is making all the plays,
have the ball thrown to a teammate before re.turn-
ing it over the net.

,

Adaptation for Challenge: Have the participants throw the ball to
a teammate who throws it over the net.
Have them strike the ball instead of
catching it. Have them hit or catch
the ball before it touches the ground.
Use fewer players on a team.

24)
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Bocce (I-Calian Bowling)

Type: ,Throwirig - Underhand

Objectives: To develop the ur7derharid throwing-motion; to,improve
in-accuracy, distance, `and direction in throwing; to
learn to keep score.

Playing Area: Any smoot,har4 surface.

Equipment: A bean bag for each player.

ascription: Arrangethe children in one or several vertical
lines. Using an underhand throw, the first player
slides his bean bag on the floor. The other play-
ers then'tke turns to see whO can get theirlbean
bags *sest to the first,target bag. The player
who throws closest to the target-bag scores a point,

and then throws his bag first on the next turn.
The first player scoring a predetermined number of

points wins the game.
4

Adaptationfor.Challenge: Play the game with shuffleboard discs
and cues or rubber rings.

Teiehingoiiitats: Play several,games of five points rather than
one of twenty points. Try to knock an opponent's
bag away from the target bag without actually'
hitting the target bag.

-Keep It Up

Type Ball Handlrng

Objectives:- To learn to volley a ball.

Playing Atea: Classroom, gymtiu4 or playground./

Equipment: A volleyball (or other kind Of ball) for every five

or six players.

Description: The players fdVm teams of five dr six and get in
small circles; each team is given a volleyball. On

a signal the ball is hit into the air by batting it
with the open palms., The team that keeps the ball

up the lon wins'a point; the team with the most

a(!::::

point at the end of the playing periods or after a ,s-

specifie numbetr of tries is declared'the winner.
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Kick And Chase
I

Type: Kicking and .running

Objectives: To develop ability to kick a ball (stfitionary and

punt). To develop the concept of a line formation.
To develop running capabilities.

Playing Area: Play field marked as shown}:
Goa l

s
Y k X -

X t X 4

EqUipment:- One 8" playground ball for each team of three.

Description: Children are arranged in lines of three as shown in
the diagram. The first player kicks the ball (sta-
tionary or punt); all chase the bail-. After the
ball is picked up, the members of that team stand
in their original order at the-spot ,where the ball
was picked up. The lead, player goes to the end of
the line and the next player'on each tegrkicks
the ball on signal. The chasing and lining up
process is repeated. The first team, to get the
ball across the goal line and to line.up in order
with the ball is declared the winner.

vt- Teaching HintS: Have each team go through the game process
individually before involvihg all teams at one
time. Arrange -teams so that they will be of
comparative abil=ity.

Adaptation for Challenge: The teams return to the starting line.
-in the same-manntr after reaching 'the 4

goal line.

Triplets

Type: Kicking

Objectives: To develop direction and control in kicking:, to
develop a basic understanding of golf and croquet;
to teach children to keep score.

47
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-, Playing Area: Outdoor playfield; wire wickets are placed around A.
the circumference of a circle; ataerting lines are
marked as shown:

22 n

5

CY

Equipment,: Adjustable wire wickets (coat hangers straightened)
and six to nine inch playground balls.

.Teaching Hints: Be sure that children understand the sequence of
holes they aare to play,_ Starting lines and wick-
ets should/be numbered or marked with the same
color. -More highly skilled players should be
allowe to play thrdugh as in golf.

Adaptation forirChallenge: Wickets and bails may be-made smaller,
and the distances from the starting
lines to the wickets increased. 'Pars
may be changed. The game may be played
by hitting a Smaller ball with a stick
or club.

4,Swat To The Right

0 A

Type: Striking

Objectives: To learn to give .and take;) to
hit yhile running.

Playing Area: Any indoor or outdodr area
modate the Up.

Equipment: Rolled newspap

48
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Description: Children form a circle with two feet betwen tliem,

'hands are behind their backs. The leader goes a- ,

round the outside of the circle and places the news-
. paper in a player's hands. That player immediately

starts swatting the one on his right'below the
shoulders with the papers The player being swatted 42

runsto his-right around'the outside of the circle,
%

and back.to his brigirial.position. 'The leader 1

..

takes the place of the swatter as a-member of the '-

another

1

c!")

circle. The new leader (the one now with the paper)
then giies the paper to other player afid play

V continues.

Teaching_Hinks:-. Do not play with a large group, since only twa
children are involved simultaneously; have twt
or more groups playing at grace.

Push tall Relay

Type: Striking_ %.

Objectives: To develop skill in hitting a moving ball with a
stiok.

10-

Playing Area: Outdoor playfield. .

Equipment: An eight to ten inch playground ball and stick for
each time.

Description: Teams are in a relay file"formatfth. Each Player,
in turn, pupes a basketball with a stick over a
goal line.

a

Teaching Hints: ..The ba ll may be deflated slightly tol alow it
doWn. A field is preferable to a hard surface
to impede the speed of the ball.

Adaptation for Challenger, A longer stick or smaller ball may be
used. The distance between the start-

_ ing line and goal line may be lengthened.
. ,

Variations
Depending .on Individual: Push the ball over the goal_line, pick

it up and carry'-it back to the next
player who waits behind the starting
line. Carry the ball to the goal line
and push it back over the. starting
-Push the ball to the goal line and- ,back.
across the starting line.

49
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Striking'

ObjecktiVeS : f Tb dev410 skill

Playing Ara: Any .smooth hard
. and/or IDo-un4a2 y

..

in 'strkk*

si;1-fac , .d

Iineaz_ as

a ball with the 'hand.
a

raw' a' court with. a
illustrated:

center

11E(
rEcluipmentl 7 -inch rubber every two .children.

. .

Descriptions,
itt

t

4

yp;,Divide the playem into pal s with each couple
having a ball:7 Players hit he bail back and forth:.
,using the open hand.,'Diffe patterns (e.g., one
bounce, Utio bounciasi no bounc tzt:, can. be j.ntroduced.

.

Teaching /tints: Arrange players so that thoge together 'are of
compatable ability..

Adaptation for Challenge: Use a smaller baiikan4/or one that does
" .' not. bounce-as freely. Make the court

, similar-to a paddle tennis court and
. keep store. 1 , e. '

T ing - Dodging

ObjAives:

The _Target.

imprWre accuracy in-throwing a ball; to .dodge a
thrown bali:

laying Area: Playground ot'ggimnasium:

Eblukigmeht: Two 2--tc-k,10 inch rubber balls

e.
50

55,
a'

or twc volleyballs.

41.
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Desctiption: 41 The players form a single circle- -one player' is
. it--and is-the target. It must stand.,,th a sniall,.,

circle. Players, try to hit it with the rubber..
. ball. If it is hit below the waist- orgets both ' = `

of his feet outside the lanai]: circtle, the throv 1pr
bepomes it. '

44, f'
c,

A

Adaptation for Ch,allenge: Use two balls. instead, of one; make,,.. -.outer circle larger:- . ii'
...,=-:,

.. .

Table Football t ,, - . 4

Type: Ball h ingrand breath control 4

Objecti4esf ip develop the ability to control a ball by 'blowing..

Playing Area: Anywhere. withAereqvate space.
i.-

a

Equipment: Foul- Coca Cola bottles, a ping pong bb11,, and a'
\rectangular table.

4Description Foul- Coca Cola bottles (two at -,each 'end of the
table) are placed like "football goal posts on a
table that s wide, elOgh so people do not blow
in one another's 'faces. One end isthe Blue team's
goal, the other the Red's goal. , P1a,yers- Kneel on
the floorso tWr4cains are level with-the 'top of
the table. Players alternate on eaclit.side of the
table (i:e: , Red-Blue-Red7Blue). One: Red player is
goal ,keeper and kneels 'at ohe end of th.ee tablet and
a Blue player is the goalie at the .4e.iter end of the

dj.e
ect

table. The p4ng'pong ball is plated iti the mi
ol the table at the. et.tart of the game. The_ o

Airs ,to blOw the ball through the opponent'A
If the ball roll's 61'; the table, .it ip plac

-the center-arid pia* then resume4. One Apo in
scored for each goal.' , '

-
i-

r

Adaptation for %challenge:. Have all the Rd team on one *eidil. of
.

the table and all oh the Blue teamori
i, the other side.. OA -payer from each

-tee& opposes eackother trying to score;
a goal. Have several players frdms:each

. tearr-oppdse- each other at the same time..
Use several balls -at _the sam2time.

410, 1:;a11 Passing Relay

* Type: Ball Haryling
a

a

.1

eljectiv,e: To deveLop the ability to handle a ball.

.

56
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PlAying Area: ; Any in which there i,s sufficient pace.

'Equipment: One ball per team and a chair for each participant.
Description:, Divide the group ,Into, teams of six or seven; the

members of each toy t on chairs arranged in files
", (one. .e-hind the pr). The first player of each

team holds the 'ball- and on the signal, Go-passes the.
ball over .his, -head to the next player who passes it
ovCr ,his head to the next, and on to the end of the
line. .When the player at the end of the line *re- .
ceives the trail, he carries it to" the head Of the.

. line and sits in the first player',s chair. ''While
he is moving from-the ''batk to the front of the line,
all 'players in the' line move Eck. one .se at . The
procedure is repeated ttrti.12ai players ar \back in
their original chairs. If the ball is dropped, the
player losing it must recoveri't and return to his
Chain be 'ore,pa sing it on to the t ,player. 0..

. Variations Depending
Individual: Do this in otheriways t on qe

,floor; stand) and with various other-
passds (e.g.., roll, the bEl, hand it to' the right or the left, bounce it).

. Bill 3o gra
.c-

Type:- ,TosSing arid' Throwing,
Objectives: accuracy arid

, ing_ motions and moveme

.
kill in the different 'throw-

151aririg Area: Any that IS appropriate.
N.

S

- Equipierit: ,,-A" board or heavy paper of conwtient size (24 x 24,
x 30: 304 x 30) marked in 6-inch square's, or a dia-

ram may be drawn on the floor or blacktop, area with
halt. Mark -the squares with different numbers to

give each a scoring value..4

Description:

3. '4

- .,
Toss the "objects rubber rings, small bean bags,
washers) onto the' numbered squares from distances
according to the age and abilities of' the children.--

Adaptation foi Challenge,:
ability, increase 'the nunfe-rical value'

- of each square to Make' adding then-
more difficult and cnallenginglir.

Por those- with greater. arithmetic

52
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Circle Stride Bail

Type:- Striking
.

Objective: To develop skill in hitt.ingt.4 moving ball on,the
ground with open ,laud:,

Playing Area: Any smooth surface.

Equipment: A playground ball. ,

Description: Six to fifteen players form a circle; .legs
y
are a-

stride ...and the'teet touch those of their adjCining
players. The ball is put in play by a player who
hits. it into ,the center of the circle. The ball
is 1 by players.around and aCross,the circle

Vountil i ,passes between a player's g -this play-
er is then eliminated, returning when ne text
player is eliminated. The ball must clearly
hit by the hand aid not thrown or Pbs ed% -,

.

' --
,

Teaching Hints: The original game of stride ball-ls one in which
players.are,permandntly eliminated. HoWever, by
allowing them: to return to the game, discipline
is easier,to maintain and no one child spends
most of the time sitting and watching. Those
eliminated may peTequired to perform Some'other
activity (e:g.,\,s,ten jumping jacks, ten squat
thrusts, five sit-ups, run to the fence and
back, etc.)., Children cannot squat 16w or ,put
their knees together to stop the ball and pre-
vent it frOm passing through their legs.' If
the ball starts bouncing,.stoP the gam& and
start over.

Variations Depending - ,

on Ihdividual: Roll the ball: .Have .the player, who is
desighated'as it in th,e center of the cir-,

cle: T'iy to rollthe-ball out of 'the cir-
cle between the feet of any of the players, '

If it is sudelSfuls, he and the one who let
the ball-go through his legs change posi=t
tions. wave players on the circle try to «

"pass' the ball among them without it touch--
img the_ball. "

Balibon Pus* Ball

Type: Object Handling

Objectives: To imprOve hand eye coordination, endurance, and
mobility.

, 0
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...
* .

Playing Area: An open playroom or gymnasium.
, .

. _ .Equipment: -Large inflated balloon or beach
:
ball.

Description: Have te-ams.of equ al numbers on opposite sides of 'the
center line. The balloon is tossed up over the oqn-
ter line. Players 'can use any part of the body to
bat the ball^. All players may cover any area after::
the 6' Qnter ;toss . 4''A score results when 'the ball touches
the opponent's wall. Any number of .predetermlned
points constitutes a game. .

,
Adaptation for Challenge: A large beach ball instead of the

4 balloon creates a mucli more chaLIeng--
ing, game.

Hot Potato ,qe

Tijpe: Ball Handling , .

: , .., ,

.

Objectives:. To improve in throwing -and catching a ball.-
,

Pla4.y-ing Area: 'Playground, gymnasium, or classroom.
.. .

Equipment: Two 7 to 10Ainch rubber balls, tWo basketballs, two.
bean bags, o\-two volleyballs. ID

...

'.Desc riptioni: Players form circle ana pass a ball among them,
very quickly. t a signal ---Host Potato--the player
having the ball is eliminated and stands in the
. middle of the circle. After five,/ players are in
the -middle, another circle is started.- The last

players to by passing the ball around the first
circle win.

Adaptation for Challenge: Increase the size of the Place
41 a person ink the center of the circle

who is it. players on the circle pass
the ball among themselves trying to
prevent i`ts from touching the -ball. If
it touche'S the ball, he changes places
with the'one who threw it.

--.Variations Depending'
6n 'Individual: The ball iv bounced or specific kinds of

throws (underhna,' overhand) or passes are
Lised. .
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Type Ball

-Objectives:

Equipmentta
Description:

'3.4.4 '

IF a

.Beatball, Overtake

Handlinla.

To. acquaint childrenAth a circle formation:, to
improve ball'catchirig skill.

-

A large circle and a_21arge playground ball.

Players are in a circle formation with- the l'eaderyt
holding isball'and standing in the middle of the
circle.' The leader calls the name of one of the
players and then throws him the ball. The Player
called hands -the ball to one of .the players on
either side of him and then steps to the outside
of the circle., He begins walking around the out-
side of the circle in the directiqn which he,passed
the ball. The players me.anwhile pass the ball_a-
ry=rt the circle. The pltyer walking -atteMpts tp,
beat. the bail back to his 'starting place.

.

Adaptation for Challenge: Ma'ke the circle larger.- `Allow the
. players, to run around, the circle. .

Bean Bag Distance Throw

Type: Throwing'

Objectives:
.--

To improve skill in throwing for distance. (Use
,both underhand and overhand throwing motions.

.

playing Area: Playground-or gymnasium. '

Equipment: One bean bag for each child.'
4

Description: Children 1,3.re-up behind a throwing line. On the''
signal from the leaMr, .the children throw the bean0
bags as far,as possible. After all bags .have Veen
throWn. children run to retrieve their own bags,..
t.;nen return, to the throwing line.

t

Adaptation7forl6Challenge: A target may be used to challenge the
,

players. _*
IP .

-1 -

Type:

Object

Steal the Base
ry;

Throwing

es: To improve skill of throwing ball at a moving, target.
1.
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P4aying Area: Playground or gymnasium.

Equipment: Volleyball or 7 to 10 inch rubber ball.

Description.: Playeh are divided into small groups Aro choose a
certain spot on the play area for their home. One.,

player is designated as it.' It.'stands holding d
large rubber ball in the middle of the play area,.
The different groups motion to each ,other to change
homes with them. It tries,. to hit "them with the .4

dell. If it succeeds in hitting one, he takes his
place in the group and the one hit becomes it. If
it doesn't hit someone in three tries, he chooses

someone else to be it.

Donkey Dbdge .Ball

Type.: Throwing and Dodging

Objectives: To improve in throwing a ball.
_/1

Playing Area: , Prayground or, gymnasium.

Equipment: 7 to. 10 inch rubber ball or volleyball.

. :
Description: Players are in' a circle; three players are In the

' center and form the' Old Horse. Each of these three

.
clasps tffe-player in front.by the waist. The play-
er in f nt is the h'e ; the next player, the body,

,
and, the as player, tail. The players in 'the

!circle re given a ball. and attempt to ,hit the tail.

When.tb, tail is hit, he joins the circle and the.
player itting the tail becomes the hea--the head

V ,

becomes the body, and the body becomes the tail.

The g continues in this manner.

Adaptation for Chall

Type: Throwing and

Objeci'ves: To imp
durance

ge: Increase the size of circle;, use two
or more palls.-:

Running Dodge, Ball

odging
.

ve agility; to stimulate cardiovascular en-
, to improve throwine-, skills.
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'Playing Area: Playground or gymnasium:. Use two parallel lines
about 30 feet apart to form a gauntlet. The

f
gauntlet, as illustrated below, 'is alAMM.60 feet
long. A volleyball court is ideal,.

A A A A A A A A A A A A A

B

Bt8
BBB
BBB
8BB
BB

B oult

1

A A A A A A.A A'A A AA A'A A

Equipment: Your tb six rubber balls (soft foam rubber or rolled
up gym socks make adequate substitutes).

. P ;
Dgitcription: Teaff A throws;, Team B runs the gauntlet. Team A

players'lip.e up on each side of the playing area..
Team B lines up at one end of'the gauntlet. a
-signal, Team B players run through the gaunlaA,
touch the end line and run back to'the starting
line. A point is scored for each player completing .

the gauntle without being hit. Players getting hit"
must. sit down immediat ly. Team B. then becomes,. the
throwing team and Team runs the gauntlet.'

Teething Eintg: 'Running Dodge Ball should be preceded by other -

more simple games involvi 'Apdging and throwing.

Evading Ball,

Type: Throwing and Dodging

Objectives: To improve, in throwing.a baX accurately arid in
dodging a thrown ball. tik :

Playing Area: Playground or gymnasium marked as illustrated:

°Goat
Team I

X

$
V $

4.

0.1
25'

V

'Tem, II

0

0

0

0'
0
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Equipment: A 7 to'10 inch rubber ball, or a volleyball.

Description: The players are divided into three equal teams. Team
I and Team II form at the side lines and face each

other 25 feet aLart. Team Int stands single file out7.,-
side the playing' area between the two teams and is the

running team. A goal. is established '15 feet in front

of Team as is illustrated in the diagram; A

volleyball is given to one of the players on either
Team I or Team II. On a signal this player throws
the ball at the first runner from Team III who runs
to the go-al and back.. A point is scored if the run-
ner succeeds in keeping from being hit by the ball.
When the entire team has run, the scores ire totaled
and the teams change positions until all teams have

. been the runners. The team with the highest score .
' wins the gate.-

6

South American Relay

Type: Ball 'handling and running.

Objecttives: To develop skills in handling a ball and in rmning;
to develop the ability to follow directions and rules. ,

Playing Area: Ay in which there is sufficient space:

Equipment:- Rubber ball, volleyball, or other ball of this type..

Description": Divide children into two vertical lines with approx-
imately six children to each line, and assign them

consecutive numbers. On the starting signal No. 1
rolls the ball to No. 6. As soon as No. 6ets the -

ball he steps into line, replacing 'No. 5ewhp has

moved,up one place. The ball is passed between
players down the line durin which time No. 1 runs
to the back of the line -and takes the piace-of-No.

6. As soon as No. 2 receive the ball he steps in-
to the place formerly, occupied by No. 1 and becomes

the roller. This conalkues until No. 1 is back in
his original place. Wee diagram.)

1
2 2

4 4

6 6 6 .

4
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0

Variation epending
_on Individual: Use cliff

head, be,,

etc.). Use different locomotor skr ls .g.,
jump, hop, sk , gallop, slide, t

ent kinds
en legs,

s/

of passes (e.g., over:-
over - and - under, side,

e

move from the nt to the back of the line.

Come Back Ball
N

TYpe: Ball Handling. \

'Objective: To improve in ability to handle 'a ba))

Playing Area: Any smooth hard surface, marked as indicated:

q . .

Equipment:. _Balls that will bounZie. 7

DeSCription: Four players stand on each of the sides,of 'l2 -foot'
square_ marked in the play area. In the cener of
the square is a circle.12inthes'in diameter. Eacri,

player faces his p°artner across the square. The
players keep the ball bouncing from the palm of o
hand to the center spot and on to the player oppo-

, site: the ball. is returned in the same way. A bad
stroke makes it.impossible for the player opposite
to _return it and counts as amiss, at.whiQh
the ball goes to the other pair.

Adaircatiorr for Challenge: Have the players try to knock their
opponents' ball out of the center is

Typ

Obj

it hits there. Have both pairs of_
players keep balls going back and fokh
across the square at the same time.

Twin Ball

joking and Dribbling,

ves: To develop the ability to keep a ball'under control
while kicking it (-foot dribble). To improve in
kicky accuraci.
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Playing Area: Any smooth surface.

Equipment:

Description:

#

Indian Clubs, old, bowling pins, filled bleach bottles,

or.filled milk cartons. A. ball for each team.
1.

Each team has one ball and one club (or other object
Give, each person a number (in large groups, give a
number to two or more individuals on each team); the

r1/4r-

inst otor calls a number--the Appropriate players
their lines, kick the ball and attempt to

knock ov their club. The first one to knock the
,

club down scored a point fo his team. The game
can be won,by a certain number of points (after all
have had their turns, or after a specific time limit

has been reached).

Adaptation for Challenge: Omit the ball and have the players run
and att'empt to kick the club over with
their feet7--Have the,players dribble
the ball to a given 1/ne from which
they try to knock she club over with
the kicked ball. Put additional mate-,
rial in the bleach bottles or milk
cartons-to make them heavier' and more
difficult to fall. Have the players
throw the ball-from a certain line
rather than kicking it.

Disc Relay

Type: Pushing with an object

)

Objectives: To learn to take turns; to develop an underhand push-
ing motion; to develop ability to control the shuffle-
board Cue and disc. ft

_ Playing Area.:_ AV _smooth hard surfade.

Equipment: ShufflebOard disc and cues (or other similar objects).
u ,

Description: ,Divide the group so There are no more than four
players to a team. Mar* goal line with masking'
tape, chalk, etc., on the floor about 20 feet from
the staining line. Each player in turn pushes the
disc kith the cue across the goal line and then
back to the starting line. The cue must remain in
contact lith thelAisc at-all times.

Adaptation for Challenge: Change the goal to .a. circle. Each
Mayer, in turn, shoots at the circle
until he puts the disc in the circle.

1



. Guard the Gate

Type: Rolling a Ball

Objectives: To improve the ability to roll a ball accurately and
with,greater force; to react to an on-coming ball
and stop it.

Playing tr.: Any with adequate space.

Equipment: TOne large rubber ball.

Description: Players sit on the. floor in a circle about an arm's
length apart. Each player guards the space on each
side of him--lifts the arms tofill the air space
(put up the gate) and lowers the arms to fill the
floor space (lower the gate). When players have
the idea of guarding the gate, one player takes a
ball and rolls it as hard as he can across the cir-
cle t15 try and get it through an open, space. Play-
ers next to that space try to stop the ball. The
player who stops the, ball rolls it 'next. If the
ball goes'through-,tne gate, the two players'next
to the opening race for it., The one getting the
ball next rolls it.

Teaching Hints: Stress that all players except the two going
after the ball should remain seated. Praise the
player who m§nages to roll the ball through a
gate as well '''as the one who is-able to stop the
ball.

Call Bali

Type: Object Handling

To_inproare in the- aality-to-tossthrow, and retch_
an object; to react to a specific stimulus.

Playing Area: Any with adequate space.

Equipment: Bean bag oragil.

Description: A circle is.fomed with one player taking his posi-
tion in the center. He tosses the ball up.'in the
air and calls the name of any player on the circle.
The player whose name- is called attempts to catch
the ball before it hits .he floor (pr on the first
bounce). If.he is successful, he gets to toss the
object from the center-and call a n/w player's name
If the player whose name has been called is not-
successful_in catching the object; the or.).ginal
thrower tosses the 4ject again.
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Teaching Hints:

1/

The center toss should be fair and'to a height.
named by the Snstrctor. Giv suggestions on
catching and throwing as the-children play. Do
not leave anyone in the centex\ for a long period
of .play. Try to seerthat everyone gets a:chance
in the center.

Adaptation for Challenge: Give the children numbers, names of
animals, or other objects rather than

..
having them respond to.their'own names.

Type: Striking

Objectives:

Playing Arxias

Balloon Volleyball
.

To develop the skills of striking; to lharn to perceive
a moving object.

A net is suspended at Sour to five fd*t_across the
middle of a playing areal,151, x )

Equipment: 3allaons of various sizes, pennies, and S net.

Description: Thp game is played muCh'like volleybill except that
a balloon is substituted for the ball. Players may
.strike the ball'twice in a xow; it may be'hit six
times on a side. Play is started by a two hand lfit
by the player in the serving position;.his.tea has-
five more hits in which to get the balloonover the,
net.

,Teaching Hints: -Begin with instruction in striking, a114i e'ach

pryer to have a- balloon with which to p#ctice
keepLng it in the air and under control. \

Adaptation for Challenge: As the dame becomes too easy, place a
_ _ __, _penny inside tne

fall faster: Allow up to six persons
9n a team.

Variations Depending
on Individual: Pass the ring,---fort circle and hit the-

balloon in such a manner that it Moves a-
round the circle. Two Nansame as above
except tt is done in a smaller area and\
with fewer players.
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Juggle.Vollevball

Volleyball-Lead-Up

Objectives:- To introduce and improve the skill of volleying a
ball; to improve team play; to learn the general
features bf a team sport similar to volleyball.

?laying Area: Gymnasiv or volleyball court.

Equipment:

DeiCription:

Volleyball and net.

The game is played ttle.same,as Newcomb except that
the ball is volleyeto to aces ,ind opponents
instead of thrown. For eAmple, a player receiving
the ball from a teammate or opponent will catch the
ball, toss it in the air and then volleyit.

Boundball -

Type Volleyball Lead-Up

Objectives: Ts) learn the basic rules of .vol yball; to develop
.

the specific skills necessary f r playing volleyball.

'
Flaying Area: Rectangular court 60' x 30' with a center line two

inches in width dividing it in o two equal halves.

MM.

Equipment: Volleyball (no net).

Desorj_ption:

.

The' game is played accowling to rules that are
essentially the same astvolleyball except.that the
ball is alltwed to,bounce-before it is hit and the
center line on the court replaces the net. Rules
governing positions, 'otation, serving, playing

_ _ the ball, number of _hits, etc., .o.an be _made_ iden- _

tical to regulation volleyball with the exception
as stated.

Variations Depending
on Individual: Move the service line to an area ins±de the

court; change the number of hits alloWed by
an individual or on one side Of the line:

rt Newcomb .

'type: ,Volleyball Lead -Up

Objectives: To learn c'ourt formations and rotation; to improve
skills of 'catching and throwing.
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ale t - . ; ,.PlayirirAteas A 'Volleyball court or ,,similar 'sp marked as
itllusthraied:

.
.

tita

v*

Ne t

0
i

4"

tf

1\0-
6

<7.1)

"'Equipment; Volleyball 'and, net.
.45

.Descriptione' The ,gape consists of throwing a volley ck and .

forth ever a net' 'atween teamso consisting of eight-
players whO arrange 'thems-elves as shown on the -ilia-
gram.: Th.e genie is started by the server Who throws
th,ball from `behind the' end line. Two.`teantnates of
thb server must play the i4.a11 before it crosses the
net; the thirdfplayer must throw the ball Qv-er.-61he
net. All throws cross,j.ng the net must be traveling
in an upward arc When the ball leaves thrower',s
hancla.; slarnmlng is illea7.. No more ono less than
threV playe'rs may play the ba.134.1Defore it crosses
the net. A- player tou hing the ball oir a ball touch-
ing a player shall- be cZti%idered as .caving played
the ball. Players in s throw the ball firorp approx- ,-
imately.-the -same pla e he ball was caught: A ball
landing on-s.a bouna.a is in'' A ball 'May be played
twice -by the same players proyiding it is played by
a .teammate, in bet en. Players `di` the serving team
must ,rotate as indicated by-,the arrows in thil dia-
(Tara; a team rotates only when rece.iving

serving. The penal for viola ions is loS oto serve.' Points be scoredllotsnly by the team

fo" the 4gide"Itse.rvin'g and loss of points if th- '
c_eiving.. team fouls. 1

tcAAdaptation for .Qh'allenge: Four of ihe eig layers must be girls.
'Teats are, arranged so every other player
is a girl: The pall must pldyed
tervately by,-boys .and girls'.

4
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ts

-,
jectivIts: 'To learn to setve:,,- fleyball.

.r-

' Bat V Bell

a

lying Are.a: Playg4pund or large room marked.

uipmeht: A volleyball.,

Dewription: The players a videa into two equal teats--one
team is in th eld and the other is at bat. he
first player at bat hits the volleyball with his,
fit into fair territory. The batter then,t
to run to -the base--line and back to the servi
line withoUt being,tputiout. Thl's scores one po nt
if he is successful. The batter hay be put out by
(1) failing trhit a gbad ball in three attempts'
(the ball must cross the scratch line and l'and in
fair territory1tbe bod); (2) being hit with the
.ball by a fielder while between the service and
.base line; (3)rema!ining on the base line when
another batter runs to it A fielder may make a'
foul and give the opposiri g team a pointby (1)
running with the ball; (2) holding the, ball more
than 3 seconds; (3Yhitting the runnerNhige the
ruriner islbetween the service and scratch line.
pree outs retire a side from bat. The team with
"the highest score .at the end of five i .11gs wins.

4-

4 a

1 J
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RESOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL'INFORMATION

'Annotated Listing of Films

4.

1. A Dream to Grow On (16mm, sound, color, '28 minutes).
cO4

.1.

Bpne'Film Services 3132 M Street, N.W:, Washington, D.'C-.
- 4s, t

Narrated by former Olympic decathlon champion, Rafer Johnson,
this film shows1,000.1MentallTretarded Children running,
jumping, swimming, and competing ih,nother events in the 1968
SpeciaLClymEidt in Chicago. It emphasizes that when these
children receive-training, help, and understanding, they can
derive the same benefits from play and participation in
sports astheir.nonretarded peers. Action unfolds in a wide
range of athletic events--50 and 300-yard dashes, high jump,
standing long 'jump, softbaS1 throw, gymnastics, trampoline,
floor hockey,, swimming, basketball, and football _along with
the pageantry of 'the first Special Olympics.

And a Time to Dance (16mm, sound, black /white, 10 minuteg).
Commonwealth Mental Health FounIaion, 4 Marlboro Road;
Lexington, Massachusetts, 02173.

3h6Wsliorma Canner, one of the earliest dancers to.use crea-
tive movement-with children. In this film sbe works with
two'classes of retarded children--one class in an institution,
one in'a community. ntrsery,

3. And So They Meve(16mm,sbund, black /white, 19 minutes).
Audio-Vi llal Center, Michigan State University, East Lansing,C.
Michigan:48824.

. . . .
.

.

.

,
.

Film deals with the application of movement to the physically
handicapped. Therationale; activities, methods, ,and proce-

_ 'dures'ane appropriate for'mentally retarded of all functional
. .levels' '' Encourages children..t4 extend themselves in purpose-

ful andenjOy4bleoloyement./Tey become, better able to re-
`, late'tp ,one anoth.NT create their own play environment, enjoy
tryingCind thrill to 'the adventure of .exploration. Much of ,'
the .program's built around improvised equptentExboxes,
blocks, h4ops, ropes, and benchesr-inrovative intrbor'dbstacle

c-courses,- and creative `use of conventional playground, equip,-
men1 .'7 -' . - . %

- . .-.;,:a

0- 14
,4. An Assembly Pi:ogtam in Physig.a4 Educatioj EMP Children ,

. . .

,' (16mm, silent' color, 10 mitntes) , Ridley School Diqtrict,
,.

. Folsom, -Pennsylvania; 1X33. .- I. - .r . /s,
, % , .

Wgrm-up'exerOisegi'tlebling, stunt's, pparatus, Indian Club
activitiQd, and bAl routines are perfsrmedby,educablA men-

0 '. tally retarded children for public school asseMbly prodram.

.i.

, .
, ':

I
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44. - i , .I. --a...:. ;
-. -

Performance is wepreteived by an audience of normal ckildren. .

Dispals some fears,aboUt what retarded children can and cannot
. ,p

do; f - .

5. Anne "Arundel County'Speci,e1 Olympics (16Mm, sound, color, 12
Minuteslu.10621 FablerROW, 'ColuMpia, Maryland.-

L---,,,

,..,1 Special Olympics Day at -0'1e United States Naval Academy,
Annapolis, lexylend, fbiatures mentally retarded and physi-
cally handicapped childre and yOung.peopp.e competingin
various track and field activities.

c---. - ----....,\ ., .

6. Anyone Can (16mm, sound) polor, 27 minutet) .
Bradley Wright-Films, 309kNorth Duane Avende,cSan'Gabriel,
C 'fornia, or)Californi.a Aseo6iation for Neurologically
Han capped Children, 647! WillwRogers Street, I,* Angeles,
Qalifo

.,.

Demonstrates a variety of creative and innovative activities
and approaches for each of four training components:' 'rope-

i
handling skills; ball-handling techniques; the stegel and itt4
multiple uses; and trampoline activities.; Ilphasid%is on
prOblem-sOlving approaches, in which each child is. encouraged t,',
to think and concentrate upon "the tasks at hand. Designed to
.be" used as .a. gue4e by parents and persona involved, in recre-
ation or institutional program. , ,

..1 ,

7. Arts and Crafts forth'' Slow Learner (16mm; sound,-Vlack/white,
26 minutes). SWS duqation'al Films, 3031. KallitlAvenue; Zong
,Beach, California. : ',- If '

.
,

. _ -4, - , iv . 44
Emphasizes values and contri.putions of arts and,orafts'to the
-total development --physical o social`; emotional, and mental---e,

--Of slOW=learners andpmentally retarded,children.. Demonstrated
are activities including paper mache, fingei- painting, wet. .

chalk drawing, potato carving, lunAting,41hss painting, bead .

stringing, wood Ilurning,yleather craft, copper tooling, clay
sculpture, and loom

a,
E3'.

Basic Ball Dribbling Cl6mm,'sound, color, 10 minutea).
Martin Moyer Productions, 900.Federal,Avenue Test, Seattle,
Washingtonc98,102 . .

'' -

Shows a variety of. ball handling activities designed to improve
skills and to develop:peroeptualmotcr abilities. .Mutic and,
verbal directions are uted'to direct 'Activities.

. ,

9'. Bob and His Friehds on the Playgound (16mmsouft,'colorf 5
---. minutes) . Educational Materials Distributors, 'Weslaco, Texas,.

.78596. . ; . t..

.-
c

"4 .

Desirable play concepts and practices are developed in a
special elementary- 'vel'classioom by.educable meritly

-

t . 1 .ke
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retarded children:' A young boy 'and his classmates are. shown
exercising, playing games, and participating in Various
sports.

10. Cast 'No Shadow (16rin, sound, color, 27 minute's).
- Professional Arts, Inc. , Box 8484, 'Uni'versal City., California.

.Depicts a wide range of recreation activities for severely'
and profoundly mentally, retarded, physically handicapped,
mult,khandicapped,, and emotionally disturbed 'children, teens,
and adults at the Recreation Center for the Handicapped (San

'.Francisco, California). Emphasis is Dn values of recre-atiin
and. its effects upon lives of handicapped persons as they
participate in a variety, of acti*ities from snow skiing at
Squaw Valley's Olympic. Village to wheelchair surfing in the

. P'acific 0,cearN -

11, Challsinge: A Camp for All Seasons tl6rnm, sound color, 12
minutes)._ "§aster Segal Society of Florida, 231- East Colonial
Drive*prlando, Florida, 32801. ,a-- -

.. I. . 1

Depicts a ,general overview of camp rilariagements, and support ...
cam"and presents ce.mkfacilities. Svpported by the Easter Seal

Society of Florida; the, program at Camp Challenge is ,de.signed
to cl'allenge both children and adults with' a variety of lin-

t pairments and diSabilities. -Pi-Dvides "opporttinities ,for'eaCh
camper 'to participate 'in many, 'activities--arts and crafts,

. nature, .aquatics, 'small craft, fishing , daric.ing , archery,
. bowling., and other recreational sports. The "therapeutic 'de- '
sign of the 'swimming pOol ,affords multiple use; wooded and ..

.play areas complertnature, and outcroor, a.c-07vities'l an ;
artificial lake tciates ,opportuhities'for experience's i-n

" small craft and f*hingr buildings 'are, functional as werl .
as aesthetic. : . ; . . /
A. 6

X a
. .

i

12. Comte Oh Carrie, Come On (16mm or

er

video, sound, color, 27
flintei). SpsiP1 01y0ics, Inc . T. The Josepli, P. Kerinedy Jr.

. Foundatiot, 1'701 K, Stfet; IN-,--.14-,t, ,Ilash' , D".. C 20006.
i . ... . , -,___

eIncludes' a general introduction to the- area of manual tater-
I dlationa and discusses, the, contribution physical activity and ,

.' .. the Special Olympics make 'to development of retarded children.
''' The story itself is about a nine year'old girl with, Doyme ts

..
synarome. Emphasis,,is on(keeping retarded children, in the,

4 .community. . , ). r'

, , . , I .

13. Community Adap±ive Pereatioa, Program for the '.Handicapped t
... (16mm, sound, color, '7 minutes) . ' Recreation and Adult

Division, Milwaukee.,.Zublic SchoolS-7, P. 0. krawer 10K,
MilwauXee, WisconSin. , : . & " . 4 ,

. ItI . ., . . . ' ;
..

'Emphasis on providing a balanced teaching ,and train'
.. velopmental program through recreation 'it is based u

., , .I. ,

it. I, *A

t ..



activities sponsored by the Recreation and Adglt Divis,ion,
Milwaukee ,Public Schools. Keys to -the program are embodied
in adaptation; imagination, and ingenuity; game's and equip-
ment are.custoM. made whereneeded and necessary. Designed

mto meet individual needs and satisfy personal interests so
that eadn child is encouraged to act. Provides opportunities.
for.these children to do things that can be done by any other
child, emphasizes these youngsters asepeople fitst and handi-,

. capped second. l' - ',..
W k

14. Demoristration'Lesson in Physical Education (16mm, sound;
,black/White, 28 minutes). Audio Visual Studio, National
Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street`,. N.M., Mashing-

- ton, D. C.., 20036. .

. .

Shows approaches, `techniques and'some of the activities used-
-by Ernie'Davis in the physical edioation program at Crowley
Special S. hoof, St. Paul, Minnesota.' IQ's of'participating

ldren range from 50 to 8fthipmean'of 72) whi e their mean

ae
chronological age is about4fttteen. Demon rates activities

-' such as responding 'to commands; lining up d counting off;
. running relay races; participating in circle games; organizing

squads; Using 'Innoyative and creative warm-'tp activities ; -_
teaching tumbling activities' -- shoulder roll, progressively
to the handstand; and doint partner Stilants...!Valuable,'pe

.
, ticaU and iiighlylmotivating teaching irocedutas and metho
- are used throughoUt.the demonstration lessOn. .

.
.

. ., .

15. Developmental Physical Education (16mm,'sound, Color, 28
minutes). Simensonand Johnson, Box 34; Collegei:FarX, Ma....

land. .

, 9 : '
, - - : ---

Presents activities apkoptiate sequence' and meaningful
progressions to help t ainable mentally retardeslto follow
directions, achieve success, coifidence, become more co-
operative, and gain physical fitness and motor ability.- Most

' activities sholl do not reqdire expensive or extensive
,-equipment. "Teacher-leader participation, ingenuityl, and
sincere interest in the children -are clearly evident. En-
joymen pleasure, and fun are reflected through the sponta-
neity of children's participation, nature of their comments,
and expressions on their faces. The philosophy-, embodied-in
the final words,/ "To move 3..to,live.and.tO enjoy the
quantity and quality of life," is shown in action for all to
see and incorporate into their own programs.

16. Eve bod Wins (16mM, sound, color, 224minutes), Bradley
Wright Film 9 North Duane Avenue, San_Gabi-fel, C,alifgrnia,

- 9177 .

A

.

'Show methodsoactivities, procedures, and techniques of. '

reaching indiy Mdal children' through activeparticipation in,

0
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physical education. Includes ways and means to recognize a
child's readiness for specific eotivites, to consider his.
previous experience in\these and relat activities, and-to
allow for experimentation to .meet indiyidual needs and dif-,
ferences. Introduces. 2nd discusset concepts which can be =:_
applied a. .d adapted to ;other activities, skills, and.move-
ment programs not included.in this filni. emphasis is on
the practical functiOnai, .and logical with much use made' of
homemade, i*rovised, easily-obtained, and 'inexpensive equip-
ment and devices. Diredt and indirect application can be
made to .call children inbluding impaired, disabled, and_
handicapped.

i.

17. Floor Hockey (16mm, sound, color,. 15 minutes): Canadian
Association for Mental Reardation,-Kinsmen NIMR Building,
Yok University, 4.700 Keefe Sttreet,:Downsviey.r, Ontario,
Canada. s. , , k

. ' k

'

.,..,

Aimsetictly at-players, provides seduences'and progressions
to help 'introduce and expand' this activity in'pthIlital edu- '.

'cation and recreation programs in public school -yid community
recreation setti,g6 for edlicabLe mentally retardip. Adapting
teaching methbds 'to meet varied needs and abilities of re-
tarded parti.oiparits are a major contribution of the film.

. 1
.. 1 . , -110-

18: W' bhutet (16mm: isound, color, '12 minutes). Docu-
men s, 321'7 Trout Gulch Road, Apton, California,

\ 95qp _,
;.1

,

I tir '
1

Offers a visual presentation of selected parachute activities
that add a new dimension td, all levels of the physical edu-
cation prpgram. Shows how 1parachutes can be used to develop

44
strength andeendurance, teamwork and cooperation, while

.

iped.ng flan._.trsed,*ith large groups, the parachute can be
used for both structured game situatibns and creative
,t

ac-

,4:a ivities.: Used effectively all ,types levels d ages
c-, 4.:If ithpaired, disabled and handicapped persons because of,

its tremendous versatility arid universal appeal.
.,' .

19.. Hi,/-, - Look Us Over (.16mmi-sqund, cold 22 minutes). Canadian
Ass&ciatiom forMental Retardation, YoxklJniversity, 4700

' Kaele Stieet, Dolyinsviewi; DrIt:ario, anada.s
. V.

,Jiisousses athlttiC competrtiOn- or retarded children in
Canada, including' track and fie , floor hockey, and swim-' 4

/

ming,in the Stecial Olympids, Showsvgeneral information on
mentaLoretardAtion andineedfox retarded per%ons to have a
thence to'participate physipal activity programs'.

5
/ 20.I.Just for the.Funof.It (16mm, sound, color, minutes).

Orange County Dppartment of EdIcation:XEducational Media
Center)r' Civic Center Drive, Santa Anna, CaliforniEa.

' 71 ,.
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Presents a series of physical activities for mentally retarded
children., Provides ideas and activities from tke most simple
to complex. Shows activitiesin the following'areas: posture
improvement, balance training, body awakenbss, spatial aware-
ness; anticipation and 'timing training, group participation;
increasing attention and lengthening interest span, muscle
strength and endurance. Stimulates creativity since many ac-

, tivities shown are done with inexpensive, easily obtained,'
and highlylmotivating pieces of apparatus.-

21. Little Marti 16mm, sound, color, minutes). The National
Foundation-March.of Dimes, 800 Second Avenue, New York, New
Yok, 10017.

Prebents Marty, eight year old poster boy of the National
Foundation. Born'with no arms, one leg shorter than the
other, and other birth defects, he fetds himself, paints,
types, swims, plays softball, soccer, cards with artificial
arms and a built-up shoe. His great determination and
courage are truly .inspirational.

22.. Movement Exploration: What AM I? (16mm, sound, cola'',
minutes. Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California, 90025.

. ,

Of

Provides exciting motivation for children and an excellent
guide for teachers based on knowledge of the positive're-
lationshig between sensorimotor 'activities and perceptual
devellwpment. Explores movement, clarifies concepts of di-
rectia and' space as related to themselves, and proMotes
development of perceptual skills which effect their ability
toread and write. Stu4 dies movements of things around us.,

2, Physic11. al Education for Blind Child .re (16mt, sound, color,
20 minutes).' Charles Buell, 4244 He her Road, Long Beach,
California, 90808.

. 1
Shows visually handicapped school _children of all ages par-
ticipating in a wide Variety of physical education activities.
Presetts approaches to Modify activities sO visually -handl-
capped.chirdren can participate with their sighted class-,
ntes. stresses importance of physical adtZvity'foi visually
handicapped children along with contributions of active par-

.
-

,sure -time

in physical education to social development, lei-
'sre-time pursuits, anddaily§ical fitness.,

rNip,

24. Ihvstel Education:' rever, to Learning (16mm, sound, color,
.*20 minutep).' Stuart 'Finley, 3428 Mansfield Road, Lake Bar-.

'Oroft, Falls Chu.rch, Virginia, 220411. '4
-

7

traphasizeS the use of wholesome, "vigOrouS physical ctiyitY
as a means of motivating and challenging mentally tarded

.1.



youngst to improve performance and to'stimulate total
growth and development. ,Shows prima* and intermediate
educable youngsters negotiating obstacles on an improvised
confidence course consisting, of tires, ropes, ladders, a
softball backstop, hurdles, a jungle gym, and a balance
beam. Shows advanced elementary school educable youngsters
participating in indoor activities involving chairS, logs,
ropes, and balance boards.

25. The Proud Ones (16mm, sound, color, 132 minutes). Montana
Film Productions, 1236 Helena Avenue, Helena, Montana, 58601.Productions,

Presents purposes, reasons, and values Of active partici-
pation by mentally retarded Oungsters in- sports, athletics,
and other fun activities in 'terms of Montana SPecial Olym-
pics.' Shot's boy/6and girls swimming, running, jumping, and
throwing in competition as well as eating, dancin', social-
izing with others, relaxing, and having fun. Shows swimming
and track and field events as vehicles for parti ip is to
establish goals that are important to them as indiv duals,
to have a sense of belonging, to experienA success, and to
stand tall in victory or defeat. Enables a-youngster to
have a personal feelirrg.of accomplishment, and pride in
having done his best.

26-. Recreation Center for the Handicapped (16mm, sound, color,
23 minutes)._ East of the0Mississippi River apply to Augio-
Visual Studio, National Education AsSociation, 1201 SiAtbeenth
Street, N.W.; Washington, D. C.., 20036 west of the Missip-

i4 sippi ,River apply to,Mrs. Morris Pomeroy, Director, Recre-
ation Center for the Handicapped, Great Highway near Sloat
Boulevard, San Francisco, California.

10

Founded in 1952', the Recreation Center for the Handicapped,
provides year round programs for severely handicapped par-

, ticipants of all ages. The program,stresses achievement of
happiness ,and contentment as ead individual, regardless of
his condition, learns' to do for himself and to stand 'on- his
own two feet. The film shOws participants active in checkers,
music Activities (tamborine and bongos), clay work, outdoor
activities, table games, wrestling, swimming, fishing, and
casting, woodworking, playground activities, snow and winter
activities, and dancing. Some of the many ways in which the
participants help each other are vividly shown.

27.- Roadwork*(16mm,,silent, black/white, 15 minutes). Dr. James.
N. Oliver, School of Education; 'The University, Birminghath
15,' England.

Combines use of different tnesjf movement with interesting
and challenging physical activities. Shows a typical road-
work session with mentally retarded b6ys including ambling,

73
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fast or race walking, ,jogging, trotting, sprinting, skipping
hopping, PoUnding, running .backwatrds, and crawling. Shows
various partner activities. Makes full use of the natural
environment including fallen tree trunks, small ditches, hills,
and trees. Note: A taped narration accompanies this film
which' can be played during the showing or used to become sac -
quainted with the film to prepare one's own narration.

28. Rope Skipping (16mm, soun4, color, 16 minutes). Martin Moyer
ProduCtions, 900 Federal Avenue East, Seattle, Washington,
98102. -

Demonstrates rope skipping as a physical education class ac-
tivity. Cqntains a description, of a variety of skipping
steps and a short ,discussion of varues of rope skipping

29. Shape -'-of a Leaf (16ip, sound, color, 30 minutes). Campbell
Ffl -ms, Sextons Rive , Vermont,.-,15 W4.

Reveals the sensitive responses of retarded children to vari-
ous types of art training. Demonstrate? the artistic creativity
and the individuality of style that these children possess.
Shows the following art mediumg:', perception training boxes,
painting, creative stitching, weaving, batik, ceramics, and
puppets; art experiences are also related to other activities
through verbalization and music.

30. Splash (16mm, sound, color, 21 minutes). Documentary Films,
,3217 Trout Gulch Road, Aptos, California, 95003

Strows exciting, stimulating, and fun ways to use water en-
vironments--pans, sprinklers, wading pools, and swimming
pools--and aquatic activities to introduce and reinforce
a variety of concepts are presented to subtrainable-severe-
ly mentally retarded and multiple handicapped children in
practical, fucctional, and meaningful ways. Offers a tre-
mendous motivat,icn.for, learning that has been relatively
untapped, and yet it is so simple an inexpensive! (Water)

31. Swimming for a Congenital Quad Amputee (16mm, silent, black/
white, 10 minutes). Instructional Media Center, University
Station, Austin, Texas, 78712.

Illustrates development of swimming and diving techniques by
a congenital quad amputee in a college physical education.
program. Shows procedures utilized for developing propul-
sive movement in water with use of various size swim fins
and use of inner tube strapping to hold fins on upper arms
as well as thighs, Reveals teaching techniques of arm and
leg movement. Front.dive, back dive, and flips are performed.

C\f
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32. To Lighten the Shadows` (16mm, sound, black/white, 20 minutes).
Bert Lunan, Cooidinator, Information Center-Recreation for
the Handicapped, c/o Little Grassy Facilities, Southern
Illinoi-University, Carbondale.

Build around the First Ihstitute for Camp Directors and Staff
held at Little Grassy Facilities, Southern Illinois Univer,
sity, Carbondale, (March1963), this film combines scenes
from institute sessions with planned activities for retarded%
youngsters. Boys and girls are seen in such typical camp
activities as riding the bus to.camp, arts and crafts, horse-
back. riding, weiner roast,.nature crafts, singing activities,
.fishing, self-testing activities, and'circle games, Out-
standing teachers from the field provide information about
retardation, a rationale for recreation programming for re-
tarde hildren, .information about staff and leadership,
and eas about coordination between.camp and home,.
AV

33 Tumbling "The Forward Roll" (16mm, sound color, 11 minutes).
Martin Moyer Productions, 900 Federal Avenue East; Seattle,
Washington, 98102.

Designed to encourage elementary classroom teachers to initi-
ate a tumbling program. Shows the forward roll as an iso- °

lated and a progressive method of teaching. Activity devel-
ops into a tumbling unit based upon the roll.

34. You're It'(I6mm,, sound, color, 2.5 minutes). Alden S. Gilmore
or Thomas A. Rich,' MacDonald Training Center, 4424 Tampa Bay
Boulevard, Tampa, Florida, 33614.

Emphasizes the impOrtance of recreation as a means of edu-
cating mentally retarded children. Discusses specific ex'-
amples of how participation in recreational programs can
contribute to physical growth, social development, more pro-
ductive use of leisure time, and vocational placement. In
cludes methods of working wi retarded youngsters in recre-
ational programs, along with teaching hints and-suggestions.
Shows retarded youngsters of all ages participating in a
variety of activities--e.g., hide and seek, softball, cheer-S
leading, camping, swimming, dancing, square dancing, table
tenrris, pool, arts and craf , and in passive activities as
watching television and li tening to music. t

35. Therapy Through Play (16mm, sound, color, 27 mindtes).
Richard Switzer, Human Resources Center,Antiertson,' NeW
York, 1l507.

Shows physically hani%pped children participating
.

in a
variety of physical activities. Children in wheelchairs are
seen taking part in touch football, soccer, swimming, cage
ball, miniature golf, bowling, .relays, and fencing. Dic-
tates integrating occupational ther and physical Iherapy

7V5



through physical:education and recreation. .Shows ta variety
of adaptations and modifications in physical. education along
with ways in which clt4er areas of the curriculum are approached- -
driver education, science, and home economics.

1
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LISTING OF PERIODICALS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE'

. In revi&O"e literature for thi
sources offering physical activities, to
other information helpful to individuals
people were found in the following publi

-

s information elide, many
aching suggestions, and
involved with disabled '

American Corrective_ Therapy
$

4910 Bayou Vista -
Houston,.Teias 77088 -- * b

. '., .. .
Journal published bimonthly by the American Corrective Therapy

.

Association.
- .

. ,
.

Subscription Price: Members . - 10.00/ per year
. Non- members - $12.00/per year

American Journar,of Mental Deficiency
5201 Connectictrt'Alienue,,N. W.
Wahington D. C. 2001,5

Jouinal published bimonthly by the
Mental DefiCiency-

-

Cost: Institutes and Libraries -

Non - Institutional

",a

American Association on

40.00 per volume
8.00 per copy,

20.001).er'volupe
4.00fper dopy

American-Journal of Occupational Therapy
60-6 EecutiyeBbuleliard - 4 1.,
Rodkyille, Maryland 208524

_

4

J " .

Official Publication of-the American Occupational, Therapy .

.:

Association. c) '

. _- ..,
.

o i .

Subscription included in AOTA membe'r's annu'LL registration"fee.
- Individual Cast: :Non-members - 10.$50/ per year

. Institutions - 12..50/per-year
- .Back Issues - 2.00 :1 ..4

. V' . T.
,- , _ .

c

American- Rehabilitation
'Superintendent of Documents
V. GovernMent PrirPtingtffice

p, Masnifigtan, D. C. 204Q2
.

,

. . ., .
...s.

61ficial bimonthly4Ublicion of the'Rehabilitation'Services
-Adminis-Cration,,, 0
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Cription Price: 11.75/er
2.00/per copy

Children's House
Children's House, Inc.
Caldwell, New Jersey 07006

Published bimonthly. =0

Cost: One year charter subscriptions $3>50, plus postage.

Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
ReSton,'Virginia 22091

A

Official journal of the Council for Exceptional Children. Pub-
lished September-May excluding Drec9mber.

Cost ;: Members- 7.00
Not7members 12.50
Single Copy --: 2.00

Exceptional Parent, ,.

P. O. Box 964
Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

Cost: 3-Years -(18 issues)
2-Yeart (12 ,issues)-
1-Year (6 issues)
Back Issues

4ikon
- 8.00

lo. do
2.50

Journal for §'f)ecial EducAtors(of the Mentally. Retarded,
'Box. 171 f -

Center Conway, New Hampshire 03813 .

4
The special educators Tagazine of the Academy of Edupational
Disciplines.

'
10

Cdst.4 1-.Year (3 issues) - 'S9.00 .,

Sinle:Issue - S3.50

.... . .

Journal* of Health, Physical Educatith, and Recreat4on*
1201 Sixteenth Street, . W. .

',Washington, bl C. 2003

SP

Cost: Members ,(9 issue) Pius Update (9 issues)-.7 25.00/ per year
Students' (Undergraduate) .' .04' 12 60/'er.year

Institutions
.

.

4'' 25.00 per year

" .

*Now changed to Journal ot Physical Education and Recgation.

\ lk ., ,
.

,...

. .
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',Journal of Optometric Vision Development
Jou inal , ,

..

5243 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Penfisylvania 19139

Journal of Special\Educatiori4
3515 Woodhavpn Road _ .
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19154

4 3,

.Pui)liE

A

hed 4uarteky.

'V
Cost:, Institutions - 12.00/ per Year ,

Ihdividual Z.00/pikr year
Students , 8.00/per year

- '

Men a1 Retardation
.

.520 Connecticut.Avenue, N. °W.
irashington, D.. C. 2001.

Publication of American Associttin on Mehtal. Deficiepy.

CISSt.it:° Included in MeMbership,'Dttes
Non-members .122.00 f

Single .Copy -
,

Motive .

OhiaiNaezartment of Mental Health anI Men tal ,Retai-dation
-OhiogDepirtments Building
Columbus, Ohio 5601

\Bimonthly pu131iChtion.
1 & e

Cost: Bree.

. , , \ .i :.

41. ,

New- aktibOk. foIthe Blind .

-": Information"tepartment ,.*
.

15 West 16th Street, .
,.

is

New York, New ,Xorit 10011 p ... 6

.,..
, .

1

, Published monthly by ApierAcan Foundation for the Blirid. 6

.

.*

. , ; .1 .
dosti, - 1-Yitar 11.00

.

rs 18.00
rs 7.,00.11.,

.

Single Copy - 1.2r"
.00.

41,

.
J
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Outdoor Recreation, Action.
Superintendent of Documents
U. S.- Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C. 26402

Published by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau a'
Outdy Recreation.

Cost: 1-Year - $4.15
Single
1 -Year.

- $1.10

Paraplegia News
935 Coastline, Drive
Sealileach, California' 90740 4

.

Published by Paralyzed Veteran's of America, Inc.

Cost: 1-Year 3.50
Single Copy - .30
B*ack Copy ; .50

07

Parks and Recreation
.1601,Np"rth'Kent Street
Arlington, Vii-ginia 22209

. 3?)
..;,,o ,

Official publication.o:X.the N.R.P.A.

Cpst: gembe'iv rs . -

Non- members -
Single Copy - I

5.000"(Included
t

in dues)
6.00
1.50

t

t. Rehabilitation World
e. 20 West 40th Street

New-York, New York 10018
ti

Cost: Distributed free to members.
'Membership = $15.00

kit

Teachin
920
esto

Quart

Cost:

%1)

4

tional Children
iation Drive
rginia' 22091,, .1

y journal of the 'Council for Exceptional Children.

.

Members
,4.00 /derr year.

Non- members, 7.50 per'year
ingleCopy - 2.20

.
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Therapeutic Recreation Journal
*T601 North KentrStreet
Arlington; Virginia 22209

Quarterly journal.

Cost: ^Included in ProfegsiOna1
Non- members - 14tear

2-Years -
3 -Years

Member Dues

14.00
20.00

JT

Note: If ordering from a country other than the United States,
Canada, orMexico, subscription costs will be slightly
higher.

I
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SELECTED REPIiIN,TED ACTIVITIES-ARTICLES

The following set of ieprinted articles have been especially
selected on the follRwing criteria:

Practicalitye ch article deals with eithei.. a specific
activity or.e...c rtain disability. The purpcite is to .

show how to do so thing ,(activity) and the °disability ,

the,activity is be suited for is usually mentioned.

Adaptability_i mo6st tivitiespresented in the articles
lend themselves to adaptations for a variety of dis7
abling conditions.

UniquenesS7-hopenI1-1y these articles will serve as a
base for innovitpri. The uniqueness will e- llicit Trom
the reader new ideas to be utilized in therApeutic
recreation and adaptive physical4educa ion.

Yo
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Pt- 1."

Ot

grigrams.1qr handjelpjel
Teaching thcBlind Student Archery skill:

DOROTHY HYMAN Si an asststavt
prolessor at Glassboro- State College,

Glatsboro,'N'ew Jersey.
Every student enrolled at Glassboro

State College as required to take physi-
cal education for two years, including
those students who are physically handl-

tapped. The feeling in, 'the Physical
Education Department is that everyone
should experience some form of physi-
cal activity, therefore, we have an Indi-
vidualized Physical Education Program
which meets twice a week for one hour

One totally .blind student walked into
the class ready to participate in 'some
type of activity I was completely panic
stricken. What could I offer this student>
For the first several meetings we tried
exercises and then bowling with a plastic
ball and pigs' Neither activity seemetd
to instill much interest or challenge too
the student, therefore, once again I

wondered what could I offer to the
student. -Could shebe successful at arch.
cry? Why not try it

The following procedure was used,

chored tAtt° law bon .These moves'
ments were done. over Ind, over again
One more I waited for he to feel

'these movements. There *re u
that I had to hold the drawing arth n

Plate for her ana.guide the body ar
a straight up- and -down relations Co

the floor This was stopped whe I saw.
that she was able_ to make these move- .
ments by herself` '

6 When it came to the actual shoot-
ing of the arrow, direction now became
a problem H6Icling the bow area straight
up and down was an impossibility. Be.,.
cause of this, it was necessary for me
to stand behind her and difecr the arrows-

.. for her 'Phis created no $ndepenttente
on the 'Rarcr of my student Then too,
after all the arrows were shot, I had,
to lead my student to the target and
tell her where the arrows hit Once
again, there was no sense of achieveffient
or independence.

7 Then I devised a tow line A rope
was suspeed from the middle of the
top of tge target to a nail that was
attached to her foot board Th had a .
two-fold purpose My student s now
able to walk to the target self

and was able Ito keep t fight

up and down by placing it against, the
rope

8 To create more independence in
my students, a system was devised so she
could identify her own arrows as they
hitthe,,,target. This was done by cover.
ing each color of the ,target wigs an
unusual textuit of material. The mate-

. nals used were sandpaperafor gold, satin
for red, terry cloth for blue, cotton (or
black, and the, white portion was left

1, I obtained the right Iengtfi arrows
for my student anda light bow that she
could pull I had to consider the fact that
wfiailittle.strength-she had in her shoul-
ders and arms would be on the left side
due to learningt. to get around with a
cane

2. I then procticcfed to show her how
to nock the bow to the arrow In ex-
plaining the difference between the
cock feadver and the leather, it wa!
lust 3 matter of feel, as also able
to feel the nock indentio

3. At first the arrows were p aced in
.fsnViof her, which made ible

._.4.40'for'her to pick them up v. "$ our any
difficulty.. Evenutally the arrows were
placed in a quive which was strapped
around her waist"' She, was now' able
to manipulate the arrows' as though

4. The next step was foot position.
At this ,point it became quire apparent
,,that If I could create an atmosphere ,of
familiar' stIfirounclinga for my student,

^ she would begin io feel adequate There-
fore, it necessary to construct a

f.. ..-rd that, would put her feet pnd
her in the same aligned position
with ,target each time

5. her her feet and biidy were in
'Proper alignment, she vas- asked to
nock the bow to the allow She then
drew the bow until sfie felt the string
touch her' lipsed -her thud% was an-

she could see,

a

as is
Nov; my sr\udent was able to approach

-the target,. know how many arrows hit
the target, and how many points she
mAde She would then go back to
the foot boird, record her score iq

braille, and be ready to begin the whole
iiatiorrxess all over again

One score was three gold, twoklue,
and one miss out of six arrows My
student came to me and said, "you have
given me an opptirurlity to gain self-
confidence

1 cannot take full credit for this
'aelvievement Without the cooperation
of a 'fellow Worker on the staff an ifthe
help of a member of the custodial staff,
all of ,this would never have been ac:
complished,

.
Itptinteel from the Amend of If Ihweieql hclierobset Ileetenbor. 155a

Copyriteht I We. the Am:414Ln Mitorltion tot /1.Ith. Vhyteet1 &location, jtnd
Hem tIon. hhatomtl tihu.tt,n 4.". "."2""011'" Wahmeton. n C 2015
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MOCK BASUALL AND SCRUB

byo
cft

Joseph Lewis .

Director of Recreation 4- .

Canadiaff National Institute for the Blin'd

Vancouver, B, C.-
1 4

A For the,iias two summers, much thOught'and effort has been given to t e
develbpm9t of a form of baseball whia would appeal to, blind persons irres ec-
tive of age, state of health, playing e periencd or degree of vision.

/.. Numerous experiments were conducted testing different' ideas. These i e,p liti

in9kuded marking the ball with beset:MU symbol's and setting out several ma ked

Pegboards-With baseball symbols on each designating Pallasop each.' '

. r
.

A . , *
4 However, in these No systems= the,elemen.t. of luck overshadowed skill and
deia result a third idea was tested which proved to be, by far: the most

practical and-suveiSful. : A .

4

I
We, believe the gamee's Outlined below will afford groups of bli..... par ici-

banes many hou of friandly,lkpiting, and stimulating activity in outdoor ro-

graming. .

4

. .

I ,

EQUIPMENT Two sets of plastic bats and balls, one large and tlie other im

N.
four bases, six .markers', and a scoreboard.'

.ROLIINTEERS Five can handletdequately. -Arr umpire, who doubles aA fielder

. plate, three ciutf0Elderi, one.scorekepper.
. t

-BASIS OP PLAY Either team play with equal number .c4 players-on each team. .Up

to maximum of nine on each team for baseball; or, indi4idual play in the

game of scrub°.

ller,

the

.
6 4 ..

.

ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT Bases are set out as ffollOWs: Distance,from hom plate

tag second, base is ,Oeventy-five feet. Distance between fat and 3rd h ses

is fortyfive feet and these two bases are
6
lined up fifty .feet, away iont,

. . .

homeplate. This plaEes 1st an0,3r4 bases closer to second base than to

homeplate. ,Four'Matkers are arranged in a'row, fifteen feet apart a d
.--

running fromIst to 3rd lAses. This creates thrllsopeniqgs, fifteen feet

wide each. Another .make i§ placed -just behind 2nd base and/the la t,
-

. twenty-five feet further ,back. ,

.
4 .4

DEPLOYMENT OF VOLUNTEERS The iumpire is near'homeplate.. His furn'ctiOn 'is
.

.

,mine'the call, He also receives the ball from phe, outfielders and

an,infield volunteer., e is' eligible' to catch pop fires. Two othe

' 'deers take upitheiepos tior in front.of'the rowld four markers.
... ,

taskas to.prevent the all from'getting beoncrthe row Of front

1 IThe fourth vbLunteer p salons himself somewhebehind second'basewheTe he

can bRst.field any, well hiball aid try to prevent'a triple'base hit or .

, ,4 homer.. Any .fielder; may stop the ball either on the ground,on in flight.

''... ,-Vhe fifthfmolunteer operates as scorekeeper and' battling order.' ' /

4
,

,
.1 (,

- .
. ..

T

de er-
ts as

4?oldn-

eir

rs.
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/1"/
METHOD OF PLAY Batter steps up t

bat. Holds ball in one hand
hit the ball in one-handed s
is more advisable for batter
outside either baseline, it

, and does not reach the front

'4
,

o homeplaee. Has.xhoice of large or small
and with'bat in the other,iattebpxs to ..-

tyle. Ball may be tossed ,up to hit but
to hit ball out .of hand. If the balls goes .

is a "foUlsball." If Wis hitn the -infield
tiow of markers; "it is a "stiike." If the

ball is a "fly ball," and is caught by the fielder, it isan,"oui7"
If the ball is grounded through the centre opening of the front row Id
markers,'it is.a twa'base hit. If it goes throughtthe 1st or-3rd base
openings, it. is a single base hit. If the ball_goes beyond,the last
mailer, it. is a homeruni If a fieldef attempting to cat a, fly ball

drops it, the call iS determined by tilespot where sts and this, is
indicated by the markers. If it happens beyond the last marker, it is
a. homerun. "behind the 2nd base'marker, it is a triple. Behind the'front
openings, it deperids which opening as to whether it isa single or two
lase hit. .

,.
-..,

Theoumpire calls the play and is the final authority in any ispute'.

, . .

. In-the case of base hits, the batter is guided to the base and moves'from
base to base as the game progresses. re is no running and the tatter

,.. .

may request to be guided to bases as'
I,

t
N

rse of the game requires. .

FURTHER REMARKS The volunteers can, make th me attr, c ive and pleasureful
to the contestants if they undeiStand their duties clearly and espeeielAy4
the-scorekeeper who should keep the batters moving to homeplate without
undUe delay. person with a loudhailer or small PEA., system 'cans

enhance the ga by acting as a radio sports announcer covering the pie.;
,...._..., _ and_giving. a_running_rommpntary.. _ ____ _ __ _

1.

In our final experiment we even inciuded"the sale, at a no
Of popcorn and peanuts;

The foregoing may appear to be an involved and complicated effOrt to set
Up the gar* and gent it into motion, hut in actual fact once the volunteers
pare secured and briefed, the game moves into'high gear .veryauickly. 4

It does not require tjk mach °Ala alearing.. The equipment is very inexpensive,
A few volditeers.can handle the entire event and a score of blind pariCA-
pantsiwill enjoyNa session of non-strenuous,.
considerable,amusement and 'excitement.,

nal pricer
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"The best things in life are free!"
And soot can be in physical education
and recreation programs for the men-
tally retarded. Many ,constructive our.
poses in these programs can be achiesed.
with inexpensive or free atoms --- simple
things like used bicycle tires. Eacb child
can base his own bicycle tire and be
active with little dr no standing around,
waiting for a turn. Activities can be
selected so that each participant Is chat
lenged, no matter how inept aud awk-
ward, or skilled and graceful. activities
can be extremely a igorous or downright
passive, emphasis an be placed upon
areas, in need of greatest attention
,gross motor abilities, fine motor skills,
'physical fitness, social awareness. emo-
tional stabilitsor perceptual skills,

The following activities base been
used by teachers of St Clair County
Intermediate School District and !lase
been proven to 'be quite successful its

fulfilling massy of the oblettises of
physical education.

Tug-ofWar:
Two-Hands. Face each other, grasp

'the tire with both hands, and pull
One Hand.. Stead sideways to each ,

other. grasp the tire with one hapd. and

One"Hand. Hopping. Stand sideways
to each other, grasp the tire with orw
hand, lift one leg, and..wshile hopping.
tfy to pull the opponent' toward sou.,

Two Hands, Back-to-Back 'Stand
backio-back. bend down, place both
hands between the knees, grasp the tire.
and pup.

Backto-Back. Stand in the.tire, back-
to-back, then hold the tire at hip level
and walk away from sour opponent.

Face-ttFace Stand in the tire. face-
to-face, then hold the tire at hip level
and walk backwards.

.Heod.to-Head. Place the tire over
both perwns"heads, tilt heads slightly
backwards, and pull, keeping hands
clasped behind the back

Relay Races:
One (Tw6) Tire Carry. Carry/or

drag the. tire in one hand or both
hands, to a line, return in thee, same

manner. sod pass the tire to the next
person iia line.

CHALLENGE
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Hip Carry. Place the tire over the .

head and atship level. Hold the tire in
this position while running to the line
andback, then-give the tire to the next
person.

-Foot Drag. Place the tire or the

floor With one 'foot inside the tire,
drag it along the floor to a line and
back. keepirtg, the same foot inside the
tire at all times.

Oter-the'llead Place the tire at the
/far end of the court. Run ton the tire,

pick it up, place it over the head and
shoulders and lets it fall to the floor,
touch a nearby wall and return to touch
of the next player Additional tires
may be plated between starting and firi.
ish lines, so that the process must be
repeated several times.

Esgr,cise- Activities
Place a tire on the floor in front-'of

each student. Hase students walk for
ward. backward, or sideways around
their tires

Base them put one foot on the tire
and the other on the. inside 4:ir outside.
f:roorathe inside have them step forward
then backward. and sideways, then out,
turn around, andSitep back into the tire.

!lase them jump in and out of the
tires irt.tarious,w1,,ts,,,From outside the
tire.hase them jump forward. backward:
and sideways across the tire Have

'them jumRin -and out of opposite sides
of the lire.. Let titer; place both hands
in the center of the tire and walk side-
ways arouryl it., or place .their ;feet in
the center and walk with hands,side
wars aroundaround the outside of the tire.--

A sariety of games; calisthenics. and
gilance activities can he dgseloped and
'effectisely used with bicycle tires. The -,
ingenuity and imagination of the in.
atructor are all that limit the potential

a use of these obtainable items in
physical education ;rid. recreation pro-'
grams for the megrAy retarded.

gotTOK's NOTE: "Exploring govement
Through Bicycle Tires." a 1.2.minute
16-mm, silent, black-andwhite
shows a wide range of treatise and
original, ways to uso,bicycle tires in
physical education and recreation pro-
grams. n,6 film can pe obtained from .

hick Bergner. Greendale Public School,
Gfeendale, Wisconsip 53220.

.



BOWLING 1g THE HANDICAPPED

by RObert D. Maion*

Ther.id, definite trend today in Physical Education and Physical Therapy
to deir iv methods and means that will enable the handicapped person to

participate in some of the more common sports and recreational activities.
Among the more adaptable of these is bowling. The wide use of ingenuity
can make this game available to,most any area of handicap. The follOwing
are suggestions for some of,these areas:

BOWLING FOR THE BLIND - It is very difficult if not impossible for blind
-I:IL-sons to vlsualizeangles; therefore, it is imperative to develop a system
whereby all shots will pe in a straight line. The following systems are
being used successfullY.:

A. Bowling with the "Rail" - (1) Strike Ball" Hook thd tropic

of the elbow'of the guiding armover the rail, adjust rail
position so that theball is lined up with the center of the
lane when hanging a the side of the bowler in his delivery
hand, The rail wi now remain in this posfaqp for all suc- f
'feeding shots. (2 Left-side Spares - p4-7 and 8 pins. Hook
rail under the arm pit of the guiding arm, this will line the
delivery arm up with the above pins.- (3) Right-side Spares t
J6-9 and 10 pins. Hold rail, in hand of guiding arm with the
arm ,extended straight dut to the side parallel to the floor..

This will line up the delivery arm with the above'pin.s. (4)

Center Spares - Return to the strike or position #1, This
position will cover the #1-2=3 and 5 pins.

,..

B. Bowling without "Rail" - Many blind boWlers, prefer nof'to use
the rail.' These people utilize the ball return as a starting

the leg against the side of lie ball retu . and then side step-
aiposition from which to,adjust. This is :omplished by. resting

ping Co gain the proper position for various shots. Since the
ball return is between the two lanes used in a match, s will
entail using the left leg on the right lahe,and the righ leg'
on the left lane. It is necessary to develop a uniform s e ' -
step. The moves'in this method are usually as follows! (Right
Lane) rest left leg against the ball return, Strike Ball andior
Center Spare's two side steps tV the right. Right-side Spares,

' three side steps to the right. Left' -side Spares, one,side step
to the right. idhen,using the left-hand lane, the right leg

.

will rest against the ball_return.' The Strike Ball or Center
Spar; _ye will remain the same, two side steps to the left.-

Left 11id Sppres, three side: st o the left. Right-hand
,Spares,.one side step to the ' ft.

ASsistante 'should be given. the bowler when t rying to establish the proper
length of side step. After, this the only assistance.necessary Is to guide
them to the lane. These people develop a sense of hearing that can generally
tell them approximately how many pins have been,knocked down. Of'coursa,

6
* . 9.

. . ,. . ..
' *American :unior Bowling Congress, 1572 la

3-
icapilip ;Ir., Milwauke? -Wis. 53211

.
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Bowling for the Handicapped:

Page two

assistance is needed to dell out the pins remaining. Some blind bowlers roll --

a hook ball; this creates an almost impossible problem'in picking up the

#6 or 10 pins. Try to develop'a straight ball with the thumb of the bowling.

hand at about .12 o'clock at the time, of delivery.

When teaching 'beginners, it is advisable to stand the person at the foul

line in the proper position and deliver the ball with just a pendulum

swin

I rlli

no steps. This later can be developed into one, two, pr three

steps- :an approach. the shorter the length of the step;.the easier

It is to maintain a straight line. Rolling the ball smoothly and slowly

.,- in the beginning is of the utmost importance, for as soon as the bail is

thrown, or rolled too hard, the person has a tendency to pull the arm

across the body and angle the ball.

For those not totally blind, stand them -about two fee? back of the foul

line witft the delivery arm in Line with the center or "big" dot on the

filoor at the foul line. :lake sure that their shoulders are square to

the foul line and then let them roll over the center dot for the Strike

Ball and Center Spares, he dot to the right of center for the #3-6-

combination or the 6-9, move to the 2nd dot to the right of center for

the #6 or the -10 combination. Use the ,dot to the left of center for -

the #2-4 combination or the #8 pin, second dot to left of center for the

#4 pin or the 4-7 combination. In.halifax, Nova Scotia, I observed % man

with Impaire4,vision who refused any help; he used a pair of 'field gl'asses

to determine the pins that remained standing and then used the adjustment

method explained above. His average is 130.

WHEELCHAIR "SWUNG - The basic concept of rolling the ball is the same,

less the approach, of course. Establishments can aid bowlers by furnishing

ramps down into the bowking areas and up to approaches. A wheelchair with a

'
wheel Locking facility is an advantage. The chair should also be equipped

with an extra seat cushion to raise the bowler up so that where forearm

is resting on 6he chair arm that forearm is parallel to the floor. A wedge,

cushion should also beused between,non-throwil* side of bowler and side

of the chair so he does not slide when delivering t all.

MOst bowlers, when able, prefer to Pick ball up off t pall return by

themselves. They ehen roll chair up to the foul line, sitioning

selves se-when arm hangs over the side of the chair it is ligned with

their,"spot" on the lanes,and'set brake!. Rest the "throwing arm" in arm '

of wheelchair, palm up, ball in hand. Then push ball out to front and side

away from Oheel, of the chair. The best results are gathered by rotating

the wrist Is turn so that the -back of the hand is next to the wheel on the.

back swing and continue this hand position forward until ball has passed

"bottom dead center". For remainder of swing, 'rotate wrist uhtilthumb is

at about 9 or 10 o'clock position, (right-hhnd bowler), This willproduce

.41, "hook" btt is the easiest method,so ball does not hit chair wheel. Spare

shooting here as in,"blind system" should 'be restricted to direct ling (no '

N
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cross lane) shooting Where possible, especially where it would be necessary
for ball to cross in front of chair.

,
In some cases wheelchair bowlers are unable to handle the ball this well',
particularly children: In such ipstancep, a good method is to get a wooden,
straight-back chair, attach-a rubber covering to each leg of the chair and
improvise a seat Melt on the chair, place chair at foul line, pick up or

AA
aid bowler to chair, and strap seat belt across the bowler's lap. The chaire,....

should be low enough so that by leanirtg a bit, the bowler can pick the ball
up off the floor. The bowler straightens up so that the ball clears the
floor, then goes into a pendulum swing. It is necessary that an attendant
hold the hack of the chair down. In most cases of league or tournament
bowling, special exceptions as to the rules are requested so, that a bowler
may roll three frames without moving since it is a,major effort to get,the
bowler strapped into the chair.

A great precedent was set in. the Missouri AJBC Tournament in 1964 when there
were abdut eight teams of physically handicapped entered in the regular tour-
nament. Not only was this a big lift for the handicapped, but itlknlightenedthe normal youngsters. .

.

b p

. CANES - Those able to walk with caries can easily bowl if a helper will take
A the ball to the foul lirie and set it on the floor next to the bowler's foot.
4 The bowler norilly forms a tripod with legs and, one cane, reaches to the
flock and picks up the ba114while an attendant holds the second cane. .

ADVANCED MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY CASES - There are some pdrions such as extreme. _

muscular dystrophy cases where they have a minimum amount of strength or
'Iocomotor'ability: For these people .a ball drop'cfin be developed. This ball .

drop is made of aluhinum tubing similar to the-ball drop at machines. It.is,
placed on the approach.. The direction which-it aims is controlled by a man
wheel on the side of the device. Th=is wheel, can be operated by very little
movement. The ball Is placed atop t ball drop by an attendant. The bowler
pulls a release.

patients
When the deviee-is prOperly aimed; the barl.rolls '

down the tubing toward the pins. The elatidn observed when hese atients
hit the pins was faptastic.

'..., ;"

,
Another improvision is a wooden or met al fixture thatho otter both arms
of the wheelchair and slopes at about a thirty degree an "Itthe floor.
The cflair is placed_sidewaYs at the foul line. The fixtt444en attached
to both arms and sloped onto the lane bed.. The bdwler edi-lits the chair to
the best position, then pushes the ball fiom.flat atea.across the 'two chair
arms, down the slope and onward toward the dims. . " : 1 .

\II

.

.

:" 1 . , .
USE OF FEET - 14 is possible,poutilize the ee Only, aneit has been done
in the case of double arm amputees.. The ball is placed on the floor at the
foul, line restilng on thumb hole. Tle.bdwieliiremoves the shoe and sock from
the "bdDling foot; then, using the ball of tV- foot, Trtpdfs the ball'down

.
the lane:'

-.......

...

.
i

. , ,..

.
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1

LITTER CASES - There are.some'Cases where litter 1 dents with some arm

locomotion are placed on the approach face down on theellfter, head' towards' -

,the pins. Then placing the ball on the .floor, resrillg on -thumb hole,, in ire

front of the patient, the .ball is pushed down thejne with a sttaight dims

motion. .

.1
.

. ..

...,

MEgTALLY RETARDED - Bowling has.proved to be a verr, popular activity among

this group. There are so many degrees..An obis' area That one simplified

..I answer is not possible. One of the pamarx probleiaraas is the approach.

,Since this affliction gen'erally affects the Idalande, it is necessary to use

no steps in the approach, odevtllop the:ftwabevOt steps that can be mastered-. .

1 It is more practical t9e;take fewer stepS and deyelop unlfermity than to try

! to confOrMjo the pop4thr.3 14' Or 54S,6410mal approach concept:
<' ,e,.... , ,* ir 1..- ,,, ,

A way to' attain aXd -eut-resaf :in,iniformity As to make a Cutout in the

Nhape.of .a.fcrof, tistriglA smt paper., Tate this cutout at the foul

Ilhe in good positinn f to deliver the ball. The6 Atke a 'second
4%4

cutout in the shapes, about 4 x 4 inc10)- 'Tape thit one on the

lane bed about 5.,.tP4...,:a6e from foul line. -Ttir to fold this so it

will stand tlOright'on the' lane, and make ,it, out of thin enough 'paper so it'

will not deflect .the ball. By placing fpot on cutout prld)s1ooV4ig at second

cutont, the direct ion gained by:bowlers is 50% better ghat: 'without these Aids.

1

WEIGHT OF BALL --Bowlirig_balls are manufactured in weights ranging tram 6 to

16 pounds. Choosing the' correct weight for each indlVidual is a matter for

the instructor. Here are some general hints: lighter weight balls are best

for children and the more severely handicapped. The blind do better with a

heavier ball (1.1;15 pounds). Persons using foot for delivery alsodo better

with the heavier!balls. - ...

The "buddy" system is widely used. 1'his entails using a normal person as a

A buddy for the handicapped and bowling with them. They can help with the

-)
N

wheelchairs, or help the blind by helping with the'ball anebositioning.

r4",. '

4,

Distributed by:

4

.t)

American Association for Health,f Phys:.cal Education and Recreation

Programs for the Handicapped '

1201 16th, Street. N.14t
.

Washington, D.C. 20036
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DEVELOPMENTAL

ACTIVITIES

t.

MARSHALL PETERSOY

SPECIAL EDUCATION DErARTVIET

NORTIIER4 ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

DeKAta, ILLINOIS

TRY ITI,
. .

t 3. Balance Beau?
. Hook Hoops

Cineuit Training'

MANY :MENTALLY RETARDED children exhibit difficul
ties when performing activities which require balance. Bal.
ane is a foundation for more complex motor activities which
include various kinds of agility tasks- such as throwing,
catching. ranning.:and skippiqg. Without aTkr,m foundation
of balance, these more complex activities may present

-f problems for the retarded child, '
When working on balance activities with retarded chil.

dren. all activities to be'taitght on. the beam 'can
imanii,rnay
.. --have to be taught on the floor first. It is of utmost portance

ethat these balanc activities lie motivational in natn
The following motivational balance activities may 'be

adapted according to the needs of the children insiAv
Crawl across the beam,
Sit on the beam without touching /he floor.
Roll a ball across the beam to a partner.

Balance a bean bag on various partii, of the body - while
crossing the beam.
Pick up various objects from the bean) while maintaining ,

balance

Catch medicine balls while in various positions on the
beam.

Keep It Up vollei ball drill with at partner using a
hall or a balloon
Balance on one foot ( then the otM.r foo).
Carr' I spin I hoola hoops, bn extended arms ( legs while
crossing the beam
tep through hoola hoops placed at differturt levels.
Walk under lover) wands (sticks, dow:els I placed at dif-
ferent levels

Step Into hoops plar'ed on the beam. bend down and pick
up each hoop

Toss and catelimopsi have partners toss and catch hoops.
Walk .bass ber w ith hoop and seep through It.
Carry Ping Pons balls in spoons while crossing the beam.
noune . and catch ball. on the floor whil maintaining
ante intioing on the beam.
Round'. andsatch balls off th; beam's surface.
Carri medicine balls olitleach !bottles filled with sand
ai ross the beam

Include the balance beam in obst4cle course activities.
Place footprints on the surface of the heam for various
movements Abe executed.
Include tram contests: use two beams and have opposing
teams bounce balls hack and forth to determine Which
team can keep all of its members on the hearn, the longer
time Use oil er items for this activity such as hoolaamops
bean bags, as d medicine balls

F:moulage t ie children to create and develop activities
they have elver seen performed on tee balance beam PJO.
side 'opportunities for problem solving and creative
thought througLstich games as (Allow the leader rind add.
on (a child perITTrms some stunt or activity. thenext child
does this plus another that he adds on each child then
does what all others hive done plus a ne,w one).

..

Alk

CHALLENGE MayJunp 1971
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11001.A HOOP "-

Hoola hoops ',have been beneficial in helping retarded dui-
dren develop igility and coordination Hoops..an be placed
on the floor in various patterns according to the -pintas of
the students. space between hoops may be altered depending

upon the, size and abilit% of the c hild The c fold is asked to

place feet to each hoop as he progresses from -walkirig

running. pimping, hopping,Alpping: and leaping ItissliN
patterns include '

O 0
0 .0

'N 0 0
0 0 t, 0 00

0 0 a',

qt.
0 &ZO °

0 0
0 0

'ADDITION Al. TIA,11 NIQI. ha
Color code the, feet of the child to correspond is the

color of the hoop to help remfor. r correct foot placement
Use crepe palter tied around the ankles small squares of

paper placed on the toe., colored sir lc., cloth garter., or
ankletto designate c or rec t foot pla.ement

l se footprint. of %allot,: primar% colors to help develop

agiot% and to reinforce color disc rumnation Footprints

may pamtecton the floor with tempera. made from con-
struction paper and taped on the floor. rut from colored
tape, (.0m-trot ted from «intact paper, cut Worn carpet
runner. or made from similar cads obtained rnaterrals

rmtprints can he used t:, help tti movements onto. across.
and from Iralam e beams or walking boards Students walk.
jump. and balance %bile following footprints across the
balance beam. concluding wail stps at cos. kite midline of

the hod. Other locomotor r i.ernent, ran lie [numb'. ed
hi changing.the patterns of th footprint,

czt5

VARIATIONS
Incaporate handprints into the patterns
Include the prints as part oftln olcta, le course
Usethe.e. artit ales a. lea.' ups for how., cite h and related
games

e Ble)Cle ore.. anIOMOinle tire., garden hive 471311e von imps and

..eeured with wooden dowel., roiw, t arle painted so Aire Auer nr all
surface area, or circle. cut Kau ,ontar t pant r or ,arnitir .uh.tance.
iin be substituted for hoops

ti
96

tr
. ,

CI fi(: 'IT ;Ili MIN(;
Cirlpit trading, an excellent metfiod for developing loco. -

motor streiigrii a d endurance A in tilt consists of a series

of am. iti at arious stations which must be completed as

quickl% as io...Able A gr1;111.151Unl is an

ilui

..1 area to con.

iN I -cm h a irogram ime ()it mar al. is. c ducted in a class.

1101».Y. /lb r fining a( Us ;ties eliminated .

Var. ing I els of pli..1( al fitness may make it necessary
to c lassif) . h Oren Into .arious'abilits levels such as.

'VA 1 an) i h d awarded a litne-, badge on the Spec jai Fit

ro ...Ie. for the Xletallcillta;ded = -

4.). .
11 Id's. oring between the ithli and 50th per«m-

__ , on the Sp.. cal Fitness Te,t

arts I hilt! w Ith severe motor anti ag [Inc problems

X dr. int may i`onsi.t n four to six .tattoos with.specific

at tis (.0ndu, ted at cat h station. For example, to a four
sution 'Ruth act]. itie, might be 1 I t reverse sumps: 121

pushmos, sthups. and I I Aping) and readi

t

b.ac h Fuld run, the t tic Int three tidies with children classi

bed as AA 1 exe( ming four repetitions at eat II station. Those

.lassified as A A e xrc uting three -repetitions. and r hildren

classified as A doing two repetitions At the end of each week

session I repetitions ma% he ins reasd for each individual

at art ordmg to his progre., and at hieverpent
Pro. edures and tdinique, is hicic add to the benefits of

mutt training ire lode

. Let ear hilitid hate a partner to help with exercises
Ito exer( o.e,y to mum( a

Fro 4trage, hildren to bent their previous 'me for three

I in nits
Pro ide doplo ate stations for aclivities %%hick may cause
die,,ups and t :mu r hildn n tow air for othe'r, to finish

F:Ztablish artou skill learning stations out as olies
ball handling. recreational at ovine.. racket skills. explor-

atory activities. 'yowling skills

Special Fetnes Tett Vunual far the Venially Retarded Wohinvon,
( Ann roan 1...oratidn ((a Health, Phy.lcal Ediriation, and

r aiion Prg,ti (212 07906. SI 001

`1



More than 604tmentalli and ph AI, handl( appl'd ihil-
dren come to the University of New Mexico campus every
week to clamber over, under. through. around, iii. out. up,
and down special criss-crosses and cones of steel The kids
loVe the collection df green and grey steel shapes which make
up this special playground Researchers specialiply in re-

c

0

habilitation of the mentally retarded apd physically hand -

capped learn Ins aluaLle informatiorl by watching.
Frank l'apcsy. associate professor ciiiphysicSI education

and si;ecial edUcat!on and dirK tor of therapeutic programsi
at 'CNNl believes that handicapped children rarely get oppor-
tuinties for the physical and social training offered by a

-plasgr:mitds:Re` indicated. "In regular schools tifey must .&
compete with so- called" normal children. it's unequal coni
pelmet'. The retarded child is either too shy or lacks ,the.
skill to compete; hat we hope to do with this playground
Is offer necessary social and physical training for retarded
ipldrvn and observe what kinds of equipment best suit the

needs of the retarded :Ind otheohandleapped.

4
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SEPTEMBER 1969

Teaching
the Sverely Retarded

'to Use
Playground Equipment

Ordinarily, playgtound equipment is a source of fun, and
satisfaction to, children and it. can axl their physical devel-
opment. How-eyer, few severely or profoundly retarded. es-
pecially residents of institutions, know how toIllise play-
ground equipment At Pacific state Hospital, although play-
grounds mere Addable. they were rarely used by severely
and p ofoundlY retarded residents beeause of the staff's
genera skepticism' about their ability to learn to use the,
equip ent, Traditional training techniques did little to

s attitude. anemure capable patients received the
majority orthe staff 7 attention
- With -the awarding of a Hospital Idproyement grant, the

hospital administration looked to the Rehabilitation Serv-
ices staff for techniques to teach therapeutic recreation ac-
tivities and games inyccklav educational toys and playground
ecluipment To he completely holiest, we didn't know tech-
niques for teaching the; severely retarded this fs an ac-
count of our efforts in meriting the challenge

We started by ohserying the patients and haying seem-
ingly endl* interdisciplinary disctissions about their needs
and capabilities The largest common dcnominetor seemed
to he their relatite freedom from limiting physic al disorders
However, patients wort' wardhotind and nettled to partici
pate tin outdoor aciiy hies They needed to develop gross
motor coordination, muscular endurance. and body strength.
especially through active use of their arms and lei. 'duel
had to be taught to climb. swing, slide. grasp. and to hold
objects They lacked opportunities to base successful ex
periences in folloling simple directions and in completing

'specific tasks They needed to have achy itics for just plain
funpleasurahle enough to motivate them to want 6, par
iticipate on their own and for their own enjoyment

Once needs were identified we had to transItite theni into
aptivIty programs Many actiy ales (*mild has( been under-
taken with limited resources. HIP funds made possible a
brnader range of activities and approac hes We attempted
to relate faicilitivc and equipment to program needs and to
include active participation as a part of (very patient's
daily experiences.

.Primary goals ohthe program were (,) motivate patients
to use playground equipment and to teach them to have fun

. .

I
."

they would know how to play effectively. This dictateil
certain equipment requirementsequipment that patients
could learn to sts-e !there was no oint In obtain ng Items
that would he reyonsl their cornpr bension , enough units
so eat h patient could alwaes panic !pate ( this g/ up didn't
understand the concept-of taking turns and could t tolerate
waiting they either lost interest or ran righ
}halt nts ahead of themi . variety of equipment
(out(' readily move from one item tic another
lion spans demanded this items which were
for patios functioning at different deyelopme

Playground items 'determined most suitablii
included tilt or regular nferry-go-rounds, swing
least six swings, simple climbers, tunnels thr
ameter. and two types of slides. Standard play
meat met all criteria. with one e'xc (Thou
pat renis w vie fearful about the climbing
standard slide It was necessary to Atom a
slidefive feet wide. use feet high, equippe
rail. This calif was riot as frightening, sir
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Teaching
the Sverely Retarded

'4to Use
Playground Equipment

Ordinarily, playground eqqipment is a source of fun, and
satisfaction to, children and it. can aid their physical devel-
opment. How-ever. few severely or profoundly retarded, es-
pecially residents of institutions, know how to se play.
ground equipment At Pacific state Hospital. although play-
grounds eere atallable, they were rarely used by severely
and p ofoundly retarded residents because of the staff's
gertera skepticism" about their ability to learn to use the,
equip ent. Traditional training techniques did little to dis-
pel is attitude. anernore capable patients receives{ the
majority orthe staff.; attention
. With the awarding of a Hospital Improvement grant, the

hospital administration looked to the Rehabilitation Sees
ices staff for techniques to teach therapeutic recreation ac

, tivities and games insoltaTt educational toss and playground
eqUipment To he completels hoin-st, we didn't know tech.
niques for teaching the se.erely 4retardedt this is an ac-
count of our efforts in meeting the challenge

We started by ohser.ing the patients and having seem-
ingly, interdiseiplinary discUssions about their needs
and capabilities the largest common de nominator -eemcd
to he their relative freedom from timitin., physic al di- orders
However, patients were wardisdinci and nettled to partici
pate tin outdoor at,tivitis needed to develop gross
motor coordination, muctular cndurant . and hod. -trength,
especially through active use of their arms and fug- net
had to be taught to chmh, swing, slide, grasp, and to hold
objects They leked opportunities to have sine eviul ex
periences in fullovzing simple direttion and in completing

'specific tasks They needed to have attiiitit, for just plain
funpleasurahle enough to motivate them to want ti't par

4ticipate on their own anti for their own enjoyment
Once needs were identified we had to transItte them into

a,ethrity programs° Many activities have been under-
taken with limited resources. HIP funds made possible a
broader range of activ4ies and approaches We attempted
to relate fa'cilitim and equipment to program needs and to
include active participation as a part of every patient's
daily dxperiences.

.Primary goals of the program were to motivate patients
to use playground equipment and to teach them to have fun
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so each patient could always parte !pate [this sr
understand the concept of taking turns and could
waitingthey either loci interest' or ran righ

lion spans demanded this i . items which were
for pakiats functioning at different devlopmc

Playground items determined most suitablci
included tilt or regular 'item-go-rounds, swing
least six swings, simple climbers, tunnels thr
ameter. and two types of slides Standard plav
meld met all t riteria, with one ex( eption
patients were fearful about the climbing
standard slide It was necessary to Aram a
slidethe feet wide. use feet high, equippe
rail This unit was not as frightening, sin
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Teaching the Severely Retarded
to Use Playground Equipment

'width and handrail allowed a psychiatric technician or
.recreation therapist to be at the patient's side during the
activity; After thi? slide has mastered. patients progressed
to a standard slid4,

Stepby-step progressionsisupersised closely 13% skilled
employees, permitted patients to mose from fenced to non
fenced areas. This was made easier pith some tangible
delineation of the playground area shrubbery, the side
of a hill, the hts11 of a building. a halk, or the difference
betheen a surfaced area and a lawn

Integrating playground experiences into hard programs
was essential. Since the Rehabilitation Sers ICE'S staff was
(and still Si limited in size, it has apparent that the ma
jority of the activity program hould have to be carried out
by psychiatric technicians hho provided day to day care
and treatment for patients. Therefore, ssdrd charges fat
tendantsi were stal links betheen lereation,therapists and
psycinatnc technicians. Ward charges horked closely pith
recreation t1;ieraLlists in planning and scheduling the pro
gram, esaluating this. training .needs of pg%chiatric tech
nicians, and suggesting pertinent methods of meeting these
needs

Training classes here instituted for psychiatric tech
nicians These classes. led 13% lecreation therapists. consisted
of group discussions %huh attempted to link patient needs
pith activity techniques Certain principles guided delihera
tions. people live up to their expected social rules. patient
motivation is greater and learning occurs more quickly
through personal contact and demonstration than through
verbal instruction alone, tasks should be broken di'issn and'
taught in small stepby. step increments .

All employees here encouraged to identify potential (grub
lems and to propose solutions One sers practiial problem
has identified earn requiring regulation bite uniforms
durir7g activity scions A number of technicians felt it
would be sees diffivitto -do and show on a climber or
push a mere go-rourill in a skirt. particularly a white skirt
Permission ''.as ohtained fpr personnel to hears appropriate
recreational clothing, such as slacks

Psycenatric technicians' feelings and attitudis here critical
factors since patient attitudes clearls mirrored tho'se of the
technicians. Every effort was made to make, the program
and its objectives vivid and rehardiug.to each psychiatric
technician. "Do and show" hasn't limited to the trchniCians.
technique with patients Re4reation theitpists soon learned
that technicians grasped «wicepts more quickly and ac
cepted the program more readily hhn therapists rolled .up
their sleeves and joined them in activities For example.
after a patient climbed the _slide stairway by himself. 'he
had thA, zeassurance of an affectionate pat from his tech-
nician 4, he sat on the slide. and a cookie sas offered by
ilk therapist if he would come clown the slide alone

Little by little he realized that the.pssehiatric.tellinic
job satisfaction has often thwarted because he' expectO Ann
much o too little from patients A playground rating scale

checksheets--helped coke this !noble% Tech-/

*.
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nicians completexl Yliecksheets forreacly piece of equipment
at the beginning of the program and at carious intervals
during the program. Rating, reflected a patient's progress
in specific skills. along ysith his speed of learning. In addi- '
tion. the% .suggt.,ted next step,. which established more
realistic expe,tatiuu. fur technicians Chet ksheets had other
N irtutsthes permitted objecti% e comparisor; of a' patient's
performahce ith that of his group The% facilitated com-
munication bet0etu personnel on different shifts. thus pro-
moting euntinuits. of expernine for patients. In man% nays
these checksheets became Abe backbone oc the program.

We learned man% technique, together Some children
needed con,iderable assistance in climbing. but others
needecta socially aecvtable plac and trine-to climb. 'yt the
beri.yuning of the project, running alsa% and climbiN.i.toer,
fence, or onto tile roofs were problems. ,o that some
patients could not he allowed outchiors without special
supers [sum

Effectisc mothation was aldose ly simpleparticipating
in activities with patients mut expressing pleasure and CII-
thu-la.m user their protri--, and act o'snyprolunents.
timed smile. calling a patient Is name. punctuated Hit h
'good girl- or -gin.] Io.- and patting or hugging him
when he completed a'tack %%etc all well received. Cookies.
cands. and crackers that weir manageable on the pllisground
were also used suer e:,fully

Psychiatric technicians had ft, hie agile as well as en-
thusiastic to stand on top of a t limber with a I ookiny re%sard
for a patient who skids (limbed up to get it. The% learned
to allow children to experiinerit in activities and on ecitinp-
ment Procedures and Ellen ksheet, leitime flexible so that
a nonconformist would suing on his stomach or, ,come down
a :lid, on tits stomach It ts,p, disc sired that gently push-
ing a child in a swing often enticed a non,%inger to try, ao .
that hi could reap a little of that er so important special
attention and praise,

Emouraging moues on a slide sometimes` made them
-anxious they were eager to get it 'coer with and would want
to go (10%,n without looking "Ilerapists had to he on their
supervisory toes to puce-tit t%%0 or more children from col-.
Tiding. Good supervision was a key to success. since taking
turns arid, watching out, for others was dal( Hit for these
omng,ter, to 'cCtnember. Chen when they knew the skills.

We assumed that technicians.,%auld soon be able to con-
duct activities on their own.patycl to an extent this Has true.
However. certain activ Ales required the supervision of unite
tharrone person. so it is necessary for rei reation therapists
to be readily aYailable to help and consult Originally, only
the most skilled re( reation therapists were assigned y the
project. with time. we found that sensitise college utients
could serve very capably as at tis itt therapists

01],ery'ations and data show that a much higher neEccnie
age of children now use. ibis ibties and Vt)llipthrnt avia'llsrm
their wards The% are more alert to their ensironment, make
voluntar% use of satious pieces of playground equipment.
and are more interested in playing with their peers. Skills
learned on the playground are being used in other situations.
as in the canteen. where steps have been negotiated kith
little employee assistance Patients riots enjoy unfenccd.lawn,
areas under big .liadetrecs Stepping on and off the tram
by themselves is important. since a ride back to the war
on the tram is even inure fun after t lunbing and swinginilligt
at Kidflyland Panic. The program has successful.
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Some hanclicIpped'Aildren are not

programs for allgi ca pp e copronvdtedentgan,
with tanhedu giveituees.pethr,e,,,,..

,

abilities, background, and ihterests; too
often offerings are programs in name
only, with little to challenge, stimulate,
motivAte; and satisfy participants. Ac. ,
twines for the handicapped should be
"enjoyable, allow for movement and ex-
ploration to the child's maximum poten:
teal, be meaningful ,,and relevantand
they should be fun. Carry-over activi-
ties lifetimetieslifetime sports skillssuch as \
archery, bowling, swimming, billiards,
volleyball. and' badminton are as im-

-portant for handicapped students in
special schools for those, in regular
schools

Orthopedically handicapped children
` who p icipate in a wide range of ac-

tivitie andnd M patterns'movement pattes progress
at t own speed, achieve varying
degrees of skill and social awareness.
and derive a variety of specific benefits
For example, many handicapped chil-
dren seem to' have fbw opinions of
themselves in terms of their academic
and physical performances; self -c ,,
fidenee and personal esteem, in some
instances. have reached rock bottom
Active participation in a thoughtfully
constructed physical education program
may help a child_deilelop self-confidence
through success Every 'child, no mat-
ter how severely involved, can be given

a chance to succeed on the playing fiat',
in the gymnasium, or in the swimming

pool This success nay carry over to
---MIEiassio0arrcb-m-reatFltfe-sim- ocarinas

Handicapped children who partici-
pate in adapted physical education pro-

/Zgrams become increasingly aware of
others, they learn to win and lose, to

Physical Education.

for Orthopedically Handicapped Cffildren
, b.%

MILTON H. PETTIT, remedial physical education specie- st in the Chula Vista

(California) City School Diviner, prepared this material on physical education for
orthopedically handicapped children He describe, a program in archery offered

in a special school: and an activity day in which orthopedically handicapped

*-cildren competed.

Man moves and is active. because of 'motor skills and movement patterns
an inherent desire to do so Early man consistent with their conditions. k

,F-7 moved and achieved movement p ?o-' 44well constructed and .carefully
ficiency or perished. Modem man adapted physical education program
moves and exercises, not for physical provides handicappyd children with 3¢-
survival against the elements, but for portunmas for new experiences, enables
myriad complex reasons Preschool and them to extend' their horizons, anti
elementary school children p,articipate makes them feel more a part of (cather
in movement exploration and physical than apart from) the class, school, and
activities as a way to learn about them- community 'Greater social awareness,
selves and their environment, this is a improved human felalionships,- and
time for them to acquire motor skill, more emotional stability can be de-
physical proficiency, and a solid foun- veloped and enhanced through group,
dation,of movement patterns while hay- dual, and individual activities, children
mg fun. Secondary school students find learn to be governed by rules and regu-
themselves involved in physical attivity, lations that apply to all participants
programs for a-variety of sophisticated Sportsmanship, team cooperation, and
put'poses and for verpersonal reasons group consciousness are integral parts
Movement- activity can contribute to of physical education programs for

one's feelings of self-worth and self- orthopedically handicapped children

fulfillment, help him achieve social The more ingenuity that physical edu-
recognition, provide him' with oppor- cators use in presenting/A varied pro-

rtiltritres-tomittani-personal -satisfaction, 'gram of. activities, the greater the
and citable him to interact socially with chance that orthopedically hadiCip-P-ed-
others. children will find activities in which

Phyajcally impaired and orthope- they can succeed, achieve, and have
dicallyThandicapped boys and girls have funand the more they will feel like
the same drives, feelings, emotions, and one of the gang.
needs for regular physical activity as
their nondisabled peers and contempoilw
rants. Too many of these children do
not receive adequate ,opportunities to
participate in well-rounded physical
education programs and movement ac-
tivities suited to their needs, interests,
and 'abilities

. Physical 'education programs can in-
clude diverse 'activities for orthopedically
handicappat students whether they are
housed in regular of special schools,

. day care centers, or residential facilities
These children are aware of sports and
athletic activities, opportunities, and ex-
periences provided students in regular
elementary and secondary, schools; they
learn easily from siblings and neighbor-
hood playmates. Orthopedically handi--
cappedchijdren want, need, an,c1 deserve
chances to participate in adapted base-
ball, softball, basketball, football. soc-
ser, archery, bowling, ping'pong5
bling, and trampolining. as well as a
myriad of other team, dual, and thch-
vidual activities. They need opportuni-
ties to explore through movement and
to develop d foundation of fundamental

JOHPEt - "shivery 1971
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Balloons have many qualities which
make them excellent devices for teach-
ing physical-motor skills. color, ten-

dency, to fall, slowly and move short
distances when hit, inexpensiveness, and
natural appeal, especially to children.
Any formationscatter, circle, single

or double line, /Ten or closed, stand-
ing or sittingcan be used , to intro-
duce balloons to groups. Skills to ba
taught and skill level of each child in-
flpencc the, size,of-balloon which can be
used.

.
At left, children use balloons irmoch- ,

fled basketball, creeping IcrOss a mat
while pushing a balloon, and modified
tetherball.

An article offering sitggestions f r
using balloons in teaching hand-eye cZthea
oftlination and other skills appeared in
the May-June 1970 issue o; Challenge.



succeed and fail, through individual and
group activity and competition Social
interaction and social awareness of the
children improve, sportsmanship and
cooperation become meahingrul experi-
ences; not merely werIts aTtd abstract
concepts, children learn to respect the
rights of othirs.

It is generally agreed that handi-
capped children have poor conception
of time and space, of body image, and
of many other perceptual concepts. Stu-
dents can improve these characteristics
and traits through a conkprehensive
physical education program which in-
cludes activities that incorporattc, the`
use of balance boards, balance beams,
obstacle/confidence courses, tumbling,
trampolining, and swimming. Improved
body image and perceptyal-motor func-
tion can positively affect each child in
maw other ways intellectually, so-
cially, emotionally, and academically

Many orthopedically handicapped
children sit all day; some stay at horn?:
watch 'television, and feel sorry for

41 themselves. They need io becople in-
volved, get activeget o/ their chairs,
onto tumbling mats, an into the ac-
tion. They need to leave their homes,
go tothe bowling alley and to par-
ticipate.

Teamer7 and cooperation among
all concernedphysician, parent, ad-
ministrator, therapist, teacher, and child
are of utmost importance to the suc-
cess or the program, All personnel must
become aware of the possible range of
activities in which orthopedically handi-

11WS

Schoolsregular and specialmust
pfovide trained-and experienced phys-
ical educators to plan, conduct, and

_evaluate these programs Necessary
quipmentmats, trampolines, billiard
talks, ping pong tables, swimming pools
must be made available for programs

Methods of Class Organization

most basic organization involves
class with a maximum 'of 15

childr and two adults Individual.
dual, and team activities can be .ytro-
duced by dividing a class.into two sec-
tions with an adult supervising and
providing individual instruction to each
group Skills. patterns, and movements
can be taught by thq part method and
then consolidated when possible

A second type of class organization
combines two 'classes with four adults
'Group activities such as basetull, soft-
ball, or basketball sib be tatat 'while
sufficient personnellegre available, to
teach individual and dual activities and
to conduct tournaments. This organiza-
tional pattern permits equitable and safe
integration ,of- classes of severely in-
volved with classes of children who are
relatively active and mobile Evenly
matched teams of severely, moderately,

and mildly handicapped greatly increase
participant interest and enthusiasm.

Both types of class organization allow
for concurrent instruction However,
the sgi.ond approach permits more lat-
utude for children who are nut par-
ticipating in a. given activity Vv bile
four or five children are being given
instructionfor exaMple, on the tram-
Wineothers mayi,, be formed Into
tiams and befsupervised by a.teacher
and two assistants or aides

General TeachNg Consicteratiop

Activities must be presented to
orthopedically handicapped chiltiPen in
a simple and forthnght manner M.iny
of these children understand complex
discussions of rules, strategies, cour-
tesies, and related topics Others. due
to type and seventy of condition; neat
to be given easily understandable game.
and skill instructions

,Some children must be taken Me-
chanically through a movement, pat- ,
tern, or skit . body parts are actually
moved through desired patterns Teach-
ers must determine the types of skills
and games to be used on the basis of
the abilities of individiAls and the group
composition of their classes

Teachers must have a thorough
knowledge of a large number of games
so that activities can be.quickfy and
easily adapted to individual and group
abilities

Basic skills can b taught at every
ability level to help each child acquire
more proficiency and to stimulate inter-
.
be given to all levels of activities, skills,
and interests each child can pursue dur-
ing his free, leisure, and uncommitted
times

Class participation should provide
each child with an improved feeling of
self-confiderice to help him evatuatc
and reevaluate% his potential for thc
future. Healthy attitudes towacil oneself
allow for-more positive self-reidentifica-
lion

Archery

Archery is an example of a Carry-
over recreational activity that has been
accepted enthusiasticak by orthope-
dically handicapped children attending
Cypress Orthope School in Ontario,
California' Theie students really enjoy
archery, continue to progress and suc-
ceed, and reflect positively upon their
individual accomplishments Many chil-
dren frequently ask when they are going
to have another chance with a bow and
arrow Some students have fine motor
ability and 1.ovedinetion. others have
extremely limited ability, but all take
pfirt in archery.

To put ,the neck of an arrow onto a
bowstring requires visual-cnolor pros-b
ficiency and specific motor coordsna-

non. each child works on fine motor
skills while he enjoys a fun sports ac-
tivit3 Archery fur he child to focus
visually on a particular point 'and to
make necessary adjustments to get the
arrow properly placed vn the bowstring
so that he will be on target ind even-
tually hit the bullseye

Before any child actually shoots,
safety precautions, rules, and regula-
lions are discussed, a demonstration is
included to show safety in action. Each
child must clearly understand what is
expected of him and understand factors
involved in safe shooting.

For all intents and purposes the arch-
ery program is individualized to meet
the needs of each chilAvith general or
specific physically handicapping con-
ditions The instructor usually works
with three students at a time, other ac-.
times go on simultancouily unler the
direction of another instructor This
allo'ws for close supervision acid ensures
individuals d skill instruction The
archery ins ctor works with between
10 and 15 youngsters per half-hour
physical education period Each group
ofithret usually consists of two students

ho function somewhat independently
nd dne who needs special attention,

often on a one-to-one basis

Each archer starts about six feet from
a 4X-inch target Most children can
hit the target from this distance an
therefore feel trit they have succeeda
and accomplished As individuals be-
came more highly skilled they move
farther ass-av from the tar et so that
they ate confronted with increasing y
greater challenges, children with less
ability stay close to the target

Instruction vanes greatly with the
type of orthopedic condition. For eit-
ample, the instruct.* holds the bow for
a youngster with' muscular dystrophy
the child places the arrow, pulls the
bowstnng. and releases, the Instructor
can help a great deal with aiming The
instruotor can hold the bow for Inds-
vidyals who are unable to use one side
of their body Some excellent archers
have a fine pull and.release with one
arm and hand, but are unable to hold
the bow in the other hand because of
paralysis or other disability.. Each child.
regardless cd the severity of his con-
dition,..is encouraged to do as much for
himself as possible. Lap. idothy smiles
frequently occur when a child puts an
arrow into the target for the first or
unipteenth time Interest in archery rs
maintained through fun and success, no
one has to tell the about success

, he can see and feel it A great deal of 111,

praise. is given individual children for
their efforts and for what they do,
skill deficiencies and irregularities which
result 'fluff, partibular conditions are
ignored

103,
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Activity Day
at Cypress--
Orthopedic School

As rarty as possible, all is arch-
ery skil s are taught. but the impos4ible
is not expected.. Each youngster is en-
couraged to'become proficient In one or
more of the fundamentailierelstills
For example. the instruttor h s the

4" bow, helps the child nock the arrow.
and pulls the bowstring back with the
athetoid child who is unable to control
his body movements This is a neces-
ss ry. yet companionable, cooperation

d interaction of two individuals, the
oungster and instructor think of a de-

sirable result and work together to
.attain success for the child '

Great interest-has been shown in the
archery program becau,se

Each youngster is successful
It is a new 'sport activity which

challenges each child
Each child is praised and given

constant positive verbal reinforcement

Activity Day

A play day was scheduled in conjunc-
tion with other May Day activities at
Cypress Orthopedic School initially the
upper-age group was not particularly
impressed with the name :pby day",
so the name was changed tD "activity
day", which they accepted

The staff felt that all children, in-
cluding the orthopedically handicapped.
should have opportunities tosparticipate
in competitive activities and to be win--.
ners. Most of these youngsters. because,
of their conditions, had been deprived
of such experiences stns red pro-
gram was developed which ;seas stacked
in favor of each participant Every
child, in one way or anothcr, was to
have some degree of succesvand to win
A spirit of friendly competition de
vCloped and was promulgate through-
opt all activities. Exprevons on the
cluldrens faces during the asvards as-
sembly indicated (hell. accomplithments

JOHPERrbwary 1971

and feelings, activity day was a great
success

It was essential that the entire school
staffteachers, assistants. :tides. and
therapistsbe involved iq planningand
conducting the activity day Without
everyone's support apd cooperation, an
undertaking as large as this could not
base been successfully conducted

Two teachers developed a general
Ii of activities for particular grade
I els. one developed a. plan for older
children and the other a plan for
younger childreb

The director. assisted by other
teachers and therapists, outlined, Sri ex-
tensive list of activities for each age
group A sant* schedule of activities
was deseloped so that all, children. rc
gardiess of condition, coltfld'parucipat
in the majority of the activities

Pre-school children remained un-
der the direction of their individual
classroom teachers

The program included both indoor
and outdoor activities, with rest periods
when appropriate :-

Festivities started at 9 40 am and
concluded at 11 00 am The total time
block of one hour and 20 minutes was
divided into eight 10-minute periods
with four different activities plannc for
each 10-minute period Children could
sign up for one activity in each 10-
minute period, but could-a-tot sign up
for more than seven of the eight time
slots Each time slot had one fairly

`diffidtelt event. an easy one. and two .
moderately difficult ones Mildly, mod-
erately. and severely handicapped chil-
dren were challenged and able to par-
ticipate according to their conditions
and abilities

Two activity schedplesone for up-
per grades and one for lower grades%
were mimeographed and distributed,to

classroom teachers. who gave one
to each child Rules, regulations. and-

procedures were discussed; each event
was explained, children's questions were
answered each child checked activities
in which he wanted to participate.

Examples, of Activities

25-yard dash
Wheelchair beanbag race
t Beanbag on head )
Beanbag toss into tire
Hoeley golf
Balloon, bounce
Basketball free throw
Gunny sack race
75-yard dash
Ball throw at-Bo Bo
Hopping relay
Basketball bouncing
Kick for distance ,

Golf putting
Football throw for distance
25-yard crutch walking race
"Obstaktskirse on grass (timed)
Form board puzzle

Fire -cnwre relay

Classroom teachers returned com-
pleted sign-up sheets to the director,
who, with supervising teachers, placed
children in heats for each event. Every
heat was limited to four participants,
with children grouped according to
stnitlity to keep competition even, fair.

d keen
Aa each child was placed in heats

his name was written on a piece of gum.
l5acked paper red for upper grades or
green for lower grades Times and
places of each child's activities were
listed below his name so that there was
no doubt where each child was sup-
posed to be at a given time These
strips were placed on each child for
activity day. greatly alleviating the.prob-
tem of knowing where a child should be

The playground area was marked into
eight separate %rations A map, includ-
ing the naincs of individuals supervising
each activity, was draWn to show the



eight,stations and their loeations Four $4
statipns were 'for the upper grades and
four for the lower grades. each station
had 'at teas; one activity Supervisor
tin activity at a paruchlar station bogged
down, another person was 'quickly
moYed.to that station to ensure that the
activity ended within ,theTd-minute
time limit Individual classroom as-
sistants were retponsible for getting
children from station to station within
the Prescribed time Without the co
operatiye ,etforts and excellent jobs of
fhetie assistants, the actisity schett
would hale lagged far behind

One person was assigned to takes, re-
sign sheets front each station to typistt:
who typed final results by eyents
typists also had a manual timer which
went off every ten minutes to .agnity
that it was time to change eyents Par.
Itcipant, rotated to the next scheduled

.sti.4 station to the meiodiou., ;trains of
loud cowbell'

Equipment lists were detailed for
each station so that on actiyity day
numbred.boYes could be placed at the
appropriate station,

All. interested. p.- non, ..ere in,ted
and encouraged to attend day.
A fine turnout of parent, r,:spondc t to

I

two colorful AU imaginative invitations
local newspaperman cosered the

cents and w.as responsible tor- an
article and picture, which appeared in
e Mal paper

Award certificates were given lerr-aft.
placesfirst. second, third. and fourth
Each child placed in every event he
.entered Certificates were simple. but
cherished certificate had an ap-

' propriate colored' ribbon first place
else had a gqd sealand were signed

tie principal of the school, and the
aetisits day director

Actisity day was a success It gave
orthopedic...1ft handicapped children op-
portunities to compete. to be successful,
to win, and Mt gain peer recognition
All the childrep entoved themselves and

.had, tun and a rewarding experience
Parent, and members of the staff were
impressed with the spirit of friendly
.ouip.ttition that prevailed some were
pleasantly surpnsed at the eel of
accomplishment which orthopedically
handicapped children achieved 'slany
Otclhe 'participant, for thlt.first time.

chance too" .Ebieye at IV.C1
V. O W ly of tangio'..recognition It wits
all oriftvihile, rewarding and a mans.
splendormt thing

4
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may actually feel' Yost siie,Au already
know the.moon is round I need to feel
objects,that will help me to know'this
I meed to feet a basketball, a softball,
and eventually I too will tool at the
moon and teel thatlis also round _

If you present portuluties for me
ifnoye in many ways and for many

reasorls; I can lieselop My sensory
modalities, Jean yPiager said that even"
the most elementary type of perceptual
knowledge is the result of a construe-
live ' activity of the organism in interac-

...ton with sensory data t ;
E too, believe that activity of a

phy sleek ty pez-which Involves explora-
tion aimed at extracting information
from 'objects themselves such as colors,
forms, weights is vital for my dese3op-
mental growth I;also kow that an
organism cannot respond to a ,stimulus
unless the stimulus is at least in some
rudimentary ,way, meaningful This
means that by mampulating my body
in mans positiohs I can learn through

*movement experiences to determine re- ,
lationships of space, time. distarke
flight, force, and grayity _'

I 'have watched xithir children and I
know That it's fun to run. hop, skip..
leap, and walk and in so doing utilize
locomotor movements,that cdn help me
pelorm the everyday tasks of living I
also know that in order to start me .
whir.e I am to learn to move. I need
to increase my own capabilities fore
movement bs deYeloping my cardio-
yascular efficiency, Muscukir strength
J.A___endurance, anti flexibility This
adLid Jae'l fee to attairryo timum
health

Perhaps you weren t aware that you
can motivate and challenge me through
an arras of movement experiences so
that ,my cognitise processes will be
stinittated and desebopcd I hale with-
in me the substance and fiber to solve
movement probloss which will allow
me to build imaginative and creative
ideas and to express the-ahings I feel
through movement

Just like all human organisms. t ere
are sometlays when I feel the ten ns

and anxieties which area partsof
growing and adapting Through certain
kinds of movement experiences you
can help me to relax and relieve these
tensions

You set. there is much 'within me
that is yearning to be uncovered and
discovered know all the things you
can do an l5 feel that you can be the
one to tak itny hand I stand often with
my hack the sun turn me around"
Trott thi'e 'darkness so :hat I may also
see file gl w and walk into light ,

44-

forth Han, G Piave' and Knowledge
1144,4crirul forindatrons Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey Prentice -Hall Inc , 1969.
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Selected- Athletics 4F a Posture Training.
Program for the Blind, .

,

1 IRWIN SIECEi I)

" . i
Vctisity needs are Indeed as fund.amentA as the notri-
the need. We are pros ed with a Aet of complex
organic equipment and t It n not allcm$1:1 to func-
tion something happens t ass, just as in using it .se
find ki). t .

GCardner Nitirph,s, iliooan Potential ors'

Posit RE is a'portmanteou word wh....h covers a num-

ber of ideas There is the postire of sitting and
standing elect This is called staticirxisturc. There is,

also the posture of Motion This is called dynamic
posture it is the latter which mostly concerns those
who train the bind to travel

Efficient bipedal locomotion is closely

with effective °binocular perception The bliffp,.

wanting the latter. must rely on the macbinery,of
proprioceptive balance and tactile, kinesis to regu-
late the delicate stability which gc'od' posture Is-

Awes TeChniqucs aimedat refining this perform-

:ince should develop sensory awiirdricss and kpatial
orientation and should best exploit reflex mechan-
isms fl it sou. sauna, on and-

Although this can sometimes beLachiesed through

programs of specific exercise training. seircted ath-

letics offer more appeal, particularly among chil-
dren who find the social aspects engaging' For
reasons which strid be apparent. activ.ities which

.emphasize self-rehanec and 'independence through
individual accomplishment arc most desirable
Three sports which. do this are ice skating. fsncing,
and skiing

Ice Skating

As part of a mobility training program for blind
youngsters, ice 'skating has been fo'und a %Cr) CITA

Dr Siegel is Attendine Orit,opordie Si,ouss

Siirzital Grout, Loins a tteits Mernohnl IM ttirirf C ',t-

inhorn in Orthopaedic Surgery State of Igo:Ms (Illinois

Visually Handicapped Inslituto Medical Coordinator,
Vision Foundation for Blind Youth. Chicago Clinical As
:ovate in Orthopaedic sursje,. L nirerstly of Illinois College

of Medicine.

,) .e '1

toy nisthod ior rsmsd,,ng postural-fault, deveiop-
ing

.,
grasity musculature and encouraging bal-

ance and soordmation h t hase noted that the

des elopment pf ability in this activity runs parr N.+ iti
-with imptosement in mobility Molls The program
-orinstruction. of necessity, emphasizes equilibrium
.and gracs(ul movement When the pupil's feet are
lifted from the supporting surface he balance

hirns-If on the thin bides of a pair of skates and is
forced to employ reflex postural control to main-
tain stability

Skating is taught by the group so that partici-
pants are ci. n mutual support ross,hological as
wslios physical) the studcnt is first taught -to stand
in skates on a rubber mat- He is then sithwn
how to saki) 1..11 by tue-"kinil in his chin. mos ing his
hsad forward, 'folding his hands before, him. and
falling bat ki:urcl.s fnitruction follows on the proper
method of estting uji from the ice by rising foam 4

- the supine position to the knees. placing fine foot
undsrricath and 'eorning up slowly with a hand on one

knee

sit as skill and contid.riL ..r. gamed. he is
taught to balance and glide with a partner e. blinff
child san-gain much skill and independence on the
'ice while pushing an ordinary 14ht kitchen chair for
equilibrium Using a short poly such as a broom-
stick. a sighted partner can rkintain 'cohtact with
his pupil and control, direstion: and speed Our
trainiar. program inclu118 having the sighted assis-
i'ant skate blindfolded part of the time, better to ap-
preciate those' problems theNblind face on ice. After
mastery of basic techniques students move,. on to
adsanccd mos orients st h as edeng..turning. cic

Fencing

Fermin has proved an excellent activity for per-
fecting g posture, and mobility proficiency I This

sport. depc t as.4ts on foot work, postural form.

' As quoted in Mo5tIntiLL_Bnha%lor and Motor reornme
hi Bri,,,a I Cnitiv, Lea & 714m Plniudefpfue, 1964
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bri.9arik co-:contraction.of muscle, groups. And
the expert use of a tactile extension of an active up-
Tier extremity, is aigatural aid in the solution of
alignment fault and in the training of those skills
necessary for cane travel.

In instructing the blind it is important, t o'explaln
the concept of straight -forward. The instnictor
hould.always stand in4front, of the student and he

in turn should always move Obvard the instructor
The use of a slightly eleva,ted platform which vi-
brates, as ,sttps ante taken is valuable in transmit-
ting tactile information and kCeping the participant
constantly aware of his foot work and stability Each'
pupil is taught to direct his feet correctly and allow
his arm to follow the feet and ,his body to folio*,
the arm hi this stay postural-Imbalance in tht up-

, per extremities can be corrected through good
lower extremity 'reflexes Pelvic bearing is also em-
phasizectas pelvic pOsition is the keystone of spinal
alignment.

Sluing

Currently, mail} 'Programs 'initiating the blind 'fo
skiing are being conducted In Europe. Austria
particularly.' emphasis has been pla..ed on this actil,-
ity for the nonsighted athlete. the. sense of inde-
pendence in motion with its ascompanying physical
e\hilaration, the intense kinesthetic stintulation which

offers, and the quality of skiing as a social skill
all tontribute to the appe'.4 c f this spurt Io adoitipn..
skiing is a valuable activity for ekseloping and refin-
ing the mechanisms of po4tural stability To ski suc-
cessfully.vone must rnaintAin constant cquilibriUm
while in motion This requires continuous correction
of body imbalance through the use of proprioceptive
postural regulation °

. prior to training on
sion is desirable At thit time. the student is shown
how. to handle his boots, mount the ski bindings.
and manipulate the ski poles Balance exercises are
performed while on skis Thesciinclude sending
from_,jhe ankles, knsek and hips with the poles in
proper position. Instruction follows in maintaining

liftmA the heels and toes of the skis
Next, he is taught to stand and then to glide.

On snow, proper skiing stance is'demonstrated
bY".mantial positioning A gently graded slope ..vith

'a long unclutterq runoff is essential Each pupil
is matched with a professional ski instructor Chil-
dren can often ski an easy hill with the instructor
,touch-balancing from the 'rear Later. as ability in-
creases, 'the student can casily'accomplish 'the same
feat solo.

Checking and turning are taught with emphasis

Oct otoir..10 66

placed on -sliding and slipping rather th5n in

the traditional snowplow method. Except, in the tin-.
usual case. snee:plow turns usuilly lead to crossed
ski tips with an inevitable fall. Ultimately a well Co-
ordinated blind skier should.,bs able to ski an inters
mediate'trail following the sound track le g. at-
tached bell) of a sighted instructor

,During the past year the Vision Foundation for
Blind, youth: Chicago. has included ice skating,
fencing, and skiing in 'a program for.posture train-
ing These. athletics have been integrated into day
camp and weekend workshop activities. Eight chil-
dren enrolled for ice lkaling. four learned to fence.
and five- to ski.a411 students were congenitally blind
and ranged from ten 'to ,sateen years of age Kith
participation, improvement in orientation and mo-
bikty were noted in each child. Those taking part
not only inovased their postural proficiency but

'their social skill; as well TheNintrediiction of this
athletid schedule complemented the standard pos-
turar ex'ercise. remedial exercise and pre-mobility
cane-trainingprogram of the camp

Through these methods much can be aceom-
. plished Big to do much we cannot do many. at

least not at. one time. Such programs will never-
be. sOrvcd in the mass. Where small things matter
largely it is in terms of one student's difficulties aoll
then the next that we must think. T.

Participation in...selected athletics can help the
blind child develop good habits of dynamic posture.
and aid him in becpming an effective mobile adult

' in the sighted world The great nebrophysiolog.ist,
-.0 S Sherrington once said. " .posture follows

mcnemont like, a shadow, every manment beet4ns
in posture anti ends in ponure 'Let us' so con-
srue our work tiliat this -shadow tits behind our

aiabor.istndebted for Ili. if,tel.rprnerit and
description of technique's led tratnInk me blind :o it' skate
fence and 14, to lib. -titan Cartel!, Air Herbert %laser,
and Sir lobn l'errev, rrspestaels

s
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,programs 10
. The Child w

CAROLYN FORCHE is a researe
analyst for the Epilepsy Foundation
America, Suite 406, 1828 L Str
N W., Washington, D C. (t036

He wall seem just like other children
before his first seizure For a few min-
utes, be may swinglus arms and fall to
the, floor, rolling his eyes and dossing his

:body Men' he regains consciousness,
he. may feel 'somewhat rued but will
not remember what happened.

Until now, you may have thougfat
that,she was inclined to daydream in
schbol But suddenly, it seems that her
blank stare is something more than
lack of attention And a is, because
she has epilepsy Bcgh of mese children

. are then viewed as different They are
set app and because of this, more
than their seizures. they may not be
normal again

Before the twentieth century. the
disorder jcnown is epilepsy wa4 'as
baffling td the medical profession as it
is to an ill-informed public today Rem-
nants of the shroud of mysticism cling
to an era of medical advance and su-
prelacy of the scientific method Where

once there were demons responding to
magic, there are now brief pgnods of
altered electneal activity- in the nervous
system which respond to anti-convulsant
,medication While the eleciroeneciMalo-

A.

during periods of physical and mental
,r .

haftgicappet hibit&I children w,,,th

exertion " Why,, then, have we pro-
epilepsy from

kindparticipating in the nd of activity
- t, N which they may need the most'

.- ,,- S Kenneth D. Rose, chreotog. of ITTeki-

ilepsy
,- ; ical research at the Unqersq of Nk-
'! braska, is curreitly examining the 14-

fa4ts of exercise upon seizure , quality '
He might hurtletf, fir.does- not ;aril; frequency, under a g-ani from the

make ,the eerhaps,he, no 'longer gapileps), Foundation of America His
even makes frienils,,He takes his iziedi- fmtlings may dispel certain befiefsCon-, 'r=

cineand may tarel!e 41aste a cerning Priery.eptiLition -ht the past,

seizure, but he is battled' feW,thee. 'this.foreed breathing has been observed

peer proving ground; of games, teays, to cause seizures in some patient-land,
d roughhousing play Where are the' indeed, is a common method used In

"healthy channels for aggression "' _j clinical diagnostic sprocedurei. . The "

Where is the spirit of 'fair play and reason, is that it decreases the Concent

competition' tration of dissolved carbon dioxide in
As medical authorities hase esti- the cerebrospinklifluid, proplucing a de-

mated that one in 50 school children creaie in carbonic aci and hydrogen

has seizure disorders, it is probable 'Ions-This In 'turn Shifts the acid-base
that in the course of the day a teacher balance In thefluid, stimulating &eon-
will encounter at least one such child cal acilvity id the brain "1'n contr.'
and possibly several Only.a _friction notes Dr Rose, "the respiratory acido-

-of these may be already known to sis that accompanies physical activity

, school health officials. It, is prob,Oble 'results from an increase in hydrogen ion

that the teacher will be the first tb concentration and has been %town

notice the signs of a con', isive dis6rd'er depress central nervous system activity "

in the child Thy, indications are as Dr Rose cite3 studies in which pa -'
varied as the forms of epilepsy They tents were monitored under 'conditions,
may range froth blank staring, rapid voluntary over-breathing' both with

,pluilcing or daydreaming to a' sudd and without exercise It is thought that

collapse with loss of control of the a changein, the metabolism toward
extremities, speech. and bladder func.' aildosts during e-krcise .Pccluczd the

bons In the case of the former, the M-ctncal activiy_in the brain, thus re-
child mas have petit mal epilepsy, or tarding seizures'This change in metabo-
absence seizureapin the ',eider, the af- lism was 'es idenced by an increase inn,

fliction may be either rend mal or the acid bammearninobutyne (GABA)
psschomotorepilepsy levels in the brain It is th6refote Prob-

,%s superstitions fade. research re- able that while hyperventilation alone

places the previous explanations of may agitate the seizure threshhold,

po;sessuan' and madness with obser- when it is accompanied by physical

of cp the exercise the effects are-quite the oppo-_

brain waves which indicate the phe- site It oo sckirTd-Crerutztrotheifisti--
nomenon of sudden electrical discharge 2hysical exercise therapy may become ..

High fevers and head injuries arc some- an instrument of seizure control, but
times responsible tor this weakening of this possibility certainly indicates the

the "seizure threshhoid As efforts /festructiveness of not permitting a child

were pa sed into establishing control CO dart himself physically,

of these studies ensued which It is not surprisingitheri, that in addl.*
attempted to identify patterns in their 4., lion to the tall pines and gaggle. of

frequency and occurrefile It has been --White ducks 'svalkin across a frozen

noted that sudden immemaion triter

iave replaced the exorcist -and his
talisenans, nothing has replaced the

,public tendency to ostracize the v,ictims
of seizures

Unnecessary over-protectiveness- has
long promoted the belief that rghr
exertion is contra-indicated for tersons
afflicted with convulsive disorders The
notion that illness requires extensive
rest is mistakenly applied, as hundreds
of thousands of school children are

excused fromiphysical education classes'
Aspiring athletes are barred-from the
rigors of training This exclusion solders
more firmly the connection between the
affliction of epilepsy and the realization
that it sears the individual ,from his
society.

The most-cnppling effects of epilepsy
!are not the convulsions themselves, the
momentary lapses of consciousness. the
apparent daydreaming' They happen
when the child wakes up film a seizure
to aptness that the faces of his teacher
,and clitssmates mask confusion and
!horror. He is assigned to a studf hall;
,while his class marches off to gym

.
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d, some of the rst things a visitor

heated water, emotional strain, men- to the National Children's Rehatnlita-
strtrat periods. or conslipation have, in- ti Center will notice are the shouts,,
creased the, frequency of seizures in an laughter of childre t 'play The
some individuals In others the presence Ccn which is supporCe by the Ern-

of an infection, common childhood III- lepsy Foundation of imenca, ramtiimg

have precipitated them While rents, in Leeahurg, Virginia, houses over"fifty
nesscs, or irregular use of over hilly.fiefils and margined by woods -

the school-, and even physicians advise children withiepilepsy strIst, arc multiply '
against ciereise which m'as lead to handicapped Ranging in age from 7 to

fatigue, it is commonly observed that 17, these boys and girls enjoy touch
'restricted activity and icifeness" pro, football, volleyball, hurdling, traok and

ducts more seizures than does strenuous 'field ..4hd tennis, some participate in
erase. In 19611, the America'n Med- the rndic sedentary sports of riflery,

!cal Association stated That 'in many archery, camping, and woodcraft -Uri-
-patients, seizures tend to occur mainls dertlose supervision. the'v go swimming
during sleep and periods of relative in a pool at the edge of the.steoods in
inactisity They are less apt to occur the summer months Far from being

lb I )
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excused from partidipating in these
activities, these children are often
"reachia," not in a counselor's office
or, in a special classroom, but behind
the volleyb4,14net,where keeping a ball
aloft is a lesson in relating intenserson:
ally, "Often, .when they first arrive,
these children are 'social isolates,'"
explains William J.Ktopp, director of
group life at the Center Friendless,
many, of them Rote a string pf failures
Efue to the combination of emotional
problems and epilepsy, they have not.
adjusted to their hotnes, schools, andlor
communities.

Mr., .KrOpp explains 'that there are
three noticeable tendencies inNthese

,

children regarding their attitudes to- Achild..corvs to, understand hintelf its
ward their illness. (1) To deny that t,1'*, their terms, he eventually will' inherit
the chlability exists, thereby ignoring thit aMbiguity," says William Kropp.
the.necessary precautW and nsking In the Group Life Program (which

'greater danger. (2) To succumb com- 'is part of the lour-modality program
pletely to the label of "handicapped," provided by the Center which also in-
allowing it to rule life, or (3) 'To uti- clues medical-neurological treatment,
lize..the handicap, learning' pianipula- education, and counseling), the task is
ti n techniques which will, `Iste the. to assist the child with understanding
most mileage in terms of freedoms alitl:., exactly what the disorder of epilepsy
indulgences. Each of these attitudes is ;wilt do to his life. This is not as-easy
a barrier to normal social adjustment,
aid each is precipitated' by the most
formidable 'problem the children are
faced withconfusion. "If parents and
teachers have.ambiguous feelings con-
cerning a child's disability and the

Teacher Tips from the Epile

esicc' ording to careful estimates,
about one in every 50 children. has
epilepsy That means there may be a
child with epilepsy in one of 'your.
classes You may not be informed
.that he is subject to seatires, often
because the parents themselves' are
unaware, particularly when the child
has the petit mal or psychomotor
types of epilepsy.

In general, treat the child with
epilepsy as you would any oth'er
student, do not pamper him for fear
he will hale a seizure, do not let him
rule the roost, and do not fear or
pity him. This is essential if the child
is to develop a healthy personality
and become a normal, -productive
member of society.

It ig easy to recognize a grand mal
seizure. But keep your eye on for
repeated occurrences of two or more

-'of the following symptoms happen-
ing together and without vanation,
they mayuidicate petit mal or psy-
chomotor epilepsystaring spells
("daydreaming"), tic-like 'move-
ments, rhythmic movements of the- . open, you might, place a soft object
head, purposeless sounds and body like A handkerchief between his side
movements, head dropping. lack of teeth v.
response, eyes rolling upward, or -5 It Isn't generally necessary tel
chewing and swallowing movements. tall a doctor unless the attack is
If you suspectthat one of your sir- followed almost immediately by an-
dents hai epilepsy, consult health other major seizure, or it the seizure
personnel for your school Only a lasts more than about ten mintites,
physician. after thorough examina-

6 When the seizure is over, lettion, can state that,a person does or

psy Foundathin of America

Usually lasts less than a mind&
often only several seconds. May oc-

"cur repeatedly in one hour.
PsychqmororInappropriate or pur-

4,poseless behavior with subsequent
amnesia regarding the episode Usu-

, ally lasts 2 to 5 minutes, and may
occur one or more tithes weekly,
monthly, or annually

First Aid for Grand Mal Epilepsy

1 Remain cairn Studehts s;n114as-
sume the same- emotional reaction as
their teacher The seizure IS painless
to the child

Do not try to restrain the child
the're is nothing you can, do to stop
a seizure once it has begun. It must
run its course,

3. Clear the area around him so
.that he does not injure himself on
hard or sharp objects Try not to
inttooiale with his movements in any
way. j

4. ,Don't force anything betweEn
his teeth If his mouth is ;tread%

the child rest if he needs todoes not have the disorder
, .

Common Types of Seizures siclan should be informed of the
Grand ma/Violent shaking of thetr,scizurl
entire body accqmpatued by tempo- S. Fun's the incident into a Icarn-
rary loss of consciousness Usually ing experience "for the entire class
lasts about 2 to .1 minutes May. Explain what a seizure is, that it is
occur as often as one or more tunes not contagious, and that it,is nothing
a 4ay, or as infrequently as once 4 to he afraid of Tench understanding

. for the childnot pityso that his
spell classinates will continue to accept
ing,4;; him as "one of the gang"

7 The child's parents and phy-

year.
Petit malA simplc,sstarin

, (often mistaken for dSydre

0

Ito

as d sounds. There, are no cleat.attawm,
no =proved plan for circumventing the
obstacles. Until more is known about
trip causes of seizures, little can be said
fay a life style Which .would most ap-

. ptopnately handle them. Discovering
tbe.reaf)imitations and overcoming the
tendencies toward over-indulgence or
fdolhardiness are the decisive factors
far-many in learning to accept the 's-

, oker. Mr. Kropp likens th '
wliose world is colored
thiserson "who loses his

;EiSrgets that he has a left

- How does a recreation program Con-
tribute toward the realization off these

,goals? Besides possible mhysioal and'
seizure - control benefits, aspects of exer-
cise, are invaluable in psychological
development Learning "the rules of: the
gime," for example, assists -.the child
with 'controlling his impu Team
play teaches reciprocity anrInterde-
pendence. Coaching and practice ses-
sions develop and increase skills which
build self - image. Competition is a factor
in'the formation of certain concepts of
self and sexuality. Later in life, these
children will not be barred from vicari-
ohs participation in 'spectator sports
which'are part of their cultureas they
would if they were never given, the op-
portunity to learn to appreciate the
skills and rules of football, baseball, or
basketball.

There are only two activities which
are restricted, by the CentertackFe
football and bicyrele riding-Althougts
Mr. Kropp has reservations about they
latter being universally dangerous. for
children with epiley. He stresses an
individual interpretation of the capa-
bilities and limitations of the students,
adding that public school teachers
should "think in terms of incorporating
children with epilepsy into their phYs--
ical education programs, rather than
eliminating them." This includes recog-
nizing that other children may experiN
ence anxiety feelings upon witnessing a
seizure,, which teachers should be sensi-
tive to, it is important to allow them
to verbalize their reactions and utilize°
43 seizure's occurrence to educate chil-
dren Concerning handicaps and under-
standing.

The dated notion that children with
' epilepsy should-be barred from recrct

Lion does not recess with summer vaca-

'
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tions; but extends to the campsites that
operate for children across the country.
Summer -camps shy away from 'accept-
inlOffie handtcapped. To prqvide this
valuable experience,- the Greater Kan,
sas City Epilepsy League has organized
as Epilepsy* Resident Camp. whele-,-

.children from 9 to 15 enjoy tent living,
horsetmck riding, archery, crafts, hikes,
hayrides, and a carnival. They visit the

.zoo, clusier around campfires, and stage
an outdoor' theater production. There
are problemsfplany of 'these young

. campers have been overprotected at
fto they must learn interper- ,

Is. In addition, The canip is
on a hilltdp in SW'ope Park

(Kan s* City, Missouri), tracked with
unevet, rough footpaths which can
present difficulties for those with, poor
coordination. Preckutions must be taken

-to see that no'chil& has a seizure alone

outside. These same precautions-7-the,,
buddy systemare employed by staff
Members of the Children's Center in
Leesburg. In -addition, an . R.N. is

charged with dispensing maintenance
medication which has been prescribed
for- a* campers. But .htr function is
qualitatively the same as that of all
summer tamp nursesattending to
poison ivy tashes, minor cuts, and
burns. Again ,the question must be
asked, why arelthese children,excluded?

When the AMA supported physical
exercise for convulsive disordert in
1968, they cautioned against participa-
tion in contact sports such as football,
ice hooky, and lacrosse, noting that the'
possibility or sustaining head injuries
may be hazardous to the person with
epilepsy. However, opinion has been
vaned concerning this. Samuel Living-
ston, director of .the Johns Hopklhs

Hospital Epilepsy Clinic, states that "ty
our knowledge, there are no studies
reported in the medical literature which
prove that chronic head trauma causes
a recurrence of preexisting epileptic
seizures, and over the past 34 Years,
we have observed at least 15,000 young
children with epilepsy. Hundreds'of
these patients have played tackle fokt-
ball, some have participated in boxing,
lacrosse, wrestling, and other physical
activities which render the participant
prone to hepel. injuries. '94 are not
cognizant'of a :single instance of recur-
renee of epileptic seizures related to
head ,injury' in any of these athletts"

Dr. Livuigston captions against such
spcirts as diving and ho?seback riding,
particularly for patients who still haste
seizure Any loss of consciousness in a
high place could cause a serious or even
fatal hill However, with proper care
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_
in the selection 'of equipment and ap-
propriate protective gear, there is little
to eupport the practice of excluding
persons with convulsive disorders from
contact sports. in the case of swimming,
extreme care must be taken regarding
supervision, particularly for children
Arid persons who have not realized full
seizure control. The operation of bi-
cycles in traffic rtresents the same dan-
gers as the driving of automobiles,
which is reserved in some states for
those patients who have achieved seiz-
ure control.

How doesMie player with a convcil-
sivt disorder affect his team^ Hal Lamer,
former major league infielder for the
San Francisco Giants and later the New
York Yankees, replies that his team-
mates knew about his condition He
expressed the belief that this.was to

/
his advantage, "because if I were to
have a .seizure, they would know what
it was, and what to do, and not, to get
excited about it.- It is advisable that
the coacii and team members be given
adequate explanation of epilepsy, en-
abling them to intervene and provide
assistance when une of their teammates
has a seizure.

Regardless of the course taken to
establish a program of regular exercise
for the person with epilepsy, whether it
is individual or team .oriented, theie
will always be minor risks. The over-
riding argument is provided by Dr
Livingston. The must weigh this
against the greater risk of instilling atti-
tudes of inferiority and of being 'dif-
ferent,' which could handicap the child
more severely than the convulsions
themselves."

Trampoline Tumbling for Children

with Chronic Lung Disease
RONALD ADAMS Is director _of
therapeutic recreation and adapted
physical education for the Children's
Rehabilitation 4Center, University of
Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia. ERIC ADAMSON is gymnastics
instructor for the Children s Respira-
tory Health Camp in Charlottesville,
Virginia.

Obstructive lung disease is the sum
of effects resting from the fact that
the airway at'one_or more points lacks
normal diameters and that, therefore,
the to-and-fro movement of Wel vol-
ume is vanably impeded The causes
of obstruction may be intralummal.
(mucus. pus, foreign body), mural
(bronchospasm, edema, mflamnration),
or extrabronchial (vascular or nodal
compression). Regardless of its cause,
obstruction makes necessary ilfreater
than normal inspirar.dry and expiratory
pressures in or r to maintain ventila-
tion. Ast d cystic fibrosis, two
common d Iders in chilling., produce
prominent and more or I iffuse ob-
struction, affecting many bronchi and
bronchioles.

The trampoline was first introduced
to the publie in the late 1930s, and in
recent years trampoline tumbling hat
been proved to be a dynamic and
stimulating sport Unfortunately, the
trampoline recently seems to have lost
its place in physical education and
athletic competition. However, It is as
popular among children every-
where an the possibilities of its use
in special 'physical education of excep-
tional children are endless. Interest in
trampoline tumbling in movement cdu-
cation is spreading, a number of recent
articles, document the value of the
sport for children with such handicaps

r.

Ep la,

as .blindness, mental retardation, and
learning disabilities.

The Children's Respiratory Health
Camp staff at the University of Vir-
&rue Children's Rehabilitation Center
began an expenmental program of
trampoline instruction for children with
asthma and cystic% fibrosis in July and
August 1972 The progriiin was a
resounding success, though the most
rewarding successes were probably
psychological.

For beginning any program of in-
struction in trampoline, a qualified in-
structor is a must With qualified in-
struction, the trampoline is one of the
safest of sports, without, it is one of
the most potentially dangeroui Chil-
dren should be taken slowly th?bugh a
learning Agression, beginning with
feet bouncing to develop the abdominal,
leg, and back muscles The trampoline
is one of the best exercises, were it fo
be used for this, purpose alone Care
must be taken, to avoid strained backs,
even with simple bouncing, as children
with cystic fibrosis and asthm4, for
example, often have weak abdominal
muscles causing lack of bddy control
and stiff-back 'bouncing.

At this early stage, it is important
to emphasize arm movement and body
control rather than height When
bouncing, arm movemenr is forward
and upward, as the student, leaves the
bed, to shoulder height The arms re-
turn to the sides as the body starts
down This type of muscle stretching
is useful,In adding mobility of the
thotax.

From bouncing, one essential psycho-
logical reinforcer is the seat drop,
easily performed by almost all children
The next, logical stunt should be the
knee drop, but again d'aution should

be exercised, where undeveloped mus-
culature can mean loss of control.

From the knee drop, one can progress,
to stunts requiring more coordination,
such as the front drop. This should be
begun from the knees, or have the
child perform two stunts successively,
stiv.h as knee drop to a seat drop, and "to
then vice-versa. Combining, stunts not
only gives unlimited variety and keeps
interest, but is more difficult than per-
forming each stunt individually and
hence more challenging. Further pro-
gression depends on the child's indi-
vidual talents, however, the usual pro-
gression would be back troll, seat
swivel, front swivel, front flip, back
flip, and ,so on.

It is important to renumber, how-
ever, that the front drop and back
drop can ha"e serious effects on a
child who has severe chronic lung
disease, particularly if he'is thin. Often
with this group there is a tendency for
the chest to become fixed in a dis-
tended position with marked increase
in the costal angle, and for kyphosis of
the spine to become greatly exaggerated. a

It is a reasonable hypothesis that .in-
creasing anatomical deformity corre-
lates with air trapping pzottuced by
chronic obstruCt-Ce lung disease The
trampoline instructor should Carefully
evaluate the, child'who has-. a gerreral
"bony" appearance. The child may not
have sufficient fatty tissue to pad the
body, as a resulf the shock of the
bounce from the front and/or back
drop will be very uncomfortable. Thus,
the inductor should use this physical
assessment as an index for including
or excluding advanced stunts.

Children with severe chest deformity
and kyphosis should concentrate on
learning a few stunteell, such as the
feet bounce, seat 'drop, and knee drop,, ,
to strenithen the balance muscles
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(Pattictllarly the abdominal muscles
which are the stabilizers.of the trunk

- -and pelvis). In such cases, the feet
bounce may prove to ibe valuable as a
postural exercise. At the same time,
the instructor can emphasize the value
of elementary feet bouncing tis general
body, alignment. It is also. important to
remember not to push children beyond
their capabilities. Generally children
are fearful ent, cent if pushed they
cart become te cd of the trampoline
and nothing will be accomplished.

Children with respiratory afflictions
will breathe hetivily, and probably
should not continue wiih trampoline

'tumbling for more than three or four
minutes at a time. Even normal chil-
dren will -breathe heavily after this
short span of time. An evaluation of
a prophylactic program should. include
physical activity, and the trampoline is
an excellent tool for assessing exercise
tolerance. For cystic fibrosis children,
physical activity is an aid-in preventing
the accumula9on of secretions in the
bronchial tree. The bouncing associated
with trampolining helps promote the

. cough reflex with improvement of
drainage of respiratory, tract fluid.
With asthmatics, the tfrapeutic value
of bouncing is equally good, particu-
larly at the end of expiration to loosen
mucus in the bronchioles. However. it
is important to remember that, the in-
tensity of trampoline tumbling should
be limited by the clinical condition of
the child. For individuals with limited
activity tolerance, dyspnea, ore right
heart enlargement (often associated
with cystic fibrosis), a full trampolining
program with intermittent periods of
exercisefor three to four minutes will
often be exhausting. if not hazardous

- Finally, as in arii other instruction,
exceptional children should be grouped
by ability, not necessarily by age. This
can be determined by the instructor

after one pilot session. Many children
with chronic lung disease develop a
pattm of suppression of physical exec
me that deprives them of mitiati
and confidence. Trampoline tumbling is
beneficial to children both in com-
bating the disease and in improving
personality adjustment.

According to,s1Zobert Seldom M D.,
medical director of Children's.Respira-
tory Health Camp and mystic fibrosis
Clinic, University of Virginia Hospital.

The authors\ make some very
important observations about the
physical and -psychological benefits
that may be derived from a well run
trampolining program. It has long
been recd that physical ad-
tivIty has a ficial eft t in the
removal of excess secret' from
the respiratory tract. In a with
cystic fibrosis where so many factors

*Influence ,the degree of pulmonary
health, One cannot easily point to
One physical aqkvity more than-an-
other in recoriffilentling an aid for
mucus removal Certainly the cough
and .expectoration 'witnessed here
with the up and dQ46--houncmg'
that occurs ut trampoline tumbling
would st1gge0that it is an 'exercise
program of soine benefit.*

In addition, children With
capping heal problems (and'-
chronic pulmonary disease is no ex-
ception) are. often plagued by a
poor self-image engendered in part by
the 'suppression of opportunities for
full physical activity. The provision
of a broad athletic program includ-
ing challenges heretofore untried,
geared to the child's own potential,

ar can quickly cheer the child, improve.
his self-tmage,.and otjten make his
peers realize their errors in not in-
cluding' him in teed play Trampo-
line tumbling is one of the chal-
lenges that a child can enjoy.

Rec'reation and Exercise as TherapS ,for

Autistic Children: The Historical -Perspective
MARGARET DEWEY is recreation
chairman for 'the National Society for
Autistic Children, Albany. New York
12206.

' Therapists who try to help an autis-
tic child must find tbe..., multitudes of
theories about autism no less confusing
than the child seems to find the world
around him. The 'search for the cause
or cure continues, but parents and
teachers have to deal with the immedi-
ate needs bf children: who cannot be
allowed to vegetate while waiting for
a breakthrough.

"Methods used to reach autistic chil-
dren are highly intuitive and vary
from child to child. Early returns from
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a questionnatie mailed to patents of
the National Society for Autistic 'Chil-
dren suggest that recreation and, physi-
cal activities contribute to better
adjustment. At present'this is the best
anyone can hdpe to attain better today
than ycsterda, and then better kg
every tomorrow until the child Can live
in harmony with people around hini.

;Infantile-autism" was a term first
applied by Leo Kanner to a group of
his patients In 1943. The wild ,boy
captured in Aveyron in 1798 has been
identified as ,autistic by such diverse
modern theorist/ as Bruno Bettelheim
and the British psychiatrist, Lorne.
Wing hard s touching description of

f,),
S:',

4

, .

the education of this child included the
..

use of relaxation by massage, recrea-
tiOn in natural settings and strenuous
physical chores for exercise Although
Itard himself believed he had failed in

' his attempato civilize life boy, the
progress he achieved would beawesome-
by modern standards for any child so
handicapped.

Between the wild 'boy dnd Kanner's
recorded casesniust have lived thou-
sands of autistic children, neglected or
treated under different diagnostic labels.
Some case histories Can, now be recog-
nized in old medical books under
'nervous afflictions, mental , defect.
feeble mindedness, neurasthenia,. and
early insanity The doctors whose in-
terpretation of mental handicap a cen-
tury ago has pro ed enduring are those
who stressed rec tion or exercise as
an important p of treatment

Compare a book written by Dr.
Brown-Sequard in 1868 with one writ-
ten by Dr in 1871 The
former abounds such suggestions
as, "A narrow circu ar blister applied
all around a limb, a toe or o firoAr or
a circular cauterization with a white
hot iron, may cure epilepsy, hysteria;
neuralgia, etc , in cases with a di.stibCt
aura." Dr Brown-Sequard's maintrust
was 'in drugs, however Codeine, mor-
phine, opium, chloroform, and ergot
of rye- were among his remedies Less
soothing for the .patients must have.
been turpentine, strychnine, and arse-
nic. Pt is small wonder that he wasted._
no space extolling the virtues of rec- .
reation Surely his patients were re-
laxed to the point of stupor, and soon
pertnanently released from the burdens
of life. , -.

Dr Blantfford, on the other hand,
said of exercise and amusement, "Noth-
ing is of greater importance, not only
to the welfare-of the chronic but to the
cure of recent cases" He suggested
riding, cricket, billiards, skittles, back-
gammon. and bagatelle as `suitable
amusements for the insane, and pointed
out that musculat activities bring
sleep, "a sedattye more efficacious
than drugs In addition..-he stated,
hard' exercise can distract one whose -t.

thoughts are fixed unceasingly, on mel-
ancholy subjects." It was his progressive
idea that some people called insane
are harmless eccentrics who can live
contentedly outside asylums. (Today,
grown autistic childrenthose who
are not living,in institutigns under more
complex labelswould generally be
called eccentric )

. America's movement toward institu-
tional care fbr mentally defective chil-
.dren began in Massachusetts in 1g48
By 1876,.the medical officers of "insti-
tutions for idiotic and feeble-minded
persons" formed an- association Papers
read at their. meetings stimulated new



ideas, with a decided trend toward
more humane attitudes, as these good
doctors outdid each other with speeches
showing pity and mercy_Jor the help-
less. Over the next quarter century the
association's proceedings provided a

rich source of theory, moving from
custodial care to the education of the
feeble-minded.

Many articles refer to the thera-
peutic value of play, music, and exer-
cise. Some are devoted exclusively to
this. In 1894, Margaret Bancroft pre-
seqed a paper claiming mental and
physical improvement' through gymnas-
tics. Two of her charges who were
greatly helped Had sensory deficits, a
not uncommon finding in autistic chil-
dren. Luther Gulick outlined in 1899
a physiological rationale for gytinnastic
edeersises for the feeble-minded. He, be-
lieved that the effort to coordinate
muscles.places a demand on the nervous
system which develops the brain He
descnbed two children, "etiology ob-
scure," whose backwardness seemed to
be due to lack of will (This accusation
is frequently made of autistic children,
though it is not necessanly1, true
Under his gymnastic program, com-
mencing within their abilities', )both
cases improved greatly.

In 1894, Dr Fernald described a
group of patients with symptoms often
seen -.in mute autistic children before
they have been helped The children
.shneked and made dreadful noises,
tore off ands destroyed their clothing,
and seemed utterly unmanageable The
attendants were appalled and dis-
couraged."

He describahe painstaking trim.
ing and care which changed/them. An
important feature was the fecreatiori
ground with swings, hammocks. sand
piles, shovels, hoes, and carts The
attendants played with the children,
rather than simply watching over
them. Perhaps by trial and error, -Iwo
ingenious plats for exercise were de-
vised using circlesA whi!h always ap-
peal to autistic children One was a
large round track where the children
took long walks, having no corners to
confuse or distress them The other
consisted of two stone circles fifty feet
apart; in one was , placed a pile of
cobblestones, and the other was empty
The children, having been shown this
difference, amused themselves forliours
moving 'the stones to the empty cjrcle
Ind back again. '

Dr. Fernald discovered that these
difficult-to-manage cffildren were pleas-
antly roused -by music and could be
induced to march with. gradually more
complicated steps. He did not- feel that
they were ready to ,attempt 'svtems of
gymnastics because they yad not yet
mastered the normal use of the body
Accordingly, he wrote out exercises

involving simple movements Later
there were lessons in floor polishing,
faucet burnishing, dusting, and sw,:cp-
ing Child-en learn to do these things'
well who show' no interest whatever in
the ordinary idealizations of the kinder-
garien," Dr Fernald concluded.

A paper by Dr. Milton Barr, de-
livered in 1899, gives this account of
the use df a recreation method to train
a boy with similarly violent early be-
havior. Always under dose custodial
care that he might harm neither him-
self nor othersi, he would Vent his
spleen tearing his clothing. His teacher,
a woman of rare patience and devoted-
ness, one day sat beside him tearing
strips of bid linen and laying them in
order See, Willie, let us make some
pretty strips and lay theffi 50 His
wonder grew at seeing her do what he
had been _scolded for doing, and at
once there was a bond of sympathy
She was playing his gamethe only
one, poor little fellow, that he was
capable of, and he joined in. Now
we will draw out the pretty threads
and lay them in rows: For weeks the
child found quiet pastime in this oc-_
'cupation and his violent nature grew
quieter to proportion . One day the
teacher said, 'Let us tie tithe' threads
together

, and make a long string' It
took 'him months to learn to tie those
knoti, but meanwhile his attendants
were having a breathing space. Now
we will wind this into a pretty ball,
and I will cover all you make for the
boys to slay with ' " Ttps child even-
tually learned to knit and found hap-
piness making caps for the other
children.

tr ,Barr was director of the Elwyn
Training School in Pennsylvania His
text on mental defectives presents not
only detailed case histories, but photo-
graphs of the patients Here it is pos-
sible to observe that many children at
Elwyn who showed symptoms of
autism, in various degrees of seventy,
were .those without' the physical (stig-
mata' of other kinds of mental retarda-
tion Surely autistic childien at that
time would have been sent to institi.r-
lions for the feeble-minded if they
could not be managed at home

This was not necessarily the end of
the road for them, however The doc-
tors training included a -strong empha-
sis on music, rec twit, crafts, physical
education, an ational training
Some of his chi en eventually went
out into the world, as did C. L , a

musical savant who became the leader
of an excellent band in Chicago after
living 12 years at Elwyn

How does it ha'ppen, then, that Leo
Kanner can write in 1971, speaking of
the autistic children he first diagnosed,
"One cannot help but gain the impres-
sion that state hospital admission was
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tantamount to a life sentence's.' Where
is the century of progress we have a
right to expect" Comparing the eleven,
adults in Kanner's follow-up study, one
is struck with the fact that 'the two
self-supporting men, those who ad-
justed belt, have such recreational in-
terests as golf, bowling, photography,
and music Four others who spent most
of their lives in institutions "lost their
luster soon after admissionyielded
readily to the uninterrupted self-isola-
tion and soon settled down to a life
not too remote 'from a turvana:like
existence" Why have 'we forgotten the
example' of such pioneers as hard,
Fernald, and Barr? Public institutions
may excuse themselves on economic
grounds It is difficult to locate, let
alone afford, such devoted attendants
as Willie had.

But there is another reason. We ex-
pect more help from science- In a day
when fewv people fill a kerosene lamp
for light, we want to illuminate our
slow-learning children with the flick of
a switch So far, neither psychotherapy
nor chemotherapy has provided the
magic answer we seek. In the process
of testing we cannot afford to forget
therapies which have worked in the
past
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Atropos for hanicappeg
Putt -Putt Golf

RONALD ADAMS is arector of
therapeutic recreation and adaptive
physical education in the Children's
Rehabilitation Center of the University
of Virginia Hospital, Charlottesville,
Virginia 22991;

The size of a putting course for the
handicapped depends upon a number
of factors It is recommended that at
leastatt,-1-holo course be designed to'

aoffer degree or variation in pla
The Putt-Putt Golf Courses of Amer
ica can make available assistanciostan
construction of Putt-Putt courses
the physically handicapped Write he
4ySs&-iatioq at P.O Box 5237. 3007

'-Fort Bragg Road. Fayetteville, North
Carolina 2g303

Stroke or medal `playas opposed
to hole or match playis considered

e rrfore exa4ttng method of scoring
some cases, a handicap scoring.

system tan be used to equalize compe -'
talon ;handicap play,, players with,
low average;` scores ate required to
give st.rokes/to high average' golfers
Before a.handicap systemcan be used.
average scores tor each participant
mast be recordtd In some instances,
two. practice roads must be played
labfore a player's score is averaged and
his handicap determined The differ-

s ence between each player's score deter-,
mines the number of strokes to lie
subtracted-, from the weaker player
during competitive play,

Instroctors . or thenapist,s should
always encourage and demonstrate,
proper game skills For the sake 4bf a
playet's pride and accomplishment, di-
rect him In actual ,skills of the game:
do not merely emphasize fun and

'tbirapeutic values Game skills include
us&of bumf boards for bank shots Ind
proper placement of 'the ball- for tee
shot.? A soft anc.eveh stroke usually
results in better, performahces and
greater achievement Descriptions given
here are for l'ighthanded,golfets and

Joust be resetsed for left handed
players,

Ambulatory 'Players

Concentration and tonfideate are
two primary requirements for.gcrad
putting. The golfer faces the ball ith
the Weight, of hit body evenly distil&
Med on both feet, shoulders arc over
the ball wOh knees slightly bent. The
left arm is close to the body and right
forearm close to the right thigh to

- ,

No

direct the club head toward the hole
The grip on the Club, varies greatly
with each indiwdual The hackswing
is a lolos pendulum movement, the for-

, ward 'stroke is sharp and Crisp with
little or no elbow movement

A

, .

-4

This 14-)rear-old boy was diagnosed as
ha rag pit.Oolilpertrophic muscular dys-
traldt, at file sears of age II? was in-
dependent at a w heelchair level, could do
In 41 trartsters, and a as able to- do car
Ponsfirc Kith a transfer board There

n odcrate contractures in his plantar
flex,rs trod !rift and hip flexors, mu tele
prength in tire Op and knee ertcnsors
ha; poor. His ffiugue tolerance was low,
putt-putt golf sat an ideal outlet afor
pschosocral suniulatiori .V9tc Mai players
pi wheelchairs do not go on the greens.
but stroke the ball Iron; at er the bump
boards

.

a

Wheelchair Players

wheelchaa-boUnd players .pre-
f to face the putting hole instead of
t ball While this is not encouraged,
it may be necessary for some severely
involved players to Obtain maximum
powe from the backswing. The .wheel-
chair player with upper-extremity
strength can learn to guide the putter

-2placing his dominant hand low on
e shaft Basiially, batkyard and for-

ward strokes are the same as those
for ambulatory golfers
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Program justments for
Specific Dj bilities

Asthma and /or Chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease

Mild exercise is encouraged to focus
attention of the disorder Sway from
the individual A great advantage of
putt-putt golf Ices in the age range and
activity tolerance of those able to par-

' ticipate Emphysema patients enjoy
pintinggames since they can play at a
leisurely pace without aggravating the
condition Breath control colt be

emphasized for golfers with -chronic
lung diseases. Players take deep_ breaths
and then exhale just before starting the
backswing to relax and aid in chest

expansion

Amputations

la t e Pal U pper-ExtrenuryThis
group of amputees can play putt-putt
golf if 'hook fingers Can be securely
attached to the handle and shaft of the
putter...The terminal device from the
dominant side must be kept low on
the shaft to tontrol movement of the
club head on a direct line to the hole.
This actually may not be recommended
if the individual is unable to secure a
firm and comfortable grip saice loose
grip can cause the club head to tilt
upon impact with the ball

Unilateral Lovvei-EaremityLoss
*a lower limb should not pose any major
problems The patting' stance vanes
with each individual, but usually the
feet are kept close together' Some
amputees may not be able to secure a

' comfortable stance, howeVer, they can
usually make necessary adjustments by
transferring weight to 'the unaffecjed
side when completing the pendulum
swing

Bilateral Lower- Eztremin Bilateral
lower-extkinity amirsuleas tend to use
a rigid putting stank' Most beginners
with ato,ve-knee amputations compen-

: sate for loss of knee motion by using
a wide base' On the' other ham,. below-
knee amputees have a definite advan-

't'age because they are able to bend
their knees and relax while putting
Many' recent lower-limb amputees ()lay
from a wheelchair. licae.ver, play
from an upright position is encouraged
once artiral limbs are prOperly fitted

Blindness

The totally blind player can make
certain adjustments to enable him to
participate in putt-putt golf Players
can recognize distances from tee mats
to hciles through their sense of touch
When distances of putts am accurately
judged. golfers are hot left vyith difficult
second shots Blind golfers need to*
spend considerable time in developing
a compact grip and proper stroke
Beginners may have poor kinesthetic

JOHPER - Match 1971
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Item

Tee Mits
Aluminum Hale Numbers 1.2-3-4

Wing Blocks
Aluminum Par Markers Wing BlockN
Stainless Sleet Artior Rods
411/4 x 60' Ca ,
Carpet Adtive
Medium angle
Aluminum Bump Boards
Bumper Fasteners
Concrete #3000 'k
Reinforcing Wire
P-2 Putters, (351 ,
P-3 Putters (321
Putting Balls (1 doz, each color)

Equipment for Four -hotel Putting' CQII7Je

Quantity ,
4

4
4

20
1 Roll
5 Gallons
1

900 Feet

Unrl'Onse Total
-S 2,75 5 11 00

,

4 75. 1900,
4 75 19.00
, 30 600
79 50 79 50
3 00 15 00

IS'OO ... 13 00
69 (Est) ) 62 10'

. 10 00 (Est ) 10 00
51/2 Yards ' 18 00 Yd (Est) ) 99 00
2 Rolls 800 16 00

10 4 10 4100
10 410 41 00
5 Do2en 300 15 00

s--
'"--

° Taal 5446 60

*A higher grade carpet which should give many )ears of extra, sert.ite can he purchased
for $1 12 SO per- roll ,

awareness skills, and a tendency to turn
the club face on the forward swing'
Cnrdioruscular Disorders .

Gradual physical and mental exer-
cise is given in i aceordaoce with the
physician's order' as a patient's condi-
non improves Qame participation may ,
require confmeriient to a wheelchair un-

`41 'better organic,function. is achieved
Game values Include improving carctio-
respiratdry efficiency and strengthening'
self-concepts and self-image Putt-putt,
golf is an txcellent sport for.scarchac
patients because it an be played with-
out undue exertion antl Itayers can
control the pace of the e

Cisrebrgl Palsy
Game values are dependent upon

the extent of motor involvement. Putt -
putt golf is not usujslly reconitnended
for the severe athetoid group since
their involuntary motions carr-inter-
fert with needed precision 'movements
Many stastie cerebral palsied players
may be 'unable to control voluntary
muscles, which. can contribute to a
jerky putting motion

. Vint-putt gplf a(amc of ctricen-
tration and-problems of relaxation can
tia,:re special' meaning: especially for
cerebral palsied players Frustrating ex-
periences must be avoided, and players
slgould not be introduced to highly
competitive games. Relaxation is a

skill which must be learned if purpose-
ul putting motions arc to be achieved

Hemiplegia
Maximum retu of neuromuscular

function of affeCt d extrerrunes is a
paramount goal. /Positioniing the af-
fected upper limb on the hen-dte of the
putter aids in muscle re-education
When assuming the putting stance, the
hemiplegic may not be able to distrib-
ute his weight equally on both feet due

.
to weakness and involvement in the;
affected limb Balance; coordination,
and strength can be impthved try pairs
teal weight bearing activities

Legg-Pekes Diseaseand Other Ortfio-
'17C1Cd1C. Disorders lnsohing Hifi-Joint
Limitatipns

Durinette acute' ste-of tlfe disease
a patien,. Under the shiner-vision of an
orthopaethc surgeon, must rest' in bed
.or be confined td S wheelchair How:
ever. play from a wheelchair or in a
prone position on. a, litter is encour-
aged Once 'vozight 'bearing exercises
ere introductidotherapists or .ins(ructors
must select physical adttvitiet that
avoid tempt) to Ahe'hip-.joint structure,.
Pt t-putt golf Is a safer activity and cat -
b introduced to improve standing

ch 1971.

considerted a major defect, unless putt-
ing greens;are moth than 2b feet long.

, 9

Quadriplegia
Game proficiency depends upon the

level of spdal lesion. Putt-ptitt golf is
not usually? encouraged for quadri-
plegics. the majority arc unableto grip
the club Droperly due to loss of volun-
tary,control in the upper limbs
Rheumatoid Arthritis

The devetopment of puling skills,
depends upon the -extent of 'quit in-
volvement However...most plaOrs can
participate without ddliculty since, putt-
putt golf is a non-stremods activity.
Flexion contractures can cau,se de-
formities., so putt-putt golf is contra-
indicated when joints of the wrists and
fingers are swollen and painful ,Game'

.
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Obesity - r.--

Most obesegoifers are Able to adjust , ,

to game situations EtCginners often
have a tehdency to overpower the ball . 21

by using a high backswingl.Ca're, must' ar.

. .
. -

be taken to teach fhd 'golfer toA follow
a simple seqnence of motionseach time
he addresses and swings at the ball

Progressive ,Muscular Dt;troohy.° and
Other Conditions 4slociatect With
Hypotonia and Apiscula! IS eaness

Putt-putt golf is encouraged because
csersons with Drogrestave muscle dist .

ease are unable to engage in yigorous
physical activity. they' neuromuscular-
skills are limited and.many tire quickly

- upon sight cicala/1 Since this group
is characterized by weak musculature.
most ,wheelchair-bound 'Slayers .faccl
the hole instead of the ball to develop
a more powerful swing Sitting posture
and ac,tivity tolerance nYust be evalu,
ated prior to introducing the sport In
most cases, muss.ular kii.tkicnvy is not Sample four hole pult,puti golf. course
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apProa2nes can be used, to improve
joint range of motion

Scatiosis
Bracing is used -to lessen the degree

of lateral curvature of the spine Am-
bulatory players often are confined -to
a Risser loalizer jacket or Milwaukee
brace, and are 'restricted fiom sending
forward to pprform the putting motion

'Since' head: movement is resudcted,
players hays to stand away from the
tee mat to make eye contact with the
halt Patients confihed to litters can

' also play putt-putt golf with long;
handled golf clubs since they must'
putt from a rigid prone position '
findermarition

Putt-putt golf is an ideCi sport for
those who are underweight -Since it is

a single response activity. a player s
lack of strength need not interfere
with. learning putting skills Brief rest
periods may be netessary if fatigue
seems excessive or is prolonged. Some
players have a weak grip'and tend to
use eft high baekswing,. which causes
poor follow-thrmigh with the putter
If the cause of poor puturig is related
tb faulty posture, a period of waiting
until strength is gainext0inay !,kr rest
quired. The putting molloia dett a-not

- ,encourage or improve .;good posture,
since players-must bend'forward at the
Waot to make eye contact with the
ball.

tt,
s

%JOSEPH .A,REDEThit<is:phyTical edu-
....canon &demr of the Program for

Mentally Retarded Lucas County.
1155 Laic Lane, Toledo. 0.11to..0614

. Rope is do inexpensivt item used in
some expensive physical therapy equip-
ment. The use elf toms can lead to an
independent.. inexpensive learning situa-

, tiop requiring little supervision for some
youngsters in Wheelchairs

Ropes can be used in conjunction
with weights and a pulley to .improve
extensor and flexormus'cles of the arms
and legs'.A sirpple eyelet in a wall with
a wooden pin or some bthci type Of

weight attached to a colie can giVe the
same effect as the more complicated
weight and pulley.

Hilve two stqlents in wheelehairs face
each other with brakes set on one chair
to allow the person in the other chair
'to pull, 'himself toward the stationary

V

'

'Publications
I .1

W).111nm H. Edward and Harr; A. mantge.rneilt o paraplegic patien
SChweikert W but You Should know addition, it provides helpful inforthatio
.l bout Paraplegia Rehabilitation Serv-, for students, volunteers, parents, the lay
ice Series =70.26 Washington. DC .._public, and others interested and, in-

' U Depagnient of Health. Education, volved in programs,designed for para-

apd Welfak, Social and Rehabilitation r plegics
Services Administration; 1970 Single
copies avddable free from Division of Thy. in
Rehabilitation Facilities. Social ark! Re-, is published monthly
habilitatioil Service, DePartment of ' tides relatd to
Health. Education. and Welfare. Wash- treatment of the orthopedically disabled
ington. DC 20202. Additional copies child as well as notices of meetings,
may be obtained from the Super- seminars. and' special events in this

intendent of Documents. U S Govern- field In recent issues increasing ern-
ment Printing Offte, Washington. D C 'phasis has., been given to adapted

20402 i25- per copy with a dis- physical and recreational activities deal-
count on orders of 10(1 or more sent,eo ing with such topics as tumbling, tam-
one address). pohning. horseback riding. archery, and

This booklet was developed in co- niter; Indications are that future-issues
operation with the National Paraplegic will carry additional articles on differ-
Foundation and the Paralyzed Veterans' ent' aspects taf programing for handi-
Association It is intended to help pars- capped in the areas Subscriptions

.plegics. particularly those disadvantaged and single co es are 'available, to or-
persobs. who cannot comprehend the ganizations a d individuals with a bona
usual, educational materials, to gain fide Interest in this area Contact Edi-
some basic knowledge .and understand- *tonal Office, Prosthetics and Orthoticst
ing of their disabilities The booklet New York University. Post-Graduate
will be useful-1'o medical centers and' .0 092, 17 East 34th Street,
to rehabilitation facilities in the early titk 10016

non Bulletin, II
ntains ar-

tic-orthotic

Rapes for Wheelchairs Ay

wheelchair This provides'a hand-over-
, hand movement (o1 the youngster in

the moving wheelchair and a tension
situation for the one in, the stationary-.
wheelchair ACtivities in which hand-
over-hand movements are ,attempted
can be made easier by putting knots one
to two inches apart in the rope-

Beginning basic body movements on
a mat can be accomplished by having
a child in a lying position pull himself
toward the instructoi. At first the antis
do most of the work. more use of the
feet should be encouraged This activity
can be done from promo, suninc side.
or sitting positions.

Devices for mobility can be used in
learning activities String a rope across
the room by which. students can pull
theinklve's across Pick out various ob-
jects in the roomdoor khobs, whet
wheelchairs, windows. or other station-
ary objectsand have a student pull

7:4
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himselftoward the different objects
This, principle can be extended and ap-
plied in other situations, place different
nimbers. colors, shapes, forms, or pic-
tures at various points to make a learn-
ing game out of mobility activities A
confidence or -obstacleopodrse can be
implemented by placing barriers that
must be worled around, over, or.

through.
Another successful activity clan be

introduced by tying rope to a whiffle-
ball or making a hole in a rubber ball
and tying rope to it A student in a
wheelchair can throw or 'hit the ball
with a bat and retrieve the ball easily
by means of the rope

Ropes can provide some movement
opportunities for every student, no mat-
ter how badly. he is afflicted Thete
activnits can ,rornrite., independence
and give tach student a chance to groNv
and develop at his own pace 0



irograffisIr handicaingt.

Leave sufficient danistcelatleistii
student can score when. targets touch
the floor.

six
Netbetween targets forsafety rea-

sons and so that students" yill not
- , 'interfere with' each other.

.

_..t
. Indoor Target Golf Determine number of .targets to be

-
%. . . i used according to available wall. . . -

them to recetye any immediate feed-
back regarding thhir progress in attain-
ing these skills, success, much less feel- .

trigs orsuccesS, would be virtually nil -.

A rifirnature golf course could not be
set up because of limited gyrifnastuins.
space and no locker-room Something>.
different was needed indoor ,target
golf was it'

In indtfor 'target _golf kludents epply
ilmpst immediate yr"their knowledge of
and skill inlnaking venous golf shots
to practice situations centered around'
walh targets resembling holes on a golf,
course

SUSAN J. GROSSE ,teaches at", J.
GoinsIen,School, 1301 East Au Ave-

r nue, Milyoukee, Wisconsin 532 -

Golf has come into its own as, a sport
with many pOsskbilities as a post-high
school caery-oyer leisure-time activity
for today's youth, Thii si as true for
the physically, handicapped as for the
nonhandicapped. Indoor target golf
is part of .1,nhysiCal education cur!
nculum devised to provide physically
handicapped high school students with
knowledge. skills, and enjoyable anisI-
nas in which they can talc..partas
participants or spectatd1Pwhen they
have school. These particular students
hod little phyhcal sducation.expenencc
prior to their high school yea Send at
'least half came to physical edUcation
voluntarily. All were of tug* school age.
15 to 20 years of age, and included
paraplegics. Students With congenital
arm deformities. cerebral palsied,

icarchaes, young people with muscu-
far dystrophy, arthritics, and post-
polio cases; some were ambulatory,
others partially, ambulatory, and some
in-wheelchairs This was not a captive
audience. innovations. creative and
original apilrpaches.,and special efforts
were needed to create interesting. and
ehjOyable 'ways for them to learn el

variety of meaningful skills in relevant.
carryfiiver, leisure -time, fun activities

The unit on indoor tarter golf has
,also been used with rtonhandicapped.:
high school students Beginners find it
esisoially valuable Students are kept.,
interested and involved while learning
basic' skills They gain a working
know:ledge of concepts of cfoh face
slant, Wt.. type of twang. and icoring
and course terminology before going
out on the gdif course Advanced Stu.
dents prefir the challenge_ offefed by,,
the golf course, but find indoor target ,

golf a good rainy -day activity
Usual approacliti and procedures for

teaching golf follow a traditional pa- A

ternget students jnto lines on 'mats
where tifby remain for an ,entire .olass
period to Nam and, praPice shots: it's
'hit and retrieve, hit and retrieve, hit and
'retrieve Rules, seoring, and etiquette
arc taught in discussion group or by
lecture Members of a lucky class get
outside to hit a few ,practice rounds on
the grass. This offcred little- for these,
physically handicapped students, it
would not motivate them or hold their
interes1 since it would be difficult 'Tor
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Equiptnent

Clubs--at least one regular 3, 5, and 9
iron for every three or four students

Plastee Practice Balls--tin'm per student
Practice Matsone per student. squares

of carpeting, or carpet paddiqg work
well in lieu of regular mats

Targets-3 x 5 -foot sheeting. hemmed
so that ends do not ravel. painted
oath temperh, secure targets to walls

, with maskmg of marking tape
Sccirecardsi-rcg'ular gulf style

Physical Arrankements

Attach targets so that the bottom
edges touch the floor. they may be
raised as student skill increases. every

space If space does not errrut plan-
trig nine different _tar ts, use pitch -
and -putt or puttingIt sty e--two
or more tees for the same target to
complete a nine-hole layout
Place mats mina), about five orbsix
feet from targets for chip and pitch
shots
Move mats back for shots requiring
a full swing.

Skills include grip and stance for

Chip shot
Pitch shot
Fullswrng

4 Putting

Adaptations mostly concerrreythe
grip. on the club. each student, with
some%gu.idana from the instructor,
madelis on adaptations WheelcIpirs
lead to be stabilizedby having students
lock the brake.y. We had ho instances
of filling clubs because ,students could
not control them ,

concepts

Height of the trajectory of -the ball
is dependent upon the type of club
used and the type of shotchip,
ihtCh,ar full swing
Direction of the Mill is determined
by stance and directioq of the swing'

-.4 ... 4 -. J
_.
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Methods 4'
Provide students with preliminary in-
struction about such thingsras equip-
ment" safety rules, layout of a golf
course, and basic pnnciRes and/or
an overview of golf.
Teach the chip shotthis was the
easiest shot for ou students to per-
form and master In Jude instruction
about gnp and stance. explain the
mechanics of thg shothow, to do it
as'well as the-effects this shot has on
the flight of the ball Practice on
mats lined up in the usual manner
so that all students can see the in-
structor who makes correctiot easily

rractieron mats after the balks of
the shot hive been taught; start sopt-
ing at targetsbut no scoring yet.
Teach the pitch shot in the same
manner as the 'chip shotstart to

'score when using targets.
Teach the f4ill swing

. Teach putting

ScorthR

Play the course in groups of. two.
three, or fouras one student shoots,
the ethers spot where his ball hits the
target This is'important so'that the
person luting will not lift his head
to see where his shot lands

/I

1 .1 s

'applied. students can sec immediate
results in ternis of their own golf

.SCO re4

We evaluateel the progrcss of our
students by Observing how well they
adapted golf skills and made them func-

' tional an terms of their own petit/dual
conditions Each 'student was en-

couraged to trl and experiment to find
the best way for him"-as an individual

-Co succeed. 00 achieveA,anl to attain
the desired knowledge ablout and skills
in golf It Was impossible to teach one
specific form due to the great variety
of-conditions which required flexibility.
approaches were indrvidualized accord-
ing to student abilities and disabilities
Application of these skills in golf set-
ting was stre90.1 Students were evalu-
ated in terna of their actual scores on
the course and a written test at the con-
clusion of the unit .

Students talked about television golf
matches They would hit a sand trap.
or miss a pin by inches, and relate the
incident to sitnilar situations from tele-
yised Matchq

Preparing thc targets did take con-
siderable ume, but it was time well
spent to provide a situation by which
physically handicapped students could
gain real knowledge about golf Some

these students w I play on regular
courses some day. 'II play nimia-
ture golf. othcrs m y watch golf
on television. each o is a worth-
while leisure-time activity which these
students may never have enjoyod had
It not been.for.indoor target golf 0

'Give each golfer three shots at each
taro scoring as follows

-Flag or Flagstick
Groin
Fairway-
Sand

. Water
Rough
.
Score as in regular golf using a regu-
lar score card. Zsrablish par for each
hole on your own, school coast or
layout.

0
1

3

4.
5

Safety-

Be sure other pia\ ers in a group
stand in a safe position while the one
up is hitting
Chase 'balls and rotate from ,target
to target on signal from the instruc-
tor

This density has several' Important
pluses

It can be set up in a father limited
amount of space
It provides 'for practice of various
golf shots with different clubs in
situations where pnn-erplerf club
choice, ball trajectory. and stance are

JOHPER Jappory 1971
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Adapted

for hauditapped
orts and Recreation for the

andicapped Child

CHRIS COUSENS is a ph at eft:l-
er:dor al the Matheny Sch in Pea-
pack. New Jersey 07977,

Adapted physical educatto can be
and often is an integral pa of the
therapy program for minimally handi-
capped children. few.lf any. mochk-
'cations or adaptations must VT:dd,
when one is dealing with the Ily ,

involved child. It bemmes7ncreasurgty-
difficultf to incorporate games arid
g)oup activities for those children with
moderate to severe physical limitations
It is difficult to modify these games so
that they *t only be of therapeutic
value to the ild but also allow him to
attain success, have fun, and have thd
experience of group partibipation along
with promoting proper social behaviors
and good sportsmanship.

Th4r, involved in treating severely
handicapped children-might ask them
selves such questioris as, Is it thera-
peutically valuable to have such group
activities? Is it possible to adapt games.

0. to- fit the needs of such handicapped
children? Is it imporvit to the social,
mental, or physical development of the
child? Is it worthwhile for 'physical
educators- and physical therapists to
.partIbipate together in planting, or-
ganizing, and carrying out group ther-
apy,

This article is concerned mainly with
group therapy for the moderately to
severely involved cerebral palsied child.
but the rationale, adaptations, and con-
clusions can also'apply to vanous other
types of physical handicaps.

Our program at the Matheny School
began in September 1971. Two groups
were formed with children who had
been on individual therapy programs
for a considerable length of time. It
'was felt that these children had pla-
teaued physically on the individual pro-
grams and they might now benefit more
from a group psysical education situa-
tion. This, and the fact that these
children needed more mobility, formed

'the basis for the rationale for this pro-
, gram. The groups were supervised by

both a physical therapist and a physical
educator. One other group wasoformeid
consisting o1 all boys,tsvho were also
on an individual program with a physi-
cal therapist. This group was super-
vised by a physical educator. Due to
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complex sch .which made it im-
possible t see ate the minimally,
moderately. n severely involved chil-
dren, all were t er in some groups
Therapeutic exercises were stressed
along With pure recreational activities,
and children were sontetimes given their
choice of activity

The objectives listed here are more
than just objectives for the program,
they are, in essene,e, obsersations no-

'lticed by both the therapists and physical
'educators here at the school._

I'- To add a psychological lift to the
:;handicapped individual which can

motivate him during his actual
therapy time The program tends to
build self-confidetice within the in-
dividual

2 To remove the child morr4tarily
from the daily routine of mffividual
therapy and have a chance to really
enjoy himself and let_hjalseys,go

3 To promote good sportsmihship.
How to win and lose graciously is
easily demonstrated on the athletic
field Children can le EIl"\O com;-'
municate with their rs through
competition. Thwehild may fir(d that
he can do more physically than he
thought he could.

, 119

To teach the handicapped child the
rules and value of'sports And recrea-
tion so that they will be able to ap-
preciate the spirit of comgetition,
Much of their lives will be spent
watching or viewing live sporting
events, so they should be aware .of
the rules of the different sports/

5 To give the child a chance to show
his physical prowess, however mini-
mal it might be

6 To give the child the opportunity to
be himself. This objective is espy
cially important in the case of boys,
as many areas of_ rehabilitation tend
toward less masculine areas of rec
reation

7 To help handicapped chilffren real-
ize that they can help other children
who may be more handicapped than
themselves The child may also be
able to assist the Instructor in setting
up activities for the. other children.
giving the child a" sense of impor-
tance and accomplishment.

8 To allow children the opportunity to
choose the activity they would pre-
fer for the period. The .children
should be allowed to make deci-
sions: this builds confidence.

9. To physically condition the child is
important and Must be given. ial
consideration Upper body s ngth
can be improved by many of the
adapted activities. Improved strength
will help in transfers and ambulatiOn
at Plater time Stretching of certain
muscle groups can also be of help
tq the child in improving functional
stills

Adapting Sports and Games

Almost any sport can'be adapted to
fit the needs and capabilities of the
handicapped child. The following
sports can be adapted for the minimally
to severely involved child
Football Football can be played either
in the kneeling, all-fours position, or
lying on the stomach. The game is
played on 4' x 6' mats which can be
lined up together A first down is made
by moving the-ball forward the width
of one mat Passing is forbidden
Blocking is done by holding the other
person or by simply getting in his way
A touchdown is accomplished by getting
the ball (sponge type) to the opposite
end of the mats.' The extra point is
made by adv'ancing the ball the width
of the last mat in front of tfic goal
Helmets should be-worn, and the chil-
dren should be well supervised. The
game cart, be played for any period--of.-
time, depending on the strength of the
participants.

Participants in diheelchairs
need assistance in throwing or hitting
the ball over the net with their fists,



The net should be lowered according iv
their capabilities. The receiving team
need only touch_ the,,,ball before "It
strikes the ground II no carte touches
the ball while it is in flight, the other
team receives the point Games are to
15 points and a team must win by at
least two points

Obstacle course This &n be.a. most
cruoya4e game for the handicapped
child Children can move either against
the clock trying_to better their own
pres4ris time, or against each other
Occasionally the children should he al-
lowed to construct their own obstacle
course 'under supervision The courrg
should be constructed so that even th
most severely involved child in, the
group can complete it without too much
assistance from the instructor

Bi'an bag garner These can improve
the child s throwing abiiits, Throwing
at targets 'or possibly a bean- hag war
where the children throw the beanabaes
at each other can be a lot oh-tun if
properly supervised

Relay .races These can be earned out
either from a wheelchair or on mats
Segmental rolling can he stressed, or
belly crawling and all-fours cFauling
with emphasis on reciprocation can be
reinforced When in wheelchairs, the
courses can be set up so that the child
must weave in and out between salibus
objects

Bowling ' smalllalley about 4 x
is marked off with masking tape The
rubber ball is approximately 6- in di-
ameter the plastic bowling pins are
about a- foot high The child can re-
main in his wheelchair and throw un-
derhand Or overhand, whichever gives
him more success The child on the

' floor can an with his legs out in front
and roll the ball from la,lween the legs
The athetoid can often use this method.
perhaps it is better for him to slap at
the ball in a side swinging ffianner as

the ball remains stationary The chil-
dren can assist the instructor in re-
trieving the ball and setting up the pins

Direction games "Simon says' is-a
good game to play dh the mats to get
the children moving and to get them to
listen to directions 'Red light green
light" is also a good game when the
children are up on their feet or in
wheelchairs

Wrest/mg. Wrestling is one sport that
does not need much adaptation for the
cerebra) palsied child The child muse

unbraced and should wear a helmet
This is good for prongng mosement
but it must be carefully supervised

Hockey Hockey can be played with
any number of children but six or eight

is preferable There arc two goalies
who remain in front of their respec-
tise goals Children fan be braced,
use cru es, or remain in wheelchairs
In order raO score, one must muse the
ball into 't e opponent s goal by means
of the crutches or with the feet Hel-
mets Must be worn by those on crutches
or on the floor the children should be
allowed to rest after 5-10 minutes of
play

s

... ,,

Outcomes of the datheny Program

-The program at the Matheny School
pears to basil been a success The

blectives. in general. have been real-
zed The children. no matter how
handicapped, have enlosed the experi-
ence df a group phy'sical education
program have responded poSitively
to all' spects of the program

Idea 'y. it is better if children can be
grouped .s homogeneously as possible.
with reference to. physical abilities. age,

, and intelligence The groups should be
kept small in size. raking ,t easier for
the instructor to organize and control
the activities Helmets and mats should
always be used when the children are
on the floor wrestling. playing football.
hockey., or Other games that can get
rough In many cases it is advisable to
have someone assisting the group. cape-
cially in jilting children in aid out of
the wheelchairs, spot checking the in-
secure children in case of falls. and
helping those children who cannot man-
age the actisq hs themselves The
minimally involved group mar require
Finis one instructor but the more in-
volved groups will need two or more
instructors

Day-to.iday progress has been hard to
`Observe because change among the

severely involved child often takes a
long time to evolve Over a longer .
fertod of um*. many of the, children
became more social. more mobile, and
better motivated. some developed finer
motor skills needed id the more dif-
ficult games arid most learned how to
accept winning along with losing Se-

verely involved children did learn to use
what little skills they had, not so much
to win or lose, but merely teknow that
they could enjoy atemselvesrecreation-
ally

Generally speaking, the physical edu-
cator is indeed qualif'ed and has the

4
4teisary skills to make such a pro -

a success and can certainly be-

come an important asset to a physical
therapy' department Supplemented by
training from a physical therapist in the
more implicated movement 'patterns
of the nebromuscularly involved hild,
knowledge of the abnormal palkrn,
which need to be inhibited and_what
muscle groups or actions a particular
child must improve in. the physical
educator con make the activities more
the"rapeutic in addition to increasing his
own knowledge and competency,

In cbnclusion.iitsis felt that the ques-
tions at the bejamning of this article
can be answered affirmatively Coop-
eration between the therapist and the
physical educator4can make for a valu-
able ream' which can certainly qpen
new outlets for recreational progrtms
airiong handicapped children The suc-
cess of such a program is dependent
upon the knowledge, skill, epthusiasm.
and creativity of the physicJI educator
himself

Physical Therapy Suggestions for

Gross MOtor Activities
JEAN PEN'VL-CCI is in the Occupa-
tional Therapy Department at the
Mathenv School Peaprick New Jer-
sey 07977

Angels in the snow This is calis-
thenics lying down On most, you will
have to move the legs A regular
rhythm should be achieved Count and
have the children count also This $X-
erase is an in-out pattern (I) Move
the arms (2) Move the legs (3) Mote
the aims and legs (4) Same sequence
on one side then the other side (5) '-
Same sequence with one arm and the
on'posite leg

Clapping games Touch body parts,
as 'clap knees then hands Increase
the complexity by (I) the number of

in a sequence. (2) number of
or claps on a given part., or (3)

parts
beats

a"'

12U

clapping on others or on self and
others. as in "pease porridge hot," etc

Simon says Most of the children
tan find their own body parts. Have
them sit side-by-side or in a circle and
find parts on others Work on right and
left parts while they are sitting side-
by-side but not while facing each other,

'Passing games Pass bean bag or ball
of rope over the legs then .under the
legs. over the head then under the
head. etc Do this while in p circle %O.

You can also pass it forward 'and be-
hind in a relay line up.

Circular turns Place large hoop on
the floor. mark off half and \quarter
points of the circle on the hoop wit

-contrasting tape for sighted child
and textured tape for blind chit ren
(I) Have child kneeling inside the

hoop and learn whole. half. and quarter
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turns. (2) Have child outside of the
hoop and do the same thing (31 'Have
child circle around another child (3)
Have children go between each other
(5) Have them learn to weave in frpnt
and back of each other this Wads to
"London Bridge" and in and out the
window "

Other action games (1) -Under the
spreading chestnut tree (2) "Itsy-
bitsy spider" (3) -Put your right hand
in. etc" (4) "Giant steps" (can du
rolling crawl. etc . instead, if they can t
walk)

Char. furiurtg Learn to turn a chair
in the 'fOur qua& ts Teach them
how to get into th scat, then teack
them to go around a hair in both three-

through them and between them
Finally, introduce -musical chairs"s*--
first with as In chairs and children
as possible

ti

ScriorrreOurd routes Fur sighted
shddren. use colored spots un the fluor
and hands with contrasting colors for
right and left Follow spots with the
hands forward. backwards. then lat-
erally both ways so that they must
cross their hands Follow obstacle
route such as -go straight. under table,
right, around the post or wastebasket.
Begin with only one or two instruc-
tions. then increase the number as they
learn to follow more complex instruc-
tions Blind children can play this with
guidance

Ball games Any kind of ball game
with simple rulesthrowing to a des-
ignated' person. bouncing in chalked-off
circle, rolls and bats. bowling (tap pins
as a cue for the blind children)

Kinesthenc-auditory memory games
Blindfold sighted children and play sun-

Tournament Bowling, an Activity for the Handicapped
JACOB. S SCHLEICHKORV, forrnec-
ty execunve drrtctor of tyre United
Cerebral Palsy Assocrahons of er
York Stare Inc if now director of the
Progarn m Pluvrcal Therapy School of

Health Professions Stare Uni-
versity of Vew York at Stony Brook
New Yor$ 11735 ERAVK SIRIAN-
NI is executive director of ths Unrred
Cerebral Palsy add Ilandicappvd Chil-
dren's Association of Syracuse Inc
Wes, Seneccr Trnprke Syracuse oh,
York 13215

Bowling for sport and recre.ition is
enjoyed by some 20 million people in
the United States every year pow Mans
of these sports enthusiasts are handi-
capped is unkown. but more and
more bowling es becoming an integral
part of recreation programs for the
disabled Bowling is a sport that can
give the handicapped individual, work-

with 2 team a sense of belonging
as well as the hope for accoroniishing
something that others' are doing and
enjoying

For the past twelve sears. the United
Cerebral Palsy Associations of New
York State. Inc.. has arranged an, an-
nual bowling tournament for those
handicapped with cerebral palsy Each
June lip to 18 teams have been in-
volved in the exciting event Any team
is welcome to papicapate, providing
all members arc cerebral palsied and
each player has bowled a least three
different trtnes^or a minimum of six
games with his assigned team. appro-
priate scores of theslayers in previous
games must be kept for review by the
Tournament Committee.

/OHM Noterib42ecvnb 1972

To fully appreciate the planning of
a tournament for thb disabled one
should be aware of seseral important

,definitions Among these are

Scratch scorea howler's score from
one complete game

Averagea bowler s accumulative
scratch score divided by the number
of games bowled, usually figured
after three or more games of teaguc
play

Handicap--extra points or pins given
to a bowler to add to his scratch
score

The first step in establishing the handi-
cap for _can bowler in the tourna-
ment is finding the bowler's average

4Y-

A ioluntcrr may help the drsaNed bowler
bY steadying the baton the sperral ramp
Phoweraph by Henn Schleglikorn

pie '"blind nian's bluff ", for _example.
"Go to the window sill for a prize " *

With the blind children, use an initial
auditory cue. then use intermittent
auditory cues such as.getting "colder"
or 'warmer" as needed with blind or
sighted

Auditory loceion games For the
s' blind or sighted -children (blindfold

theml drop object on th4 floor and
have them find it Then drop two or
three items sequentially to increase the
memory demand With the blind, use
auditory and tactile cues With the
sighted, use brials or contrasting color
cues, they may also benefit from auch-
zsry or tactile cues.

Strengthening games Tug of war,
Indian wrestling. Pull self ;on scooter
tied to the parallel bars, Push self away
from the parallel bars while on the
scooter

Second. the tournament chairman se-
* lects a score which is highet than the

average of any of the disabled bowlers
that is, if some of the bowlers can
bowl 120, it is advisable to pick a
score of 'ISO In, this way. each par
ticipant ca have a handicap A bowl-
er's scratch Nverage is subtracted from
the arbitrary ISO and he 14 given 10017c
of the thfference,as his handicap Thus
a bowler with an average of l() has
a 50 pin handicap. he is able, by rolling
his average game. to achieve a total
score of 150 The intent behind this
type of periehtage handicapping is to
give 'all the bowlers an equal Oppor-
tunity before the first ball is rolled
down the alley

Id the New York Cerebral Palsy
Tournaments, rules have been ada
to accommodate those with cer
palsy The following are examples of
those rules.

XII teams must bowl two games
if a bowler needs assistance to and
. from the shooting !me, the teard may

provide a helper
Unless confined to a wheelchair. all

players must wear bowling shoes
Ramps and other special equipment or

gadgets are allowed 4. Any special
adaptations or equipment must be.
supplied by the team

The excitement leading up to the
day Of the tournament an only be
measured by the active participation of
the handicapped individuals in the
weeks before the tournament, Every-
one involved shares in the excitement
ofi planning for the big day Arrange-
ments must he made for travel to the

4'



tournament site. Plans must-.be made
for necessary special assistance The
approkriate.bowling facility without
arehitestuial banners must be, selected
to accornmodate. wheelchairs

Throughout the tournament compet-
itive spirit tuns high. a Bowlers ate

cheered by friends and onlookers
Newspaper and television coverage adds
to Ole importance of the activity. -

The involvement of ,the handicapped
does not end with the tabulation of
scores at the tournament. Since "the
program is held in conjunction with
the'statewule vo'untary agency's annual
meeting. a presentation ceremony is

held at a bartqueln the evening The
participation of all teams is encouraged
and the winning team receives the spotv in an expanded program this year, with

In'addition to the team receiving qualify ing, tourneys in each of six UCP

the State Association tfobhy, each play- districts The final competition will be

er on the 'team also receives a irophy.s.4,h,eld,,on
April .26-28. 1973 at the na-

Thellig,h scoring female and male also' ,Vional conference ill Washington. D C

receive special recognition Every year 1.3(For further information on'the tourna-
ment. contact Ron Kozusko. Public Re-die tournament grow, and the enthuse-

li

asm of the cerebral palsied adults en- Cations Department. United Cerebral

courages the'professional staff acid sot Palsy ,Assocytions, Inc 66 East .14th

If

-s-

untecis to plan additional rttereatiosnal
activiTies

Many local ynited Cerebra). Palsy
associations have sponsored bowling
teams. several state associations con,
duct annual tournaments In April
)972, interest - in bowling among the

1, affiliates prompted the National
United Cerebral Palsy Association to
sponsor the first national ,invitational'
bowling tournament (In March 1971"
nearly 800 handicapped bowlers w'ere'
participating in a minimum of 34 active
UCP bowling programs across the na-
tion The tournament, held in Chi-,
cap. drew ten teams from across the
count. The pride and self-confidence
displayed by the bowlers have resulted

4
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Street. New York..N "Y.' 10016; tele:
j phone. 212-889-6655

While tho tournament has been lim-
ited to those with, cerebral, palsy, all
types of handicapped groups can bene-
fit from bowling, The use of devices
and adaptations may lie necessary, but
evep the most severely disabled pars

ticipant can have the pleasure of seeing
the bowling ball heading down the
alley Ingenuity is the 'key word in

,'adapting bowling Co meet the. needs of
the handicapped

For Further Information

National Wheelchair Affiletic Com-
raittee,,...X-24 62nd Street, Woodside.
New York 11377

Cerebral Palsy Associations,
Inc,. 66 East 34th Street, New York,

' Y 10016 0
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programs for bandicappeg
O

'Physically Handicapped' Children Use the Stegel
e -

SUSAN- I. GROS.SE teaches physical the ladder. Children who have weak
education at F. I. aenslen School, muscles due to niuscular dystrophy, or
1301E. Auer-Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis- , extreme ..contractiwe as in' cerebral
cousin 53212. palsy, an move up the ladder back-

wards in a sitting position using their
The Luenebnrger Stegel, also known hands on the side rails fbr support. The

as the All- Purpose Trainer or Lind . activity'can be vaned by not allowing
Climber, is a versatile piece of climbing . a childs to use a particular arm or leg.
equipment rapidly achieving popularity , Suspended between both -horses, the
in elementary physical education pro- ladder can be used for go'ing
grams. It consists of.fthree poles which either.' by lying on the stomacter
may be arranged at severe different pulling' with the mins, crawling, or
heights between two "sawhorse pieces. crawling in and out betweenythe rungs.
A !menr and n slide may be attached Poles. The three polesrcan be at-
to either the poles or horses. Its current tached to any of the, three different
popularly stems from the many dif- levels of the horses. At a variety of
ferent ways in which the equipment settings they can be used for rhove-
may be setup as well as the variety of meat problem solving. The child can
activities which may be performed on it. be asked to go over, under, between,

One does not usually associate climb- ' and around vanous poles. If the prob-
tng equipment with the physically hand, lem is set but the child is not fold
idapped. However, the same character- exactly how to do it, he is able to work

'istics ihat make the stegel valuable for out a solution at a physical level where
the normal child make it even more he is likely to achieve success. For
valuable for those who are handi- example, d one pole is 'set ,at each of
capped. Initially it can provide an op- the three levels and the problem is to
portunity for movement for children go over'a pole, the child who is usually
who are restricted, by their handicaps in a wheelchair can crawl over the low
and byte who are afraid to let pole while the minimally handicapped,
them participate in physiral activity child can go.over the high pole with a
for Jear 'of further damage through forward roll. Each has solved the prob-
accident. Though the potential for acct- lem, each has been successful, and each
dent does exist, It is greatly over- has had a new movement experience.
weighed by the benefits such activity The problems can be made -more chat-
can provide. Through this movement lenging if further restrictions on the
many other integrities can develop. Movement arc made by asking that it
Miteular strength, coordination, lel; be done feet first, .back to the floor,
ante, and agility may all be improved. stomach facing the floor; sidewards, etc.
Concepts of body, image, spatial' IP two poles are placed_ parallel to
awareness, and laterality can be devel- each other at the highest level they can
oped and the self-confideflce acquired be used as -gymnastic parallel bars.
through, accomplishment can enhance Students who have handicaps ,involving
emotional growth. Performing on the the lower extrenlities but with intact
stegel may require more effort for the shoulder girdle functioning_ can learn
handicapped child but the rewards arc many of the regular paralleltaronove-
well worth it. ments.

There, tare essentially two ways ,of If one pole is placed at the high
approaching activity on the stegel. from level if. can be itsed as a h zontal bar
the aspect of movesnent problem solv- by boys and as a starter b for begin -
ing and from the aspect of formal ning tmeven parallel bar ctivities for

wgymnasties. Each of these is somewhat girls. Many children th mmigtal
dependent uporrthe part qt. the equip- handicaps, especially th involving
merit used. Therefore, each part of the a "tidy one lower extremity, can perform
equipment is considered separately here quite well in these areas.
not only in terms of possible activities .Slide. Hooked to either a Horse or a
but also in light of hqw,a handicapped po, the slide provides a great deal of
child can perform the actryk. es. mMation, for children who have to

Ladder. Hooked to onMiorse.or a work hard to move around- especially
pole it can be used for climbing upi enjoy the free, effortlels slide down at

. A child who can walven the nd of their work on a probibin.
braces or oncrutches, can walkest...;;It reNires no great physical exertion
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and can be done in evarrety of dif-
ferent wayson the stomach, back.
side,,seat, or knees; Head first, feet first,
or sidewaYs. The more able child in
terms-of shoulder strength can be asked
to crawl up the slide as part of a
strength building problem

Combined pieces The poles, ladder,
and slide can be arranged in any num-
ber of ways. With each new arrange-
ment the child can be asked to glet from
one side or end of the set-up to the
other. He may go any way he wtshes
at, first. If the teacher wishes to make
the problem harder, additional require-
ments can be Made in terms of activities
to be performed during the trip across
For example, "Go across by going over
two poles and under one of the poles,"
or "Get to the other end by going back-

4 wards." The possibilities are endless
Each child can achieve success by selv-

. ing,the, problem at his oWn level of
mobility.

The key to success is varietyvariety
in the arrangement of the equipment
and variety in the -movement of the,
child. In 4ddition to the problem soh,
ing method as a means of achieving
different physical responses, the child
can also be blindfolded. This eliminatqs

1

Photographs on pages 71 and 72 by To wes.

one sense of feedback and forces the
child to rely more heavily on others.
Most of the problem solving activities
chine with the eyes open cane done
blindfolded.

With any activity, the following
safety precautions should be .taken
when using a stegel.

I. In setting up the equipment be
sure that 411 the bolts are secure. They
will work loose with use and as movable
parts are exchanged.

2. Use mats, at least two layers deep
under the poles, and one layer under
the ladder and at the end of the slide.
Children in braces may be less capable
of adjusting their bodies to take a fall
safely, due to the added weight of the
braces as well as the weakened or con-
tracted state of the muscles mvolved
Mats will ensure a safe fall and hence
lessen fear of trying again.

3r Use spotting. Encourage the child
to accomplish as much on his own as
possible. Somettmes this may mean a
fall, but children also learn by their

-mistakes. Spot to make sure it is a safe
fall When in doubt, the hips for

4

A

support. If the child is falling, catch
the shoulders to keep him from landing
on his head.

4. Let the child move at his own
speed. Children with limited experience
may need time to think out what they
are doing On the other hind, a fre-
quent occurrence is the -enthusiastic
child who gets upside down for the first
time and lets go. He may need some
stowing down next time.
. '5. Encourage sharing of space. As
the children become more capable, sev-
eral can perform at one time However,'
they should be taught to do their own
thing without interfering- with someone
else.

Physically handicapped children can
perform on the stegel and can achieve
the same benefits in terms of physical
mobility and growth in self-esteem
through accomplishment that normal
children can achieve. However, they
need it much more because the pos-
sibilities for such achievement are much
more limited. Don't let this possibility
go to waste;let your physically handi-
capped children use the stegel
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prom s for havoicapped
Adapted Table Te nis for the Physically Handicapped

Table tennis adapted and modified for the physically handicapped hat smplscatsont
and applicabsisty for use sr: phyiscal,educalson and recreatson programs for young
children, ibe poorly coordinated, tho.4,,susth poor vision, and sndsysduals with poor
reactions. It can be a low - organized activity or serve as a lead-up to table tennis
itself. Many activities modified to meet the specsal needs of a given individual or;
g)'oup can be wed with other sndsvulualt or groups who have similar 'mesh but
for quste Afferent reasons. Readers are encouraged to tend information about ac-
tivities and metbodt they have found useful in their adapted phytscal educatson or
therapeutic rental:on programs.

RONALD ADAMS, supervisor, recrea-
non and adapted phystcal educatson,
Children? Rehab:Is:arson Center, Uni-
versity of Vsrginsa, Charlottesville.

Table tennis can easily be adapted for
physically handicapped children and
adults," regardless of their affliction.
Adapted table tennis can be played by
the skilled and the unskilled, the ambu-
latory and the nonambulatory, the young
and the aged, the strong and the weak,
even wheelchair and stretcher patients
can actively participate. Two or four
people can play this modified version
of table tennis in which a regulation
table tennis ball is hit so that moves

`on the surface of the table instead of in
the '41r and over the net as in regular
tagle tennis. Regulation or special rack-
ets are used according co the needs and
disabilities of the individual pc(ruct.
pants. An adapted net, made from string
or cord, replaces the regular net Gen-
erally, equipment and rules are modified
co slow the game s9,Lhose.with slower
reactions and physical l..imitations can
successfully participate.

Play is started by a server who places e
the ball on the table surface and strikes
the ball so it rolls across the cable
face on his side of the "net" and passes

-

Oath let competition may also be com
Alited giving more children a chance
to participate.

through the open space in the net
his opponent's court. The receiver re-
turns the ball by striking it so chat it
passes through the open space in the
net and onto his opponent's court. Play
continues in this manner until a point
is scored when either player (I)Thits
the ball over the net, (2) hits the ball
so that it hits the string and fails to
go through to his opponent's side. (3)
hits the ball twice in succession, or (4)
makes no attempt CO hit the ball.

Special scoring systems can be de-'
veloped according co individual situa-
tions. In regulation play, a game is won

v.by the player who first scores fifteen
points. However, he must win by two.
points The serve changes hands after
every dead ball and point.

Certain acts cause the ball co become
dead, thus' bringing a stop or rest in
the action (1) if the ball is hit by
either player so it goes over the side
rails and off the table, (2) if the ball
is hit by either player so it fails to roll
on the playing surface or go through
the open space in the net, (3) if the
ball' is hit in the air by either player
so it fails to couch the playing surface
or If the ball is hit over the net and

ifs to touch the table, (4) Al a good
se or return is hit in such a way,
that it beyond the physical control 1.
or ability of the receiver to reach
the ball with his paddle, (5) if the bail
hits the reteiver's hand, arm, or wheel
chair without couching the paddle, or
(6) if the ball splitsaar fractures during
Play/

It a player is severely disabled, the
ball may be placed on the playing sur-
4a.ce in a favorable position for him co
serve successfully. Any time a pllye,
attempts TO serve and misses the ball
He...shill be granted ia.reserve. However,
onlytme direct pa/die hit is allowed in
attempting to serve the ball, if the server
failson his first atternphis opponent

4 becomes the server.
In doubles play each side of the table

is divided into two parts by a one-eighth
Inch_ white line running parallel to the .

The bi- andle paddle is designed to per -
ms and freer movements

side lines and equidistarft from eac1
side rail. layers of each team take'Posi-
nons beside each other At one -end of
the table, each player is responsible for
his half of the court when hitting the
ball At no time can a player het a ball
chat is on his teammate's half of the
court, violation of this rule causes .a
point to be awarded co the opposing
team. Players alternate .the serve after
every dead ball' and point scored. All
other rules and regulations described for
singles play apply in doubles play.

Adaptation for Various Conditions

The cerebral palsied net slow and
patient training if he is co attain pur-
poseful motor movements. These move-
ments must be simple at first, highly
coordinated activities cause fatigue and
fatigue LA US(. nervous tension. There-
fore, the individual must be handled
carefully and not rushed coo fast in
developing table tennis skills. Many
spastic cerebral palsied patients should
Jac able ter adapt to the game because of
ICS nonrestricted design which slows
down the action.

Stretcher cases, including patients
with scoliosis and in a body cast, chose
a)ch dislocated hips or bilateral hip
spiv and legs in wide abduction. and
children with Legg-Perches disease, can
participate in meaningful activity and
have fun playing adapted cable tennis.
High stretchers are the most practical for
usc in table tennis, players will have
a greater range of motion permitting
more extensive arm movement from a
prone position. '+

Post-polio, pars la, and spina -

fida arc examples of Cher conditions
for which adapted tabl tennis can pro-
vide activity. Participact n is relativ,ely
easy for wheelchair Nue s with good)
uppar extremity usc. The me is also
an excellent activity for rheu. tic fever
patients because of its nortscrenuous
nature which can,be used to build higher
levels of exercise tolerance and co reduce
fatigue thresholds.

The bi handle table tennis paddle is
designed co permit players broader and
freer movements with both hands while
playing adapted cable tennis. lc acts as
an ASSISCiVe device for increasing limited
Joint movements through proper posi-
cloning of the hand and fingers.

Reprinted from the Jownsol of Health. l'hynoa Edmonton. Itetroahon, .0(ovember/Decernber 1966
Copyright. 1968. by the' American Auotjation for Health, .Physical Educatiod. and
Recreation. National FAucation Aarociatinn, 1301-26th Street NW . Wprhinitton, D C 20036
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SKATING SAFELY?
Smart Skaters Know It Pays -

io fpfloW the Rules

STAY AWAY FROM
MOVING' VEHICLES

Cars and trucks are many times
bigger than you and go much
faster than you so never hitch
a aide and always stay out of
their way

SKATE ONLY IN SAFE AREAS

Any smooth payment on plrist---
grounds sidewalks or your own
driyways are safe areas for slOt:
ing Play streets are protected
against vehicles and are always
safe

USE EXTRA CARE

GOING AROUND CORNERS

Always watch where you are go-
ing Don't speed around -blind"
corners and hurt someone beside
yourself

LOOK OUT FOR SMALLER

CHILDREN

Remember' Children smaller
than you cannot skate fasta:ir al-
ways get out of your way fast
Be careful skating around them
Never push or shove

ALWAYS BE POLITE
AND COURTEOUS

You are being courteous when
you let people pas, without de-
lay After allthey have the first
right-of way

CAP TAG
One player is gten a cap
The player who i IT
et.... the player with the
rap trying to tag him be
lore he an pa.. cap to
another player Me play
er legged while holding
the cap become-, IT ,Cap
r. pawl to e- therm play r, ,

rbn..en by the 01.1 wl
Ulf flame 'tort. over A
lull or other obract may
be weal in place of cop
if dmired

tr.

1

O
rAr.

OBSTACLE RACE
e.t draw a cow* with

c
hhalk

fine. Place obits
each a. boxn, beak

et. tin can. brick. Mirka
and log. Finn oteitecte

together making it

hard to .kale in between,
them Skater whO touches -.
onv otiect before the fink);
line wail% for next turn
pievav skating entire
tour.e without touching
any obJapia *tn. 10.
point. You seed 109
point. to win Caine
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' How tcrDoihe
Leaning Tuin

Resume skatini'

Puce One foot be
MA(3 tilt Other flit

_whens you tend on
a rai

How
"C

o Do the
ing the Circle" Turn

Resume
slating

)(NO n2Yr arms
Out for balance

teat+ the way
yOu want to turn

Virbeig
on left loot-T.

kwrt the some at in Shift left foot socat Stand straight and Mule your spin cu-t(' Spread Eagle is heel to noel with drawlegs and arms cte as small as you
It" right legato.; Can

a

2 Skate on right foot
alone and lean light
Into Lade

repeat crossing
Orel with ntlII un-
til you have mode
turn /

then glide dm rightbring right foot tor what you wag left
orwaOver the left to inward and throw it frd again;

her hat of circle

lastead of Strolung
buck with right foot

is to regular
fttrokt -

How to Do the
"Spread Eagle" Turn tilt lett foot an

bring along St
gaSUnkt stating your right

wiel You Woe out
Of turn

Start

Oft loft foot

turn lift foot

H to Skate Backwar-4d
FOIt 1 Foloa
dean s
Bend es
took Ointorard f.
over shdblder

Push iff with
nth afoot

ii.

I Slide backward
on left foot

Mold Dositwa cif y0u*-

Lean into unit

so left
nee, to nett wsth
right

When you learn turns, you can master tricks and spins

f

ref

WOOD TAG
A player who touchy.
wood of arty kind - tree

tense -or a luhlne-o
on base and wit from

hang tegeed by IT Play
era diould not stay do
haw ' too long, bait should
keep moving to give IT a
chance to mike a tag
Mayon can also one other
ohyecti for brine 'wte on
Mae" ouch aci lamp nag..
curbilw Woos, met? U,
bock. ,

JAPANESE TAG
'Phis game brings extra
fun and laugh. When
p ayuen lgm IT Ih.
cg.-. the of her nifty'',
toil he mud keep hkrod
on that part of hut holywhrh v..,,tgg4 If
tagged on hit'shoukter he
most keen a hand on his
shoulder until he tag.
someone else

rie
2 Bring right foot 3 You glide

Dtglinurn and &Mtn no your,
left right

3 Change feet at this
-point

,
How to do the

4 state 0a "Figure Eight"eft f ,

How to Jump
0).-
tamping oh sUtet is very much hit ramping 0'000 ti OS First, build un
speed gnantlInuch lust DOOM yOU F.M0 Push 00 with your legs, lifting
yourself inl0 the air Bend knees as in Figure 4 tout yOU are making
!MD Land squarely Oft both skates and resume statIng

vJ

4 Bring left foot along.
dt and Continue
In Figure two

"fpFk

FOLLOW THE
LEADER

( ho c... a leadar I- very
.are must .kale whe.ev.
Ile trader ,k,f trader
.houki figure out filtered
one aryl orneaut plarro, to

rl!Iphu.ttr'r
0..r 0kolft nOutke. For
Added fun rack skater
take. ',cure hold on
.katm m front and

Iht the
drat,

4
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CROSS TAG
Start game with IT char
rig another 'player to tag

him Any 01 the other
player. may c,ows in front
of IT When a player dow
cro. in front of IT thn
player melt then be cbwd
hv IT unfri Ingti.d or

td tiv another player
who "awe, between him
and IT IT must then
change directiortana chow
the new crossing player
When a player is tagged
he Immune. the hew IT


